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MEMPHIS TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1957 Price 15c
'THREE SUE PASTOR FOR $30,000
Charge 'False,
Harsh Slander
A $30,000 suit has been filed against the pastor of
the St. Paul Missionary Baptist Church No. 3 In Memphis
by three former members of the congregation who charge
that they were defamed by statements of the clergyman,
and by later being stricken from the church roll at the
suggestion of one of his e • 1-
leagues.
The suit, filed in Shelby County
Ircuit Court, charges the Rev.
J. L. Ferguson, the minister, of
having "falsely and maliciouslY"
defamed the characters of David
L. Edmonds of 1532 Brookins
are.; Plummer Peoples, 1544 Car-
penter at.; and Isaac Stone, of
3105 Mt. Olive St., on Friday
night, October 4, when he told a
church gathering that the three told you all on the first Sunday
men had "attacked and threaten- in August that my life had been
ed me, and that my life was in threatened and something had to
danger be done about it."
The three men charge that their
dismissal from membership in the
church where they had been ac-
tive as deacons and trustees also
served to discredit them in the
eyes of the community and left
them open Is ridicule and c o n-
tem pt.
commwr
When informed of the pending
trial, Rev. Ferguson said that he
was not prepared to make any
comment on the charges, or to re-
veal the name of the attorney who
will represent him in the suit;
however, he did say that it was
true that the men had been dis-
charged from membership in his
church, and that they had come see SUE page 2
to his office last Summer to de-
mand that he call ,a church meet-
ing. He refused to do so, he said,
because it would have violated
church law.
It was during Friday night, Octo-
ber 4. that the three former mem-
bers of St Paul charge that they
were slandered by Rev. Fergu-
son. The suit also states that on
that date he told the audience, "I
After a few more words, the le-
gal declaration states, Rev. Fergu-
son introduced a colleague. Re v.
Clarence Jones, a former member
of the church,. who immediately
declared his allegiance to the cler-
gyman. and stated that he was
there to protect the church.
STATES PURPOSE
Following a reference to the al-
leged attack and threats to Rev.
Ferguson, the legal declaration
said that Rev. Jones drew a para-
ble in which he liked the situa-
tion to a patient suffering from a
gun shot wound.
"If a person is shot," the declar-




MONTGOMERY, Ala. — (INS)—
Two white men accused of bomb-
ing Negro residents in Montgom-
ery in retaliation for the Negro
stand for integrated buses, were
freed of all charges yesterday.
At the same time Negro bus-
boycott leader Martin Luther
King agreed to pay a $500 fine
imposed on him for his part in
the boycott, and to dismiss an ap-
peal pending in the Alabama
Supreme Court.
Circuit Judges Walter 3. Jones
and Eugene W. Carter, in dropping
the charges against Jarn.s D.
York and Henry Alexander, made
a joint statement, which said:
"We hope ' members of both
races can sincerely work for racial
peace and harmony and that out-
side rabble will not again be
brought into the county to de-
nounce our white citizenship, to
inflame the feelings of a kindly
people and to stir up the just re-
sentment of the white race."
Two other defendants accused
see REV. ZING page 2
Tom Moore,100,Tells How
He Rtached Century Mark
By M. L. REID AND ALBERTA JAMISON
By living moderately — he drinks a little and smokes
a little, and eats a few vegetables with a large amount of
meat—Thomas Moore of Dyer, Tenn., rounded out his first.100 years recently.
More than 150 of his neighbors
y to offer their congratulations'
to Mr. Moore, who is one of the
oldest residents in the state, and
one of the ter ex-slaves still on
the scene.
Mr. Moore, who takes pride in
the fact that his age has finally
gone into three figures, does not
•
and friends stopped
get around very much now, but
once a year he goes tc the meet-
ing of the Gibson County Fair
association, an organization whose
membership qualifications a r e
that one should have lived a ripe
one of the group to have passed
the century mark.
The new initiate to the centen-
arian ranks has spent most, of
his life within the borders of the
Volunteer State, except for short
visits to Chicago to see his sons,
both of whom are employed in
postal service. 1111111011111111111111111111111m1M1111111111111111111111111110111
Mr. Moore had only one com-
plaint on his 
birthday,was his eyes ave given out on Unusual Viewsand that 
him. Blind for the past 14 years,
he kept repeating as the guests Of Unusual Man,
described the room which h a d
old age. Mr. Moore is the only been decorated with Fall green- Carnal A Nassercry, carnations and gladiolas "If
I could just see. If I could only




ERS — Dr. Herman E. DUO.
Fisk university professor,
points to chemical formula
during one of the school's
special science classes de-
signed to keep high school
teachers abreast of latest de-
velopments in the field and
to attract more young people
to the profession. Called "Bea.
ic Concepts in Chemistry," the
program is financed by a
grant from the National Scl-
time Foundation, and enables
teachers to enroll in the three
hour course without cost and
to receive funds for traveling
to and from Fisk each Satin,
day. Shown also in picture
at left (pouring chemicals in
test tube) and at right operat-
ing scientific measuring ap-
paratus, is Dr. S. P. Massie,
chairman of chemistry depart.
meat and director of the pro-
gram for teachers. The three
hours credit can be applied
towards a graduate degree.
(Photo By Gunters Studio)
Thomas Moore, Sr.
The senior Tennesseean was
born on the farm of a Major Gay
near Trenton a few years before
the war between the States, but
he seldom mentioned the years
he spent in bondage. Before he
retired at the age of 80, he work-
ed as an oil mill employe and a
truck farmer near his birthplace.
He and his wife, a school teacher,
managed to send all four of their
children to college. Mrs. Moore,
the former Adlena Jordan, died in
1948 at the age of 63.
THEY'RE TEACHERS
Both girls have followed in the
footsteps of their mother and are
working in the classroom Mrs.
Ball, a graduate of Tennessee A.
and I. State university, teaches
grade school in Dyer, and another
daughter is on the staff of the
Gibson Training school at Milan,
Tenn.
Neither of the boys completed
college, but both attended A. and
I. in Nashville and Tom, jr. was a
student at Northwestern univer-
sity in Chicago.
Mr. Moore is a member of the
Dyer CME church, but he doesn't
get out to meetings much any
more, but he is expected to get
into action when he hears it's
time for the Gibson County Fair
association to hold its annual
meeting. After all, one seldom
gets to tell his comrades how he




LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (INS)
— Arkansas Gov. Orval Fauhus,
embroiled in a dispute with the
White House over the use of
federal troops in Little Rock,
voiced hope for President Els-
enhower's recovery inn- a slight
stroke.
Reached at the capitol in
Little Rock, Gov. Faubus said:
"I'm very, very sorry to hear
of the President's illness. He
has my deepest sympathy and
my hone for a full recovery."
•
By EDGAR T. STEWART
Gamal Abdel Nasser, president
of Egypt, is in the news again.
This time he seems to be getting
aid from both sides of the fence
He has an offer of $178,000,000
from the Soviets and is getting
some aid from the United States.
He is probably the most contro-
versial figure in the world today
Sonic say he is pro-communist,
but he seems to favor America's
idea of government most.
Some says he trades with the
Communist, but some of NATO's
members are accused of the same
thing.
CONTRASTING PICTURE
Some say he is pro-western, but
one of his three main objectives
was to break England's power in
Egybt, and he closed the Canal
against the West.
Some say he is power drunk,
but it is said that he lives in the
same modest house in which he
lived before his rise to power.
Perhaps we can understand him
better if we look at what he is
doing inside of Egypt and not
Judge him entirely by his outside
activities. He has an industrializa-
tion program, a slum clearance
program, the auto is taking the
place of the camel. Whatever else
you may say about him you must
admit he is no coward.
CONQUEROR AND
CONQUERED
It was in Egypt that the chroni-
see VIEWS page 2
Oops, One Thing Open Ga. Starts MoveTo Take Ballot
To Blacks And Whites'From Negroes
Negro property owners in the McKinnie Subdivision,
area which has been in the hands of colored residents for
the past century, breathed a sigh of relief last week as a
third attempt to get the neighborhood rezoned from R-3
(residential) to C-2 (commercial) was denied. However,
the Memphis City Planning Com-
mission will have the last word
on the subject.
In recent years, many indivi-
duals have attempted to move
commercial projects into t h e
area. On one occasion a man
visited the neighborhood a • d
said that he wanted to get the
property "spot zoned" so that
he could establish a hospital.
When asked if the institution
would be open to all races, he
assured them the, It would be
"open to blacks as wit as
whites." The proposed hospital
tamed out to be an animal ho.-
pilaf for dogs and cats, and is
located on Park Avenue.
A Negro also attempted to
have the property rezoned so that
he could open a filling station,
but his request was denied.
The latest petition requesting
that the community be left a resi-
dential section was upheld only
last week, but the property own-
ers are fearful of the loophole
which leaves so much power in
the hands of the Planning Com-
mission.
The disputed area is bounded on
Rust Choir At
St. John Dec. 8
The Rust College A Capella
choir will be featured at St. John
Baptist church, of Vance and Or-
leans, on Dec. 8.
The public is invited and there
is no admission fee.
The choral group is being pre-
sented by the New Era club, Mrs.
Gentry Roberts, president. Mrs.
Frances Pegues is chairman of
the program committee. Rev. A.
McEwen Williams is pastor of the
church.
the west by Mount Moriah road,
on the north by Poplar it., and
on the south by Park avenue.
Plan Surgery On
Prexy Martinez
D. F. Martinez, president of
Johnson Memorial Junior college,
of Batesville, Miss., and popular
personality in the Tri State area,
entered the Charleston hospital
(private,) of Charleston. Miss., for
an operation Wednesday of this
week.
His condition is not serious and
he is not expected to be hospitaliz-
ed for a long period of time.
ATLANTA — In an effort to re-
strict the ballot from would-be Ne-
gro voters who are unable to read
or write, a Georgia legislative
committee has drafted a list of
questions .which might well take
the privilege away from many of
its leading citizens, if they were
required to answer correctly.
Some of the questions which the
group proposes that illiterete
Negro applicants answer before
being allowed to register for vot-
ing privileges include:
What is a Republican form of
government?
What are the names of the
three branches of the United
States government?
In what state senatorial dis-
trict do you live?
What is the definition of a fel-
ony in Georgia?
How does the Constitution of
the United States provide that It
may be amended?
What is the difference in the
Constitution of the United States
see BALLOT page 2
The Memphis Negro pub-
lic schools offer courses in
all the areas of science math-
ematics generally placed in
elementary and secondary'
schools in the United States.
This is a fact of important
bearing in considering t h e
teaching of t h e subjects in
the local Negro schools. It in
lllIlilIllIltItttltIlltIItttlIlIlllIIIllUhIIlltlllrlIItIIlIIIIIlIllN
(EDITOR'S NOTE t This Is
the second in a series of arti-,
cies dealing with the problem
of Instruction is mathematic'
Memphis Negro schoola.)
trmnitimminnummttnititmminininntimmnris
Important in considering the por
sible role of the schools in the
wake of the "crash emphasis" on
science and mathematics in
America. schools since the mr
mentous launching of Russia 'a
earth satellites.
The need for thorough ground-
Ins in the fields is being thrust
home to the American public br
way of the press, radio, platform,
and other media, as the United
States grids to meet Russia's chal•
lenge for superiority in missilel
and outer space exploration.
But there are important dl?.
ferences which form the basis.
of a generally renewed e 0No
cern. One of these differences
is in the matter of emphasis or
lack of it found in the Negre
schools ef inducing students to.,
take courses in mathematics.
and science on the high school.
level. AnotIer difference la
the area of teacher Interest, co--
operation, and preparation.
An examination of the ranks ed
Memphis Negro science teachers
in the public schools will shoe
that there are approximately 60
who are classified primarily as
science teachers. Others may have
a class or so in science but be
primarily engaged in teaching an-
other subject. This could mean
mor iscince echers. Others may
have a class or so in science but
primarily engaged in teaching an-
other subject. This could mess
that the teacher has a major in
another subject, and Possibly
milor in science on his or hoe
teaching certificate. Therefore.
the teaching of science is not the
See SCIENCE page 2
Unselfish GI Died Hero,
But He Wouldn't Like It
Two weeks ago an American soldier died in Tacht-
kawa, Japan. Last week he was buried with full milita
ry
honors. But there is more to the story than that. M-Sgt.
Clyde T. Arnold was a career man ... a hero, actually. He
had won many citations and medals in his fourteen Air
Force years. The Sergeant didn't
think of himself as a hero. He
would probably be laughing now
if he read this story about his hero-
ism. Nevertheless, he was one.
He is dead now because he con-
sidered his duty -more important
than his health.
UNSELFISH MAN
Mrs. Arnold was living in Mem-
phis and was deeply concerned
over her husband's health. In his
letters he tried to reassure her
that he would be O.K. But, he
wps so far away. And she did
worry.
She asked the Red Cross to find
out for her exactly what his con-
dition was. Mrs. Julia Ashlock, a
social worker, at the Memphis-
Shelby County chapter of the
American Red Cross, contacted
the Red Cross Field director in
Japan. tie talked to the Sergeant
for nearly an hour. The field di-
rector wrote that "Sgt. Arnold is a
fine, intelligent man who is far
more concerned about his wife anti
family than he ls about his own
health."
I1E'S GONE'
During this time Mrs. Matlock
gave moral and spiritual aid to the
distraught wife. Mrs. Ashlock had
even tried to arrange to have Mrs.
Arnold flown to Japan to be with
her husband. But then a couple
of days later, the Social Worker
received a telephone call. "Re's
gone, Mrs. Ashlock, he's gone,"
said the sergeant's wife.
And he was. M-SgL Clyde T.
Arnold was dead. The last thing
he said was, "I wish Janie was
here."
T. It Hayes and Son Funeral
Home, of 680 So. Lauderdale is in
charge. He will have aix honor
Surds and a nun salute.
Followhag the mandate of its Na-
Hoag Project, "Teen-Town," Onsi-
tun Sigma Chapter of Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority dedicated
The Sigma Sorority House, 305 Sax-
on ave., Nov. 17.
For many years, Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority has carried out its
motto — "Greater Service —
Greater Progress." The dedication
of the Sigma House served to ter-
minate activities of its annual ob-
servance of Founders' Week; and
it is hoped that this house will be
used as a recreational Center
where youth may come and en-
joy wholesome leisure-time activi-
ties. One of its major aims is to
help curb juvenile delinquency.
HISTORY
Omicron Sigma chapter of Sig-
ma Gamma Rho sorority was or
ganised May 1, 1037, with Mrs.
Leslie H. Taylor as sponsor, who
was elected baelleus of the chap-
let, in which capacity she served
eilicietitly and untiringly for five
years. -Other chart. members
were Mrs. Lytle McKinney, Miss
Jim Ella Cotton, Mrs. Veha
Mrs. Esther Brown Mrs.
Evelyn Jhonspon and Miss Virginia
Johnson. the latter two now dc
ceased.
Through the years the sorofty
has done its share in cooperating
with and contributing to various
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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Sigma Sorority Steps
Forward To Aid Youth
By MAltJORIE I. ULEN projecta and agencies in the Me
m-
phis area. The Scholarship pro-
gram, which wu initiated by the
charter member', has been ex-
panded to the extent that for the
part three years the sorority has
awarded $500 in scholarships to
deserving senior girls in the five
local high schools. Also included
In the program this year was one
county high school.
Mrs. Ritta H. Porter Is the pre-
sent Insilco of Omicron Sigma.
Other basileis who have se veil
their chapter are Mrs. Velia Wig-
gins, Mrs. Merle L. Adams, Miss
Harry Mae Simons, Mrs. Rosa
M. Ford, and Mrs. Minnie V.
Echols.
PROGRAM
At the dedication, Mrs. Charles
Etta Branham and Mrs. Leona
Jamison provided a musical inter-
lude; and Rev. Blair T. Hunt, pas-
tor of Mississippi blvd. Christian
Church, offered the dedication
prayer. Following the welcome
given by Mrs. T. Ophelia Flowers,
antitasileus, greetings were ex-
tended by Mrs. Eldora Amos. in
behalf of the Board of Directors
of the sorority; representing the
community, Judge Elizabeth Mc-
Cain of Juvenile Court; religion
by Rev. J. A. McDaniel, pastor
of Bethel Presbyterian church; ed-
ucation, D. W. W. Gibson, act-
ing Dean of LeMoyne college; and
ALUMNI VISIT LEMOYNE—
Back an the campus la Mem-
phis for the first annual Alum-
ni Visitation held on Nov. 23 at
LeMoyne college were former
students from many parts of
the country. Here posing with
a g oup of out-of-tows alumni
are (left to right) seated; Dr.
W. W. Gibson, dean of Le.
Moyne; Mrs. Deems Hill Jon-
es, St. Louis, Mo.; and Dr.
Ernest Hooper, acting presi-
dent of the school in the ab-
seace of Dr. Price. Standing
are fume order) R. L. HIM
Arlington, Tenn.; Mrs. E. T.
Walker, Henry Rutledge, both
of St. Louis; Mrs. Hollis Price,
wife of President Price; and
Mr. Everett T. Walker of St.
Louis,
John C. Parker, chairman of the
Memphis Pan Hellenise Council.
Miss Seletia Hampton, a senior
at Booker T Washington high
school extended thanks to the so-
rority. Mrs. Porter, the baslleus,
Introduced Mrs. Edna Douglas,
Grand Basileus of Sigma Gamma
Rho, who gave the dedication ad-





when I shop with'
Top Value
Stamps!"







"We All love to go Christmas Shopping,
especially when it's for the children. But it
can be more pleasant shopping for their gifts,
when you just use your Top Value Stamps,
from Kroger, and pick out just what you
know they want, from the beautiful displays
hi the Top Value Redemption Centers. I am
looking forward to doing my Christmas Shop-
ping the Easy Way . . . with my Top Value
Stamps ... from Kroger!"
Ammemiummwimppipir
Kroger salutes Mrs. Richardson, an inter-
esting community worker in North Memphis
and in the Manassas High school territory.
Her interest in community welfare is evident in civic, and
religious affairs. She is well - known a n d popular in her
sphere of activity.
AlIONOPPOIPPPIIMMIPMer
Do your Christmas Shopping the easiest,
most pleasant way . . . use your Top Value
Stamps, and get the gifts of your choice,
absolutely free. And you'll find your
weekly shopping more pleasant too, when
you shop at Kroger, where you get . . .
TOP VALUE STAMPS!
Heavy Duty Dump Truck
to delight that boy!
Only 1 1-5 Top Value Books
..weennewmpe•
See The New Top Value Catalogue
For Messy Mere Delightful Gift.
You Con Get With Your
TOP VALUE STAMPS.
"Bless This House," followed by al
Litany of Dedication by Mrs.!
Charle P. Roland, chairman of the
board of directors.
DECORATIONS
Throughout the Sorority House
decorations and furnishing car
tied the blue and gold color scheme
noticed was a distinctive wall mir-
ror and planter dominating the
area above the mantlepieee of the
living room; an original painting,
by Miss Charlsye Heard, a Sig-
ma member; and cornices of blue
Greek letters of the organization.
Ballot
(continued from page 1)
and Georgia regarding the sus-
pension of the privilege of
writ of habeas corpus?
Who are citizens of Georgia?
How may a new state be ad-
mitted into the union?
What act of the general as-
sembly of Georgia are void?
In what federal court district
do you live?
What is treason against the
state of Georgia?
What are the names of the
members of the hoard of edu-
cationsin your county?
If both the governess- and the
person who succeeds him dies,
who exercises the executive
power.
Sue
(continued from page 1)
ation said, "you don't sew up the
wound without taking the bullet
out first. We are out to get that
, bullet out."
I At this point, the declaration
states, Rev. Ferguson requested
that a motion be made to with-
draw the "right hand of fellow-
ship" from Edmond, People s,
Stone, George Harrell of 1542 Ca-
radine at., and Frank Williams.
Williams and Harrell did not join
In the suit, but Harrell stated that
he would be a witness for the
plaintiffs.
The plaintiffs in the suit against
Rev. Ferguson are being repre-
sented by Attorney J. F. Estes.
Beautiful courtesy bouquets were
sent by the Green letter organiza-
tions which comprise the Memphis
Pan Hellenic Council.
Members of Omicron Sigma
chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho sor
ority have made a distinct contri-
bution to their community by es-
tablishing this house, and provid-
ing a center which can be used to
fill a gap sorely needed ... In fac-
ing thechallenges present in help-
ing the youth of Memphis.
Views
(continued from page 1)
cle of civilized mankind began.
It has existed for around 50 cen-
turies and has had five civiliza-
tions. From Menes to Nasser has
seen the country act as conqueror
and conquered. It has been con-
quered by about eight different
Nations but always remained
Egypt.
It has played a big part In serv-
ice to three religious beliefs in
the living God. The founders of
each have influenced it. Jesus liv-
ed there as a baby. Moses was
born there and the teachings of
Mohammed prevail there.
There Is an old saying that be-
cause of Egypt's treatment of the,
Hebrews, it will never be a worldl
power again, but because it caredl
for Jesus when Herod was trying
to kill him, as long as the World
stands there will always be an
Egypt. Perhaps Nasser has read
that and believes that no mattes'
what he does he can not raise
it to would power, and no matter,
what others do they cannot get
rid of it.
My personal opinion is that Nas-
ser is for Egypt and who ever
gets hurt in the process just got
hurt, even if it's Nasser.
GI Deserter
Gets 3 Years
BERLIN — (INS) — Pvt. Wil
liam P. O'Ryan was sentenced to
three years in an Army prison
yesterday on charges which in-
cluded deserting to Communist
East Germany.
O'Ryan, whose stepfather lives
in Memphis, Tenn., spent nearly
four years in East Germany be-
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FAST, COURTEOUS SERVICE
Science
(continued from page 1)
teacher's major concern in his or
her daily teaching schedule.
TWO WITH MASTERS
Of the local Negro science
teachers' preparation, one observ-
er could not think of more than
two who had master's degrees in
science per se, altho there are
teachers of science who have mas-
ter's degrees in other areas. It
was the observer's opinion that a
larger number of teachers who
majored in science in college and
who possess at least one advanced
degree in his branch of science
should be in the classrooms if the
level of science teaching in the
city is to be raised.
Another point emphasized was
that only one year of science is re-
quired for graduation from high
school In Memphis. Many students
shy away from the science cours-
es because they are considered
"hard," and as a result the ma-
jority of the local pupils take on
the minimum amount of science.
Comparatively few pupils "major"
in science; that is, take science
each of the four years In high
school. The science offerings In
the Memphis Negro high schools
include "General Science (an In-
troductory course), biology, chem-
istry, and physics."
It was noted that from the stand-
point of equipment and other lard-
ities for teaching 'ciente In the
Negro high schools there was lit.
tle to be asked. For teaching
chemistry the local schools were
particularly well equipped. 0 n e
spokesman agreed that all that
is needed now is the stimulation
of greater interest among pupils
in the schools, and somewhat
more preparation and dedication
among the mass of science teach-
ers in the Memphis Negro schools.
THE FISK PROGRAM
In the matter of teacher Inter-
est and preparation, Fisk univer-
sity is doing a fine job. Back in
1954 Fisk launched a ''down to,
earth" workshop for high school
science teachers. This workshop'
paved the way for the university
being chosen by the National Sci-
ence Foundation as one of 15 lead-,
ing colleges and universities in
the nation to operate foundation-
financed in-service training p ro-
grams for high school teachers of
science.
The program is called "Basic
Concepts in Chemistry" a n
meets for three hours every Sat-
urday. Teachers come from cities,







miles for the course which can
be r credited toward a graduate de-
"Basic Concepts in Chemistry"
is a sort of mental sandpaper, as
Dr. Samuel P. Massie, director
of the program, puts it.
"Most of the people who attend
the course," he said, "have been
out of school 10 to 15 years and.
in many cases, the new develop-
ments in chemistry during these
years have passed them by. Al
hate expressed a definite need
for the program."
EMPHASIS ON MATH
Explaining that the program In-
volves studies in mathematics as
well as chemistry, Dr. Massie
said, "We place great emphasis
, on mathematics. Working wit h
these people has shown that many
are, frankly, just plain rusty in
math. And you cannot teach sci-
ence without being a mathemati
cian."
Mathematics teaching In the
Memphis schools Is a matter of
growing concern in face of the ,
wave of interest around the sub-
ject currently. One local mathe-
matics teacher observed that
heretofore there has been an un-
fortunate tendency among both
teachers and pupils to under-
play the importance of mathe-
matics in the public schools. '
The lack of a sound foundation
in mathematics was listed as a
major cause of deficiency and
lack of interest in science
among local pupils.
T h a veteran mathematics
teacher deplored the fact that tn
too many instances other teach-
ers discouraged pupils from tak-
ing courses above arithmetic and
first year algebra. They thus add-
ed to the pupils' fears and reluc-
tance to take courses in second
year algebra, geometry, and trig-
°malty, although these courses
are available in the high schools.
MATH MEETING SET
Attention was called to the fact
that many of the mathematics
teachers in the local Negro pub-
-
Ile schools are adequately prepar-
ed to teach the subject, with hold-
ers of advanced degrees among
their number. Many are mem-
bers of national and state organi-
zations of Mathematics teachers.
It was noted that the teachers
of Mathematics in the local
schools are aware of the current
trend toward renewed interests in C
their subject area. And attention
was called to a forthcoming city-
wide meeting of mathematics
teachers at Melrose High school.
The muting la scheduled for Fri-
day, Dec. 13 at 4 p.m.
One needed emphasis at the
meeting, it was observed, should
be development of techniques for
obtaining greater cooperation on
the part of teachers of other sub-
jects In encouraging students to
take the available courses in
mathematics and work for profici-
ency in them.
See SCIENCE Page 3
•
•
(continued from page I)
of having set Off a rash of bomb-
logs with York and Alexander at
the beginning of the year, were
acquitted May 30 after a four-day
trial.
Two other white men were in-
dicted for conspiracy following the
series of bombings, in which no
one was seriously injured, b u t
those charges were dropped al-
most immediately.
Circuit Court Solicitor William
Thetford, who announced t h a
court decision, said, "further trials
In these cases would be a useless
waste of the state's money and
only serve to rekindle and keep
alive the racial hatreds that are
better forgotten."
Buses are today being operated




TO BE GIVEN AWAY AT THE
DELTA COFFEE HOUR
Sponsored by
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY
BENEFIT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
I
Thunday, December 5, 1951— 8:00 P.M.
VANCE AVENUE YWCA — $1.00 DONATION
No One But No One
Offers Such Fresh
























Fresh Eggs doz. 39c
WITH THIS COUPON
AND $2.00 OR MORE PURCHASE



























































































by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI -STATEDEFENDER
A Refreshing Announcement
It was quite refreshing to learn
that one of this country's largest
pharmaceutical firms, without fan-
fare, has disbursed $1,457,876 for
grants in various fields.
Last week for the first time,
The Smith Kline & French Foun-
dation, of Philadelphia, Pa.. gave
a detailed report of its disburse. Although only $6,600 went di. U. S. Government petition asking
ment "in the first four years of rectly to Negro institutions, our 1 by what authority he holds office
its history. 1953 through 1956." people derive benefit from edu- and why he should not be ousted,
Negro institutions received $6,000
in grants during that period. The
United Negro College Fund was
awarded $100 in 1955 and $1,500 in
1956.
An unrestricted grant of $5,000
went to the Fisk university de-
partment of chemistry in 1956.
An overall general breakdown
of products, to enhance the wel-
of the grants shows "that basic 'are cf mankind. Certainly T h e 
S. District Judge John J. Serica
of the U. S. District Court for the
research in medicine and sciences Smith Kline and French Founda- District of Columbia.
received the largest portion of tion efforts are noteworthy. The petition stated, in part that
Reverend Jackson, pastor of Olivet
Baptist Church in Chicago, has
"usurped, intruded into, or unlaw-
fully holds or exercises" his office.
Having been chartered in the
District of Columbia, the Baptist
re-examine the 1954 school decis- Convention and its affairs come
er has to armit that so many ions with the intent to provide an under Federal jurisdiction.
whites are conditioned by custom approach more suitable to condi-. The petitioners brought the sel.
and tradition that they will defy tions as they actually exist." !dem used action of "Quo Warran-
the law of the land to uphold the, (Here Mr. Hays indicates the to" in which the United States
Court shook bend some of the
csitional institutions and charities declared that his election to the
serving both races. presidency of the National Bap-
tist Convention, USA was legally
proper.
Dr. Jackson made the statement
in Chicago upon receipt of a re-
quest made in the form of a writ
of "quo warranto," issued by U.
A Sad Commentary It Is
&It's a sad commentary on civ- 2. "The Supreme Court should
ilization in the United States when give great weight to variations in
after lo, these many years of proud local school condition and should
leadership and conquest, a lead-
Gov. Faubus. of ressures for compliance in lo-
Rep. Hays proposes to dlay in- calities where the basis for change
tegration in the South, and plans is not fully laid in public senti-
to introduce legislation in the next ment."
session of Congress to back his (We agree in part with that
position. There he no doubt what- viewpoint. That is lay the "basis
soever that he will get support
aplenty from his fellow congress-
men, at least from our Southland.
In a letter recently to his con-
stituents he set forth three things
which he felt would help to pre•
vent another Little Rock: Shepard of Mt. Olivet Tabernacle
1. "Local communities should Baptist Church. Philadelphia: E.
study all suggested alternative al). C. Simth of Metropolitan Bapti§t
proaches." (To study ALL SUG- Church, Washington, D. U. and
GESTED ALTERNATIVE AP- carefully built for months — to!- Roland Smith of First Baptist
PROACHES entails quite a task. erant acceptance of desegregation. Church, Little Rock.
If compliance with the law of Once the court sets a precedent They are represented by Attys.
the land is the hinge, then much of bending to unjust conditions, James M. Nabrit, jr., Frank D.
of the evasion and delay can be then our nation is headed for dis.
eliminated.) aster.)
Sue Jackson Over Baptist Election
Action
Was Proper,
funds — $673,910 for projects un•
related to
Next in order were educational Cleric Saysthe Philadelphia firm's 
grants, 8320,711; public charities
and community improvement,
$1711,650; mental health, $157 500 Dr. Joseph II Jackson, pres-
ident of the National Baptist Con-
vention, USA, in the face of a
and building and equipment funds
5127,105."
Many of us have often wondered
Ls we waited for prescriptions to
be filled in drug stores just what
some of the parmaceutical firms
were doing other than production
illegal and unjust conditions of
various communities. With this we
do not agree. Let the law remain
a fixed thing or all to obey,
former.
That, in effect, is what Rep.
Brooks Hays admitted recently.
Mr. Hays is one whom many of
our people, including myself have
a large measure of regard for as but direct our efforts toward cor- District of Columbia.
a result of his efforts in trying to recting an evil aystem which has The petitioners Include the fol-
settle the Little Rock situation produced defiant thinking.) lowing ministers: William Holmes
stirred up by the demagoguery of 3. "There should be a suspension Borders of Wheat Street Baptist
Church Atlanta • T. M. Cham-
bers of Zion Hill Baptist Church,
Los -Angeles; T. F. Green of Mt.
Vernon Baptist Church, Detroit;
E. E. Hollins of Greater Magnolia
Baptist Church, Bastrop, La.; L.
for change." Certainly the Su- K. Jackson of St. Paul Baptist
preme Court's with all "deliber- Church, Gary, Ind.; J. Carl Mitch-
ate speed" edict is fair, in its ell of Sixteenth Street Baptist
snail-paced implementation. Lit- !Church, Huntington. W. Va.: S.
smir chedby viol enceif it had A. Owen of Metropolitan Baptist
snail-paced implementation. Lit- 'Church, Memphis; Marshall L.
tl. Rock would not have been be-
smirched by violence if it had
not been for one man. He destroy-







Holiday drivers headed -over
the river and through the woods"
towards grandfathers' houses and
big turkey dinners were warned
this week that glasses could have
a dangerous effect upon their vis-
ion on the highways this year, es-
pecially if they have been emp-
tied several times.
According to the National Safe-
ty Council the increasing com-
bination of "throttle and bottle"
will be a tremendous factor in
the holiday traffic toll beginning
with Thanksgiving and lasting un-
til after the new year is well un-
der way.
The social drinker is regarded
as the greatest traffic hazard, the
Council said, because of the step-
ped up festivity of the season. In
a special study of 501 fatal holiday
accidents which snuffed out the
lives of 609 persons, the Council
found that drinking drivers were
Involved in 55 per cent of the acci-
dents. At other times of the year
they produce 30 per cent of the
motorized murder on America's
highways.
4 OUT OF 5 MEN
Statistically. the Council has
discovered that men were driving
in 94 per cent of the accidents
that only one person was killed
in 90 per cent of the mishaps,
and that four out of five of the
victims were men. In most in-
stances they were the driver of
the vehicle.
Collisions between two or more
cars is the most common type of
accident occurring on the nation's
roadways, with non-collision, pe-
destrian, and fixed object collie- ,
ions following in that order. Driv-
ing on the wrong side of the road
or straddling the middle line were
listed as the most common of driv-
er actions contributing to fatel ac-
cidents.
In launching its annual year-end
safety campaign, the Council said
the nation could have a safer
and happier holiday if drivers ex-
ert a little extra care and Cau-
tion.
DROPPER 3 PER CENT
The traffic trend for the first
nine months of the year was en-
couraging to the Council. It was
found that traffic deaths dropped
3 per cent from the same period
for the previcus year — a saving
of Mu lives.
"If this rate of improvement can
he maintained the rest of the
year." the Council said, -more
than 1,000 lives can be saved on
the, highway in 1961. But the
DR. VANNEV.SR BUSH. U. S.
science chief during World War
H, tells the Senate Preparedness
committee t at Rusala Is anger-
Gusty ahead of America In space.
He thus supported the contention
of Dr. Edward Teller, father of
the 11-bomt, who testified earlier.
INP Soundphoto.
A & I Champs
Smash Lincoln
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. — The
national champion Tennessee
State University Tigers clinched
the Midwestern football crown last
Saturday as they flipped the Lin-
coln university squad from the
realm of the undefeated by a score
of 26 to 6 at Public School sta-
dium here under a sunny but
chilly sky.
Lincoln university rooters had a
few moments of glory in the first
few minutes of the game. when
Coach Reed's team scored a
touchdown in the first quarter, but
it proved to be their last trip to
pay dirt, when the Tennessee
team, field marshalled by quarter-
back Will "Sweet Sue" Suesberry
marched 70 yards to score, and
later lead the Southern team to
victory.
Coach Gentry, who praised Sues-
berry for his calls, said, "Every-
thing came off as planned. We
had to stop their running and we
did."
The coach was also liberal in
his praise for defensive coach
Shannon Little's strategy in bott-
ling up the Lincolnitep as the Ti-
gers went on to make it 22 straight
vielories without a loss.
Christmas holidays will be the dc.
cisive factor."
Rate W AAAAA • FEMALI
NELP WANTED
Maids for Nes' York. to 5240 monthly
A-I live-In Pree rem. board. fare




LET MI OWE 700 A PREY DEMON-
strainer of our STAMPER NOME RE.
DIMINO DNIT Trained Techniciaas.
Mrs ilemenell. SR 64776 M flit 64733
OM., IMO Osiument. lainunits. Tsai.
may authorize the suit to be
brought in the name of the gov-
ernment. The petition had been
authorized and approved by Oliv-
er Gasch, U. S. attorney for the
Reeves and George E. C. Hayes,
all of Washington. A. T. Walden
of Atlanta, is associate counsel.
According to Attorney Nabrit,
chief counsel for the protestants,
the petitioners represent some
1,180 o" the convention's 25,000
churches with an estimated 43,800
members.
Reverend Jackson is currently
serving his fifth consecutive term
as president of the convention.
It was his election to a fifth
term at the group's annual meet-
.rig in Louisville last September
that brought about the petition.
In charging that Re. Jackson
is not eligible for a fifth consec-
utive term, the petitioners cited
Article IV, Section 2, of the Con-
vention's constitution which reads:
"A president of this Convention
shall not be eligible for re-election
after he has served four consecu-
tive terms, until at least one year
,has elapsed."
They charge that at the group's
September meeting. Rev. Jackson
"did arbitrarily adjourn the meet-
ing of the convention's board of
directors without adopting rules
for the convention after an opinion
was presented by the convention's
attorney declaring him ineligible
for re-election as president:
did improperly issue badges to
persons not qualified as messeng-
ers (delegates) to the annual ses-
sion of the convention, prior to
he convening thereof, in disre-
gard and usurpation of the duties
and functions of the secretary of
the convention;
did allow unqualified persons to
ATTENDING LEM0YINE two members of the sorority's Both Mrs. Osborne and Miss
COLLEGE on a Delta sehol. graduate chapter, Mrs. Lorine Long are teacher in the Mem-
arship is Miss Pearlie G. Ow- Anderson Osborne, center, and phis schol system.
ens, left, shown chatting with Miss Rose Marie Long, right.
JACKSON
vote and participate in the pro- ,
ceeding:, of the Session in an at-
mosphere of bedlam and violence
and under conditions wherein fun
damental democratic procedures
did not prevail;
did without power or authority
rule that the aforesaid provision
of the revised constitution did not
bar him from re-election;
and as a result of the foregoing
arbitrary and unlawful action on
the part of the respondent and
others acting in concert with him,
the respondent did procure and
suffer his alleged re-election to
the office of president of the Na-
tional Baptist Convention. . ."
According to Nabrit, each of the
petitioners is a member of the
convention and three of them are
presidents of state conventions of
the national body.
They are Reverend Borders,
Georgia State convention; Rev-
erend Owen, Tennessee State con
vention; and Rev. E. C. Smith,
Virginia State convention.
DIRECTORS IGNORED
In 1952 when the convention's
constitution was revised to limit
the tenure of the president, Rev-
erend Jackson, then vice-presi-
dent of the organization, presided
at the session where the action
was taken, Nabrit said.
He added that in September.
1957. however, Reverend Jackson
adjourned the board of directors
rather than adopt its rules for the
meeting which included the elec-
tion of a new president. Reverend
Jackson then ruled the constitu-
tional provision limiting tenure
seas not properly adopted and did
not bar him from re-election.
This action brought about a riot
at the meeting which resulted in
Louisville police. Following the Big Scholarship
riot, Reverend Jackson is said to
s Drive By Deltasons to vote and otherwise par-have permitted unqualified per-
ticipate in the proceedings of the
meeting.
The protesting ministers are
asking the court to rule that Rev-
erend Jackson holds his position
unlawfully and that he be "ousted
and excluded therefrom" forth-
with.
CRITICAL OF SIJIT
Critical of the suit against him,
Dr. Jackson declared "If at any
time there is a mistake because
of misunderstanding, the Nation-
al Baptist Convention has the
ability to correct that mistake
within the framework of its own
laws and constituents without the
need of the supervision of the
federal government.
"The members of the National
Baptist Convention," he con-
dudes," believe in the separation
of the church and the state." I children.
the arrest of several delegates by
Ends On Dec.
Science
(Continued From Page 2)
KIDS FRIGHTENED'?
In support of this position is the
statement of Dr. Nlassie of the
Fist Workshop in science and .
mathmatics, points out, "So many
students never get started in eith-
er science or mathematics because
too many of cur teachers are not
familiar enough with math and
science and consequently in a k e •
them out to be hard, difficult,
and unusual subjects."
He said much of the blame for
this situation must rest on the .
shoulders of scientists themselves.'
"By making the subjects of
science, which are really com-
monplace, appear mystical and
mysterious, we may have creat-
ed 'a monster in the (e;1 of
young people and frightened
them awsy from these s u
jects," he said.
"But regardless of this fact, the
average elementary school teach•
er has just 3 smattering of sci-
ence when he leaves college," he
said. "This is a situation we can.
improve greatly by stating an in
service program for theni."
The present program for high
school teachers if financed by a
$4.750 grant from the National
Science Foundation, making it
possible for teachers to enroll at I
no col.a .and In receive funds withl
The graduate chapter of the Del- --
ta Sigma Theta sorority will cul-
minate its annual scholarship
campaign drive to raise $500 for
a young person's education with
a coffee hour on Thursday night,
Dec. 5, at the YWCA.
Dunne the past 20 years the
sorority's annual money raising
projects have included the nation-
ally known Jabberwock, recitals
Beaux Arts balls, and outright do-
nations by the sorors.
In addition to its scholarships,
Delta Sigma Theta has made do-
nations to the YWCA. the YMCA,
the Boy Scouts, and has given
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which to travel back and tett te
Fisk. as
seGOOD, BUT. . . •
For the workshop at Fisk Odle
of the best science and inathte
matics teachers in Tennessee- and
the South have been ,ibtained,
among them Dr. Herman E. ZHU)].
a ‘k idely-known authority- id bp
fietd. t
Because of the distance /rote
Memphis to Nashville, it yr a
pointed out, the Fisk WinTsshop
program will not be of 'Wend
help to Memphis Negro .settrice
and mathematics teacherOlows
ever, the workshops conduct sa by
the Memphis Board of Educition
and the in-service trainiarpros
v..irn in operation amonkiocal
teachers may serve the a.-m •
purpose. llow the two p nie
compare in adequacy and ea-
tiveness has not been establish.
cit
AN
rhere are other angles eflthe
subs-et of science and matliegiat.
of important hearing. Thealk; in.
dude the attitudes and outlook of
pupils, the interest and supped of
parents, and the over all grill of
the local systems. Some antitisi.:
these areas should be revealing
also.
Words of the Wisg„..
Nothing more is needed to
make a man unhappy than to
believe he Is. —(Unknownt
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By C. THOMAS PAIZE
For the next several weeks we
are going to concern ourselves
with the general theme: "OR-
DEALS THAT MAKE MEN
GROW." Many times men of this
world encounter things that to
them are inexplainable.
But as man encounters these or-
deals after it is all over, the
deals finds himself a much big-
ger man by such as encounter.
Our Bible is full of such men
end such ordeals. During this ser-
ies I shall attempt to concern
myself with the outstanding or-
deals that have made for growth
on the part of these men.
This week 1 would like to call
sour attention to the lives of
Cain and Abel. All of his life
Abel had to contend with a brother
who had one aim in life — winning
greater favor in the sight of God
than his brother.
DEEP RESENTMENT
Smouldering in his breast was
the idea that he wanted all of
the blessings from God and Cain
like many of us, hated to cherish
the idea that God thought 'nor
of Abel than He thought of him.
This very idea has been the down-
fall of many a man. The very
Ideas cherished in our intermost
hearts one day will rise to the
surface and give people the real
picture of ourselves.
Let's assume that Abel was un-
aware of the fact that deep down
in his innermost thinking Cain
wanted to be the tine who wanted
to win approval of God. Abel like
may of us went on day in and
day out doing his work unmindful
what was in the mind of Cain and
as God had directed when the day
of offerings came he brought to
God what represented the top
fruits of his labors.
• In all probability he was unde
the impression that Cain was do-
ing the same thing. But when
the hour of reward came God plac-
ed his approval upon the sacrifice
that Abel had brought and Cain
became angry to the point that
he killed his brother. But even in
the point of death Abel was a larg-
er man because he died with the
assurance that he had done the
will of God. What could be a bet-
ter way to die!
DAY OF POPULARITY
We live in a day of popularity.
Many of us are stiving daily to
do that which is popular rather
than that which is right. We are
bringing all of our offerings to the
altar of popularity and forgetting
the will of God in the overall pro-
gram.
This is unfortunate, more un-
fo tunate than many of us realize.
I fully realize that many of us
bide behind the idea that "every-
body else is doing it so why not
I?" But what could be further
from the truth! The world in its
Music and Baptist Pastors' In
Meeting On Dec. 11-12Musicians
THEODORE C. STONE
present state needs and needs bad-
ly men of moral maturity — men
who have come to grips with cer-
tain basic concepts and are will-
ing to make every effort to live
with and within those concepts.
We must now realize that we in
our innermost selves have no one
to live with but our selves and each
evening as we say our prayers at
the close of the day we should be
able to face God with a clear
conscious knowing that within our
better selves we have done what
God would have us do.
MUST FACE FACTS
We must arrive at the conclusion
that life demands that we live
and move on the highest levels at
all times. Something must be in
each of us that will force us to
forget the pettiness of which many
of us are so capable and make
us strive to make a worthwhile
contribution to our day and time.
What a great contribution Cain
could have made had he been able
to subdue those innate capacities
that made him want to be the best
on all occasions. Yet Cain like
many of us wanted to live his
life at the expense of someone
else at all times.
The very life of Abel was made
more impressive because he sought
to do the will of God and bring
to Him that which was hest in
his life, Whatever might be the
ultimate aim in each of our lives
we must strive to overcome the
ordeals that will tend to keep
us from living life on the lower
level.
There is something about life
that is always challenging and the
sooner we move into the challeng-
ing area the greater and more
productive will be our lives, ducer, virtually surprised the corn- HONORARY DEGREESMany times we find ourselves
standing on the threshhold of 
inanity of Harlem last Sunday ev-
ening with a quite estimable per- 
Holding two honorary doctorate
degrees, Dr. Smith has the A.
HANDY AND MON HONORED
Two noted musicians are re-
eiving the tributes they well dr
serve. Father of the Blues Wil-
liam C. Handy whose life is the
subject of a film is honored on
his 84th birthday. He has made
over SOO arrangements. ASCA
gave him a dinner at the Wal-
dorf Astoria Hotel. In addition
this week has been declared
Handy Week in New York City.
Professor Carl Diton, eminent
musicologist and leader in the mu-
sicians organizations, took a bow
on his four score (70) and ten
birthday when the Music Club of
Uptown Musicians honored Carl
Rossini Diton at Carl Fisher Hall.
Michael Tree, eminent violinist,
Is to be heard at Carnegie Hall
the first Tuesday in next month.
• • •
The 70-voice Joho Carroll Uni-
versity Glee Club of Cleveland,
Ohio, will tour Illinois and Wis-
consin Nov. 21 through 27 present-
ing concerts in the Chicago and
Milwaukee areas.
Highlight of the tour was the
Carroll-only Concert Saturday,
Nov. 23 at the Academy of Our
Lady In Chicago, under the aus-
pices of the Chicago Chapter of
the John Carroll university Alum-
ni Association and the undergra-
duate Chicago Club.
Four other concerts, all joint-
ly sponsored by Carroll and wom-
en's glee clubs, will be present- "Preaching Values of the 0 Id
ed at; Barat College, Lake For- Testament." Opening at 10 o'clock
eat, Illinois, Nov. 22; Alverno Col-
lege, Milwaukee, Wisc., Nov. 24:
Alvernia High school, Chicago,
Nov. 25, and Marywood High
Chicago, Nov. 24.
greatness but those little things in
life which keep us from living at
our noblest when nobility is the
order of the day.
HOUR OF CRISIS
I fully realize that in the lives
of all of us today there is a
Cain — one who would for no
reason at all prevent us from do-
ing the things that God would have
us do. But in the hours of such
crisis we must be able to with-
stant all of the hardships and or
eats that are designed to prevent
us from living life at its utter-
most. Whatever might be the or-
deal in the lives of us as individ-
uals we must always use the or-
deal to make us better in every
walk of life.
Abel had to have his Cain and
many of us have to have our
Cams but even in the presence of
those Caine we must rise to
heigits unattainable otherwise.
Only in proportion that we are
able to have our CaMs and use
those CaMs as stepping stones to




The thriving and amiable con-
gregation of Golden Leaf Baptist'
church set a sterling example of
"It is better to give than to re-
ceive" at their fine sanctuary,
Sunday. They donated more than
f3,000 in commemoration of their
annual Woman's Day. Mrs. L. A
Hamblin headed this most enjoy-
able observance. She was assisted
by Mrs. Alma Allen.
No less outstanding was the dy-'
mimic address given by the be-
loved Miss Lucy Campbell. She,
very forcefully, set forth some
points to be remembered in Wom-
an's Place in The Church." The
ual, to "The Birth of The Blues."
• • •
The Harlem Concert League,
with Monte Norris as manager,
himself a descendent of Theodore
Drury, pioneer Negro opera pro-
war, informed of her whereabouts.
Upon Valentine's return from bat-
tle, the Devil makes sport of
Faust's seduction of Marguerite.
• • •
The Brazilian pianist Gulomar
Novaes will be soloist with the
New York Philharmonic, conduct-
ed by Andre Cluytens, on the CBS
broadcast Sunday, Dec. I, at 3:05-
4:30 p. m. EST.
Mme. Novaes, who was last
heard on a CBS Radio broadcast
in 1952, will perform the Schu-
mann Piano Concerto, a work with
which she has long been associat-
ed and which she first performed
with the Philharmonic in 1920.
Andre Cluytens will open t h e
program with Beethoven's Over-
ture to Goethe's drama, "Eg-
mont.' Closing the broadcast, he
will conduct Moussorgsky's "Pic-
tures at an Exhibition," in the or-
chestration of Maurice Ravel.
Adele Addison, gifted soprano.
will open the 1957-58 season of
the Lecture-Recital Committee of
Talladega College November 25.
This young star of the New York
•C't described
by critics as an exquisite and
convincing artist in operatic roles.
Miss Addison has sung with al-
most every leadin- orchestra in
the country • not once, but many
times.
She has appeared on outstand-
ing
an organ recital, there. Dec. 8. repeatedly. 
Peter B. Kyneradio and television programs
melodious veneers of the Golden Miss Ayers, who has played since She has toured France as soloist
Leaf Baptist church blended beau- Author Diesshe was five years old, shows re- with the Cecelia Choral Society of
tifully in the presentation of sev-• markable talent. An eighth grader Boston, opening before an audi-
era! spirituals. The music was at Weaver Elementary school, she ence of 9.000 in Notre Dame Ca- 
SAN FRANCIS( O — (INS —
under the direction of Mrs. Bessie
McKenzie. Mrs. V. Bailey is the
pianist,
formance of Gounod's grand op-
era, Faust, in English and with
costumes, at the Elks Little The-
atre, 1.5 W. 126th at.
In brief, the story concerns Dr.
Las VegasFaust, dissatisfied with learning,Is about to commit suicide, when
Mephistopheles, the Devil, promis-
es
contract ultimately delivering hilsiHotel 
Faceshim youth if he will sign
soul to him. The Devil, too, sup- ch
Plies him with a beautiful maiden,
Marguerite.
Siebel, a village youth, is Ii, un- LAS VEGAS, Nev., — (INS) —
requieted love with Marguerite, A hitherto undisclosed charge of
and keeps Marguerite's brother, cheating at gambling by a Las
Valentin, who is about to go to Vegas hotel was brought into the
open at a meeting of the Nevada
State Tax Commission.
It was the first time that cheat.I
trig charges have been aired:
against any major casino in the
state.
Thomas Foley, attorney for the
Royal Nevada Hotel, Monday ap-
peared before the commission
which has absolute power over
gambling in the state, and asked
that the charge be made "specific
and realistic" so that his clients
can defend themselves.
NOV. 13 CHARGE
The commission, through the
State Gaming Board, issued a ci-
tation Nov. 13 charging the hotel
merely with "improper operation."
Operators of the hotel had been
ordered to appear before the tax
commission in Carson City Dec. 5
to show cause why their gambling
license should not be revoked.
Foley asked for specific times,
dates and places in regard to the
cheating allegation. He said that
when the citation was issued "ho-
tel tenants discontinued playing
the slot machines. "He contend-
ed "you're going to kill this
place."
He said the operators of the
hotel had to refinance because of
the loss of revenue and that they
might go broke before the sched-
uled Dec. 5 hearing.
B.. th. B. andB. D. degrees from
Virginia Seminary and college. He
earned another A. B. degree at
ed as a case-worker for the Cook
County (Ill.) Department of Wel-
fare.
REGISTRATION
Registration, which will be open
to all ministers, begins at 9:30
Wednesday Morning, December
11.
The Tennessee Baptist Pastors'
conference is an auxiliary of the
Tennessee Baptist Missiorarv and
Educational convention. This an-
nouncement was issued from the
office of the conference president,
the Rev. Kelly Miller Smith of
Nashville, Tenn.
Dr. E. C. Smith, pastor of thel
Metropolitan Baptist churc h,'
Washington, D. C., and Dr. May-
nard P. Turner, jr, president of
the American Baptist Theological
Seminary, Nashville, Tenn., will,
be featured speakers at the Sec-
ond Annual Convocation of t h
Tennessee Baptist Pastors' Con.;
fereace.
To be held at the Rayne Ave-
nue Baptist church, Nashville, De.
cember 11th and 12th, the Convo-
cation will have as its dime,
DR. E. C. SMITH
Wednesday morning, Dec. 11, the
day sessions will be open to the
public.
In addition to being pastor of
the mammoth Metropolitan Bap
Directed by Jack T. Hearne, the list church, Dr. E. C. Smith is
Glee Clubbers will present a di- also an instructor in the School of
versified program ranging from Religion, Howard university and
"Wait For The Wagon," a spirit- is president of the Virgina Bap
list State convention. He will de-
liver two lectures from the sub-
jects: "Prophetic Preaching" and
"The Sources and Aims o
Preaching." He will preach on the
evening of Dec. 11 at 8 p.m.
eat Charge
c.ne for the minds of men' Rev.
0. T. Hooks. Rev. Hoot's chose
for his first sermon "If Our Way
Doesn't Work, Let's Try God's
Way."
Due too the inclimate weather
9anday, the minister met only a
small number of his membership.
His ardent wish is "to meet all
my members.'' We wish Rev.
Honks much success at his newly
appointed house of worship.
MT. PISGAH BAPTIST
Rev, A. C. Jackson of Mt. Pis-
gah Baptist church is presenting
Miss Evelyn Christine Ayers in
is the pianist and organist for the
chutch. Miss Ayers is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ay-
Guiding the program to unknownl t;rs of 1062Eyers Road Admission
Iluthetes BaesneethemeachaBrrmneineg, wbaelriss. I 1 
free.Sundy, Dec. 1, has been desig
a member of Keel Avenue Baptist nated as Friends Day at the Hill
church, was mistress of ceremon.' Chapel Baptist church, and every-
The theme of the observation
was "Woman's Place in The
Church." Rev. L. A. Hamblin is
the minister. E. L. Slay, pastor, Mrs. Mary 0.
COLLINS CHAPEL (ME Brown, reporter
thedral. Her growing list of re-
cordings include "St. John's Pas-
sion" by Bach, Handel's "Mes-
siah,•' tnd "Les Notes" by Stra-
vinsky.
'Plan Ike
one is invited to attend. Rev. B.
L. Hooks, pastor of Middle Bap- Memorial Atlist church will be the guest speak-
er at the 3 p. m. service, Rev.
Abilene
Author Peter B. Kyne, ill for more
than a month, died Monday at the
age of 77.
Kyne once boasted that he had
written more best selling novels
in a row—there were 12 and had
financed more bums and had more
fun than any contemporary writ-
er.
Kyne authored at least 25 novels
and thousands of short stories
and articles. His books included
"Three Godfathers," "The Long
Chance," "The Valley of The Gi-
ants." "Kindred of The Dust,"
The Collins CME church The Boosters' club of Old Salem 
KANSAS CITY. Mo. — (INS) "The Enchanged Hill," "Tide of
will
church Sunday, as guest of the meet at the home of Rev, and 
launched to raise $3,000,00 In build "Comrades Of The Storme.'  and
Baptist church on Scott st., will — A national campaign will be Empire." "Island of Desirvisit the St. Stephen Baptist
7
Aged Mothers' Club. Rev. D. S. Mrs. Luther Williamson for its 
the isenhower Presidential fibre.: 
Cunningham, pastor of Collins weekly Sunday School teachers' town of Abilene, Kas.
ry in the chief executive's home 
seek Engineermeeting on Nov. 28 at 7 p m. Kansas Gov. George Dock '
ta• on Monday disclosed plans in
and former U.S. Sen. Harry 1Course At SIU
Kansas City for the campaign. CARBONDALE ,
They said Wide' of the Eisen. Southern Illinois, Inc., has asked
bower foundation and the Eisen- Gov, William Stratton to call a
hower Library Commisaion had special session of the state legia-1
set a goal of $3.10e,000 with ac- lature to authorize engineering
mai construction of the library training at Southern Illinois Uni-
getting underway in 19511, if piss. versity.
sible.
Darby explained that the funds
woulo coVer the cost of building
the library and provide mu ley for
its remmar study program.
Chairman of the executive corn- Steel Institute.
Chapel, will deliver the message.
Choirs and ushers of Collins Chap-
el will serve The Aged Mothers'
The William4ms live at 1141
Spring st. Mrs. Frankie Rhodes,
club has set the program for 3 p.m. pastor; A. Williamson, reporter.
During the morning worship pastor; A, Williamson, reportr.hour at Collins Chapel, Sunday,
Rev. H. H. Nelson, officiated. Rev.
Nelson, who formerly pastored St.
James AME church, brought many
words of wisdom to the member-
ship
BETHEL AME
Sunday was significant in the
history of Bethel AME church. It
marl:ed the first day of the pas--
locate of another carrier of 'me&
Words of the Wiso
The chessboard is a symbol
of ilfe—of all life. The essence
of life is struggle. Take strug-
gle out of chess, or out of life,
and what is left? In chess I
have found happiness.
—(Rmannuel Laster)
mittee for the campaign is Ren-
jamin F. Fairless, former oresi-
dent of U. S. Steel and now 'teal-
dent of the American Iron and
Virginia Union university and
holds the Master of Arts degree
from Columbia university.
Dr. Maynard P. Turner jr., was
elected president of the American
Baptist Theological seminary in
Nashville, Tenn., in June of this
year. Slated to deliver one lec-
ture and the address at the all.
ministers' dinner at 6 p.m., Wed-
nesday, Dec. 11, Dr. Turner for-
merly served as president of West-
ern Baptist Seminary; Dean of the
School of Religion, Bishop college.;
By ETHEL PAYNE reluctant to give approval to Al-
PHILADELPHIA — Democratic 
he exander ellould because 
theybeaten 
if  tn eareRepauf br fait!
leaders were to meet this week to ans should decide to run popular
decide on the endorsement for U.S.
Representative from the Fourth
Congressional District.
By agreement, the seat formerly
held by Congressman Earl Chudoff
who was recently elected to judge
of the Common Pleas Cohn, is to
DR. M. L. TURNER go to a Negro. The district which
and as pastor of the Mozart Bap. 
has changed rapidly in the last
decade is now 85 per cent Negro
tist church, Chicago. A native of Speculation on who will get the
St. Louis, Mo., he has also serv- backing of the strong Democratic
machine is on three persons. One
is Rev. Marshall Sheperd, record-
er of deeds ,a veteran politico and
an eloquent orator. Sheperd was
U.S. Recorder of Deeds under
President Truman.
ALEXANDER'S BID
Perhaps the most publicized
candidate is suave blue-stocking
lawyer, Raymond Pace Alexander.
He has been openly bidding for the
nomination since rumors began
that Chudoff would give up the
post for a judicial seat.
Sources inside the regular Demo-
cratic organization say they are
Negro lawyer, Cecil Moore.
The third possible person is an-
other popular Baptist minister,
Rev. Luther Cunningham. A com-
parative newcomer to polities,
Cunningham sprang to promi-
nence by heading several civic
projects including wiping out bias
in employment and housing.
At the moment Sheperd is the
most likely one to get the organi-
zation endorsement, but he has
said he does not want to get into
a threeway fight and will run only
if he has full backing.
SHARING HONORS with Mrs.
Daisy Bates of Little Rock,
State president of the Arkan-
sas NAACP, at a Fund for
Freedom mass meeting, in At-
lanta are left to right: Kelley
Alexander, state president of
the North Carolina NAACP;
Dr, John Morsell, assistant to
the executive secretary: Roy
Wilkins, executive secretary;
Mrs. Bates; Dr. J. M. Tins
•
Icy, Richmond, Va., member
of the board of directors:
Gloster Current, director of
branches; flares, Laws -.eld
secretary of the Southwest Re-
gion; and Rev. Edward J.
Odom, jr., church secretary.
Philly May Give U. S.
Its 4th Congressman
At any rate, this next time ne4







'WHERE FOLKS OKI YOU
GET PRFIERINTIAl
SERVICE'
"Our Store is as Close as Your Mailman is to Your Door"
WILCO RELIGIOUS SERVICE
& SUPPLY, Inc.
107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW YORK 30, N. Y.
CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Badges, Cops, Gowns, tanners, Hymnal Books, Gospel Song Books
Church Supplies
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY - WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
CASH FOOD STORES
Yes Madame,
You too will say, "This is
the very thing to serve on
these brisk, cool mornings."
Jack Sprat Sweet Potatoes. Waf-
fles, sausage, milk or whatever
is your favorite beverage.
With fresh sweet potato crops
harvested: the prices are down
but don't forget we have Jack
Sprat sweet potatoes the year
round at right prices too. Jack
Sprat flour makes the waffles
overflow with vitamins. Can't
you just see them now—Hot,




I C. mashed, cooked or Jack
Sprat canned sweet potatoes
1 C. Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour
1-11 C. Sugar
tt C. Melted butter
I C. Milk
1 Egg
Mix well sweet potatoes.
Jack Sprat flour, sugar, butter
and milk. Add egg yolk beaten
until thick and egg white beat-
en until stiff. Cook in hot waf-
fle irons until brown. Makes
six waffles.
P. S. They are just as good













It's Fun - It's Free
ONLY 1200 STAMPS
To Fill A Book
THE BIG STAR TALENT SHOW IS ALWAYS EASY LISTENING
"HERE'S ALWAYS "easy listening" when Mid South talent pa•
-Ides before the Big Star Talent Tillie microphones When the
'ne Irmo) pictured above gave their performance top, favorite
• ',rid readings climbed aboard the air•waves. T he regular
-.lent show "resented by Big star Food Stores of Memphis
-/id-Reee ' -moves most listenable. Rig Star is glad
—roma.. to nerform before the vast
audience that comprises the huge listenership tuned to the Mid
South most powerful radio. 30,000 Watts WDIA. If you would like
an audition tryout for the Rig Star F'ood Stores' talent show you
are invited to contact WDIA at any time. Pictured above from
left to right are: 1st row-Vera Edwards, Brenda Faye Harrel,
Rarban Jean Hall, Dorothy Heonton, Shirley A. Jones, Telma
Dasis ,nd row — carolyn Robertson, Aubrey Porter. Forestinr





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and rather ominously. '•You'll
know:* So Max went to the palace
and chattegd. with the Emperor.
About 14 and a half minutes after
,he was ushered in, he sneaked a
sidelong glance at his watch,
Thirty seconds later, he was lifted
smack out of his chair by an elec-
tric shock. He commenced h i s
goodbyes and withdrawal front the
royal presence, but the Emperor
invited him to be seated again,
come from Mississippi where it's
said they never heard of desegre-
gation.
The most moving thing that has
come out of my mail bag in a
long time is the memorial tribute
to Venice T. Spraggs and an ac-
companying letter from her long
time loyal friend, Neil Staebler of
Michigan.
Just a year ago on Nov. 20, two
weeks after the national elections.
Venice was stricken with a cere-
bral hemorrage and died within
hours. She had literaily signed her





... this is Washington
By ETHEL L. PAYNE Iwo about the sedately soft music
coming irom the record Player,
Eugene Davidson, the peripatet. reminded him that at her party
ic gadfly, was taking time off from she had given during the inaug-
buzzing the police department and oration at the Kappa House he had
the district commissioners to catch electrified everything with h i a
up on a little snoozing recently fancy rug.cutting. A few minutes
when the doorbell rung at a. in, later. the Washingtons were split'
and a restaurant truck with threc tint their sides as the soft music
helpers staggesing under a load went off and some hot loud tunes
of fried chicken and barbecue an- came on and then the party was
nounced they were there with the really on with the host leading the
vittles ordered for "the party." fun.
Shaking the s;eep out of his Said Sarah to Val. "Come on,
eyes, the local NAACP president it's time for old folks to go home.
denied there was either a party ----: I've got the party going now."
or that he had ordered the baskets a • a
of food. After he had made a dot:- Africa House is featuring a pho-
bic check with his wile. Edinonia, tographic exhibition at Howard U.
his suspicions became aroused and entitled "As Others See You" con-
he called the police precinct sta- sisting of all candid shots taken
tion. Just at that moment while of guests completely unaware at
the irate restaurant helpers were various functions at the S Street
taking back their wares, a whole hogs,.
caravan of taxis pulled up hi front
Of the house. They said they had Mrs. Alice Leopold, director of
been called to come and pick up the Women's Bureau of the Labor
the "guests" W110 were ready to Department is receiving congratu•
depart from the now phantom car- lations on her promotion as As-
ty. sis'ant to the Secretary of Labor.
The rnfrik was  mired (1""n t') PAT new lob authorizes her to
a white cop who thought it v.as simerv,Se the programs of every
a cute way to harass "old Gene" division.
who had been giving the police (le- • • .
partment the business. The rookie L. Sterling Tucker, executive
policeman is now repenting to the secretary of the Washington Uruan
tune of a $250 fine payanle in League was the subject of an in-
$25.00 installments taken cut of te,iew last week over WTOP.
each of his pay checks. TV's •'City Side." a Sunday after-
\V it. h things finally quieted noon program. The panel of news-
down, the local NAACP is prcpar- men questioners included Simeon trip to Japan, Max got an audi-
ing now to give a testimonial ban- Booker of Johnson Publications. ence with Emperor Hirohito which
nuet for Davidson and Thurman • • • was scheduled to last 15 minutes.
Dodson. the lawyer who handled Rumour is out that the GOP Discussing this with U. S. Am-
the chapter's successful charge of nominee for the Virgin islands bassador Douglas MacArthur II,
brutality against the police de- judgeship to replace Democrat Rabb said he didn't want to fall
• • • 
Herman Moore who resigned es. in the same category with Whitepartment.
fective November 15 has been House callers who so often over-
After reports that a restaurant made, but the Administration has stayed their time and had to be
on Washington's fashionable Con- decided to keep a buttoned lip on reminded it was time to go. "How
necticut ave., has two sets of men- this until January 3 when this will I know when the 15 minutes
us, both with identical dishes but will go into the hopper for Semite is up. It will be impolite to check
one with higher prices which is approval along with the civil my watch in His Imperial May
handed to Negro patrons, a group
of Washingtonians is planning to
test out the rumour. by having
whites and Negroes enter at the
same time, sit at different tables,
order the same food and then com-
pare the checks.
When Albert Q. Smart • Abbey
held a housewarming for his eight
room house on Buchanan st . Sarah
(Mrs. Val) Washington carefully
noted the pearlgray tones of the
master bedroom, then ordered yet-
HONORED BY THE FISK
CNINERSITI Alumni Associa-
tion were these distinguished
grads in ceremonies held last
week at the National Housing
Center in Washington. Left to
right, Judge James A. Cobb,
Congressman William L. Daw-
son, Werner Lawson, head of
the music department of How-
ard university; Dr. John Hope
LIVELIPRN
CORNER
Iff Milli allAIRIP ••-•—•
Dear Mme. Chante: Would You inches tall. Jerry Diggs, 4681 Pa- West Indian from Trinidad and
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a
column. 1 am 27, 5 feet. 6 inches • • . 
now living in London. I am aplease publish my name in your chic, Detroit 4, Mich.
tall, weight 130 lbs., light skin, Dear Mme. Chante: I am seek- country. All I've got is my moth-
lonely girl alone in a strange
black hair and eyes and single. trig a true wife between the ages er to write to me. I am asking to
Wilhel Simpson, 2 Oddman Lane, of 18 and 25. I see you ha,(e become a member of your lonely
Constant Spring, P. 0. Jamaica, helped many lonely persons find hearts club. I am looking forward
British West Indies. happiness. I am 26 years of age: to a speedy reply, Mrs. Yvonne
* a * medium brown skin; 1 don't drink A. Mathews, 16 Wedmore 
Gar-
Dear Mine. Chante: I am anxi- or gamble 
but I do smoke. dens. London W. 19.
0•15 to have a friend in the states. I would 
only like to hear from Dear Mine. Chante: I have
weighing 135 lbs.; black hair and 
persons who are sincere and in- been reading your corner forI am 30, 5 feet, 5 inches tall;
single. Would like to hear from 
terested in marriage. Please send sometime and I see how you have
snapshot in first letter. I am 5 helped so many. I hope you can g
a nice gentleman of good charac- feet, 5 
inches tall, weigh 160 lbs. help me. I ant a young man of a
Evelyn McGibbon, 61/2 Beeston set. 
1 will answer all letters and ex- 30, weight 170 lbs., height 6 feet,ter and serious about marriag .
Kingston, Jamaica, BWI. 
change photos. Weldon P. Howard one inch tall with black hair and 0
3226 Broalyn, Kansas City, Mo. eyes, complexion brown, nice look-
* • * 
ing and a very nice dresser. I
Dear Mme. Chante: I do think would like to meet a young lady
Dear Mme. Chante: I. h av e your lovelorn Corner is a wonder- between 20 and 30. Would like for '
been reading your column f or ful way to meet people. I sin in. her to send a picture. I hope to
sometime. I would like to coot- terested in meeting gentlemen be- get married as soon as I find a
mend you on your remarkable tween • the ages of 35 and 50, 5 good woman. Will answer all let-
work in trying to bring together feet, 10 inches or over. I am 34: ters. Mr. L. D. Horton, 1318 Broad
persons who are lonely. I would 5 feet, 7 inches tall; weigh 150 St., Flint, Mich.
like for you to publish this let- -
ter in your section. I am a lonely
person myself and I would like
to meet men and women. I ant
21 years of age; brown eyes: me-
dium complexion: 133 lbs.; f i v e
feet, two inches tall. I am a high
school graduate and have t w o
years of college work in the field
of natural sciences and math. My
hobbies are reading, writing and
golf. I would like to meet some
intellectual persons who corre-
spond 
answer all letters and ex- 
SAN FRANCISCO - The re- reccinding the refusal to sell.in an intelligent manner. I
change photos if 
fusal of a pressured local home- Newsmen picked up this latest,
Imogene Baldwin, 1P:4sOsillblrecnixMRisis- 
owner to sell baseball star Willie relieving development and hopped .
ver ave., Apt. 5-If Bronx 72, N. Y. 
Slays his house opened a Pan- off to grind out the glad tidings.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
* a a 
dora's Box of controversy in "the Mays beamed into the T V ill,
to correspond with someone here city 
that knows how'' last week cameras "happy that the situa.
in Chicago and elsewhere. I find 
as newspapers, radio and T V tion is now cleared up."
stations, mad Mayor George Chris- The Gnesdiloff's, now returned
myself very lonely as my honie 
topher went to bat for the Giant's to stature, announced nobly to the,,
colorful outfielder, press that "We are doing this for ss
is in Ohio. I'm about six feet The Golden Gate city hummed 
the good of San Francisco."
tall, brownskin and black hair, and buzzed as the star player on
weigh 182 lbs. Will answer all let. the major league team so recently 
San Francisco slide in for a home
But the NAACP refused to let
run on what was earlier a strike.ters and exchange photos. Robert brought to this community ran
37, Ill.
Vaugh, 67 E. 60th St., Chicago smack into a housing bias. 
out. Regional and local officers,
while commending Mayor Christo-
Dear Mme. Chante: I am
• • the $37,000 Miraloma Drive House
Walter A. Gnesdiloff, owner of
reverse himself again, called for
pher and chiding Gnesdiloff not to
a wld- involved, claimed he was pressur-
ow of 40, S feet, 10 inches tall; ed to back out on the deal with 
official action by the local goy.
160 lbs., light brown complexion. Mays by local residents of that 
eminent to deal with what the as• -
I own my own home and have racially exclusive street. Some of 
sociation's spokesmen termed *
at Rabb tolerantly. "That was no Prior to going with the Demo- a 1957 Plymouth. I am co-owner the calls Gnesdiloff received came 
"daily" drama "enacted by hap.
electric charge. That was an earth- cratic National Committee, a h e of the Davis and Tins Trucking from persons high on San Fran- 
less Negroes . . . whose lack of
quake," he said. was for 10 years, the Washington company. We 'have eight trucks. cisco's social ledger.People are talking about the way Correspondent for the Defender I write you because I'm seek- 
prominence does not command
Southern papers did a flip flop Publications. In this job, too, she ¢ a wife. Color, race and age 
the attention of the press and of-
Clarence Mitchell predicted left some giant shoes to fill. This in-"do not matter as long as she has •
the idea of having
One man, who is opposed to
Maya 
as a ficials of San Francisco."
that five Negro congressmen writer who came after her, in all . neighbor, operates a chain of the- •
lbs., with brown skin. I manage
a small business, not mine. I also
would be interested in marriage
to the right, intelligent man who .
has an interest in life. Please '
enclose photo in letter. Laus Cop-
and, 6020 S. Harper ave., Apt. 5, •
Chicago 37, 111.
as'
could he elected from the South sincerity, has no notion of ever atres in the Fillmore District, a Chicagoan Getsa pleasing personality, sincere andwilli to marry a hard working heavily Negro populated section.by 1960. Jim Eastland must have filling those shoes. She can only ;;;.'6s; may have children
writhed and choked on his cigar look to them as inspiration from I have one girl myself. I'm in-
" Awoman resident 
of 
the Mira- Duty At Air Basewhen he said three of them cculd
Franklin, head of the history
department at Brooklyn col-
lege in New York; Dr. Sadie
Daniel St. Clair, and Richard
H. Walker of the association.
ays Strike Out
eally Home Run
. • • While news reports were still direct and lateral support to the
low contour sheets as a contrast proval is a juvenile judgeship for The interview stretched to another pace she had set for herself. dale Pl., N.W. Washington 9, D.C. Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter- being phoned to city 
desks. May- famed 438th Fighter Interceptor
for their gift. Temporary bache. the district ard two Negro wom• hour. Devoted to her party, she was Helen Berthelot and Vera Walt- ested in hearing from male. Chris- or George 
Christopher, fresh Squadron which is equipped wih
lor Smart•Abbey whose family is e-n are mentioned as Possibles. After he lofted the apalce, Max passionate on the subject of citi• man are the trustees of the fund. tian pen pals between 40 and 45. from a 
vacation to his native the F.102 supersonic all weather
Still in Accra Says he's keeping Both are lawyers. Mrs. Margaret said to MacArthur. ''That's an zenship rights for all of her people They will furnish you with a finan- I am 46 years old, 140 lbs ; 5 Greece, sent a personal note to jet interceptor.
house by himself and that it takes gPeagy" Hawthorne and Marjorie ingenious arrangement they have and she trooped up and down the cial statement after all funds have feet, - 4 inches tall, dark brown Willie Mays and family 
inviting
all of his spare time. (Mrs. Belford) Lawson. of wiring the chairs to shock you length and breadth of the land been collected, skin and brown eyes. Lueilda By- College Given Grant
About 300 guests shooed up for Ponniest story of the oeek con. into getting up." MacArthur who preaching the gospel of getting In Neil's words, "Who knows, field, 49 Grants Pen Road. Con- 
them to be his house guest until
they could secure a suitable dwell- Salisbury, North Carolina - An
the occasion for which the sot cerns Cabinet Secretary Max Rabb is the nephew and namesake of registered in order to vote. Almost one of the people helped by this -stant Spring, St. Andrew, Jamai- ing. 
allocation of $12,530.76 has been
As T V cameras hummed r---ived by Livingstone College,had hired 3 catering firm Ilis- a n d told by Columnist George the other Douglas MacArthur who singlehandedly. she got hundreds fund may be able to take up the ca BSVI.
away and baseballer Mays at- from th, •.1 office of theehieyous Sarah Washington kidded Dixon. Seems that on his recent used to be in those parts looked of names on the registration lists, burden where Venice was forced • * •
to lay it down, and make their Dear Mine. Chaste: I have read tempted 
to explain his not-so-ern- Unite' Coll !e Fund, J. If.
presence felt in the world as Ven- where you have helped so many 
bittered feelings, Mrs. Mays re- Brockett, Jr., acting president of
people find friends. am 36: 5 ceived a call from 
Gnesdiloff the college announced.ice did."
feet tall: weight 120 lbs., with
medium brown skin and black hair
I would like to meet a good
man who likes to go to church.
Please send photo. Mary B. John-
son, 207 E. 37th St., Chicago, 111.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lone•
ly widow who would like to be-
come a member of your lonely
hearts club. I am from Trinidad
and now residing in England. I
do hope for a speedy reply. Mrs.
Irene Greenidge; 16 Wedmore
Gardens, London N 19, England.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am an
intelligent woman, 37 years old;
5 feet, 4 inches tall; medium
brown complexion; weigh 135
lbs., and looking for a husband. I
rights commission and a flock of
other appointments. Nevertheless.
speculation is that the nod went
to James E. Nabritt, associate
dean of Howard U. Law School
and a member of the President's
Government Contracts Commit-
tee.
The appointment will be the sec-
ond federal judicial one for the
Administration. Judge Scovel Rich.
ardson of the U. S. Customs Court
w a 5 the first nne. Coming up
next pending Congressional ap-
ANOTAER DRESS?
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Now comes the very fitting an thrill seekers. My child needs 2 
loma area, member of a promi-a truly great woman. terested in marriage only - no
of a revolving loan at Spelman ten room home and everything
- put herself on record against the
nent, bread-making family, also
Mich. - Airman Basic Ira V.nouncement of the establishment mother, I need wife. I 
haveKINROSS AIR FORCE BASE,
Mater, to be known as "Venice Charles Edward Davis, 31 
Mays' moving in.
hood as a contractor, Gnesdiloff stationed with the 507th Materiel
Fearing jeopardy to his liveli- recently arrived here where he isCollege at Atlanta, her Alma to make the right woman 
happy.Cross. jr., of Chicago, Ill. has
Spraggs Memorial Fund." In this Brantner, Place. St. Louis 6, Mo. sought to 
return the down payment Squadron.
way her sorrowing friends wish • • • . The parent organization at Kin-
to perpetuate her memory and Dear Mme. Chaste: I am in 
Mays had tendered.
At this point, the San Fran- ross is the 507th Fighter Group
her contribution to humanity, my early forties and would like cisco Chronicle, the sole 
local daily which has the important mission
This is my way of spreading the very much to meet a man who employing Negre newsmen, 
called of maintaining maximum combat
word around to the many people loves the Lord and is interested public attention to 
the matter in trained air defense combat crews
who knew and loved Venice and in marriage. Will give more in • a by-lined report 
covering several for active air defense of the Con-
in. No contribution is too small. ing. Miss Odessa Bethel. 2102 N. 
columns. Next, radio and T V tinental United States.
cnmmentators moved in to inter- The primary mission of the 507th
who might perhaps want to join formation about myself in reply-
They
.
 should be mailed to Neil Minnesota at., Wichita. Kans. Materiel Squadron is to provide
Staebler, Chairman, 1801 Clydes- 




MONTGOMERY, Ala. - "One
of the finest conventions we have
ever had," was the opinion of
President Charles H. Wesley,
echoed by delegates from 14 states
at the 42nd annual meeting of the
Association for the Study of Ne-
gro Life and History held at Ala-
bama State college.
College President, Dr. H. C.
Trenholm, threw the full resourc-
es of his institution behind the
program and Dr. L. D. Reddick
co-ordinated the numerous corn- would like to correspond with a
mittees that made for smooth op- man between the ages of 45 and
eration. 55 years old: weigh between 180
The first day of the convention, and 190 lbs. Color doesn't matter.
attracted teachers and students He must be clean and decent. I
at the opening assembly of some ..want him to own his home or
2,000 persons. business. Irma Lee Edward, Route
At this time Dr. Lorenzo J. 3 Box 126, Emerson, Ark.
Greene told of the life of Dr. • •
Carter C. Woodson, who founded Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
the Association and Dr. Charles to meet a refined Christian lady
H. Wesley spoke of its purposes. with a fair complexion; 36 or 37
Dr. Trenholm introduced schol- years of age about 5 feet 2 or
ars from some 25 different insti- 4 inches tall: around 160 lbs. Born
tutions. in Philadelphia or Boston. I am
62 but don't look my age. I work
Half a century ago most peo- at the Ford Motor Rouge Plant.
ple believed that nothing could Will exchange photos. I own a
be done about tuberculosis. The two family brick house in a rest-
Christmas Seal Sale carries a dential section. I like baseball and
message of hope that TB Call be prize fighting. I have dark 
brown
prevented and cured. skin; weigh.206 lbs.; leet, 
2
Paatiq4 Cf Prof. Doodle-
HOLD IT!,
BOTN C) YOU!  
Q 
TtItS PRINKING IN NEM HAS GOT 10 STOPI
CRACK TRAINS TODAY HAve BARS. THAT'S

























































































































































































less, no one doubts that the state of Ala- ed to defend its postion and rights as
bama's ire was bestirred by the racial corn- legitimate organization. Wherever a n d
position of the NAACP as well as the na- whenever the Constitutional rights Of the
turo of struggle it has waged. Here, the Association are challenged, it would serve
racial question is inescapably bound up in its best interest to depart from the practice
the case. The pleading by the Association's of using its own legal staff.
Own staff, however brilliant, tends to in- The whole matter in Alabama is a ques-
tensify sectional racism and make an im- tion of whether a state may constitutional-
partial decision unlikely, especially in the 1Y place prohibitions or crippling restric-
emotionally charged atmosphere of Southern tions on the operation of a voluntary assoc-
courts. iation organized for a specific purpose —
It would be a better strategy, we believe, that of promoting equal rights for all, with-
were the NAACP to retain the services of out discrimination based upon race. It is a
such men as former Gov. Thomas E. Dewey major issue whose determination may be
dmi ex-Secretary of State Dean Acheson endangered by the Association's present%Ph oe e very prominence would lend drama
ALBERT G. BARNETT Bus Driver Dies
Round-Up
Of Globe News
SCHOOL INTEGRATION? "LET THE KIDS
ALONE," THEY'LL SOLVE THE PROBLEM
' IF YOU'VE BEEN KEEPING
UP With various phases of the
'Little Rock incident,' you have
probably noted that many of the
adults who slugged and pummel-
ed Alex Wilson of the Memphis Tn.
illFe Def
ender, and the photog-
hers and reporters for LIFE
d TIME magazines—were fa-
ther' of Central High students
who didn't want their children
'contaminated' by brushing el.
bows with students of the Negro
race.
You have also probably noted
that when 'enforced integration'
became a reality, there was a
gradual lessening of hostility by
the whites against their fellow Ne-
gro students.
Then, on the fourth day of the 'in.
eident' one photo given wide cir-
culation in the nation's newspap-
ers. showed white and Negro girls
playing a softball game, with Na-
tional Guardsmen keeping t h e
score.
All of which goes to show — as
one Little Rock observer stated—
that if you 'let the kids alone,'
ey'll settle their problems in
ir own way and in a manner
ceptabie to all concerned. And,
if not goaded on by their par-
ents and other adults who a r e
childless but vicious, the white
students soon put aside their ra
cial fears and animosities as a lot
of hokum, and begin to evaluate
fellow-classmen on the basis of
merit rather than color of skin.
About 15 years ago, a noted
liberal, who was editor of a white
daily newspaper, visited the edi
tonal offices of the Chicago De
fender and asked to meet the
Staff.
Thy writer — at that time the
Defender city editor — sat In on
the brief, but interesting confer-
ence, and pointedly asked the dis
tinguished Southerner what t h e
possibilities were, of resolving ra-
cial differences in the 17 Dixie
states.
He answered that succeeding
generations of the youth of the
South would solve 'the problem,
each generation becoming more
tolerant and forebearing than the
one previous. ilis statement some-
what paraphrased the one made
famous by Dr. Booker T. Wash-
ington, who said: "No man can
make me lie in the gutter.without
staying down there with me."
But here's the bell-ringer, show-
ing that the pendulum swings
Band In Wreck,
CHARLOTTE, N. C. — (INS) —
A bus-car crash has marred the
United States tour of the Black-
watch Scottish Regimental band
and massed pipes.
Bus driver Alvin Ansley, 413,
of Bethlehem, Ga., was killed and
three members of the Highland
Regiment's troupe were slightly in-
jured when the bus collided with a
car at Loganville, N. C., en route
from Atlanta to Charlotte.
The Blackwatch•invoibeis are to
appear in Richmond, Vs.. and the
three injured men continued the
trip after emergency treatment.
Harrisburg—More than 150,000
persons are regularly employed in
the extensive coal industries lo-
cated in Pennsylvania.
both ways: in Raleigh, N. C.,
members of the North Carolina
Student Legislature, recently held
its 21st Session, attended by some
212 collegians, white and Negro
from 21 colleges in the State, and
the meeting was held in the Houle
and Senate chambers of the Capi-
tol.
And, in those hallowed precincts
of the Deep South, the main piece
of legislatiou acted on, was a
mock bill. sponsored by Duke uni-
versity Woman's College delega-
tion, to 'legalize' interracial mar-
riages!
After heated debate the Bill
was approved by the Student
House of Representatives, in a
one-sided vote — and it squeezed
through the Student Senate by a
vote of 21•16. Shades of '01 Jeff
Davis, Bilbo and Vardaman!
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Our Opinions
Recession And Race Prejudice
A recession in the American economy is
itserve Board which acted last week toeady under way according to the Federal
ease the flow of money. The Board, in a
statistical report, noted that over-all indus-
trial production in October fell two points
from September, bringing it to the lowest
level since last year's steel strike. It was
four points below the October, 1956, level.
As result of an anticipated slowdown
In production, unemployment may separate
4,000,000 workers from their jobs this win-
ter. At the peak of the recession last year
there were 3,200,000 unemployed.
It is believed that the drop in industrial
production has been a major factor in the
Federal Reserve Board's action in reducing
the discount rate from 3Ya to 3 percent. This
makes it easier for borrowers to get loans,
and generally pumps a little inflation into
a sagging economy.
That the downward trend has started
is indicated by other signs. There has been
a steady decline for the past two months
&personal income, non-farm employment,retail sales. However, long before
signs were noticeable, bank loans to busi-
ness, new orders for durable goods, steel
operations and commodity prices started
downward.
Negro business communities will feel
acutely the adverse effect of the recession.
Especially is this true of Negro farmers
whose applications for loans are turned
down flatly by banks that were formerly
friendly and cooperative. With the passage
of the civil rights Act, and court enforce-
ment of school integration, hostility has
crept up in many transactions where none
existed before. Banks in many a Southern
community are refusing loans to Negro
farmers and businessmen have been denied
commercial credit.
Of the four million workers who are ex-
pected to be idle this winter, the proportion
of Negroes in their ranks will be, of all
probabilities, at a ratio of 10 to 1. Such
a disparity must be reckoned with as one
of the weak spots in our economic system.
Dissatisfied and hungry workers do not
make loyal citizens. America's survival may
well depend on the loyalty of its citizens.
NAACP Should Change Strategy
The NAACP's policy of using its own to the case and cause Southern judges and
legal staff to defend the organization in juries to set aside their racial prejudices.
court actions directed against it, is not wise Such a strategy would lend greater dimen-
and may well be unrewarding when the sions to the cause the Association cham-
critical test comes. While numerous prece- pions while attracting larger converts to
dents may be cited in support of the cur- the banner of equal rights.
rent policy, it must be noted that they rep- It was no doubt this logic that led the
resent instances in which the racial ques- Defense Department to employ the services
tion was not the issue at bar. To be sure, of a Boston Attorney to argue its case dun.
corporations, banks and even states have ing the sensational Army-McCarthy hear-
utilized their own lawyers to defend their ings. Even the Congressional Committee on
interests in sundry litigations. But, we re- Un - American activities before whom the
peat, there was no ethnic involvement to hearings were held, overlooked the able
ir up racial antagonism and confound the lawyers in its rank and retained a distin-4
\ gants. guished lawyer from Tennessee as its coun-
The NAACP is appealing an Alabama sel. Similarly the state of South Carolina
Circuit court decision handed down in July had a noted constitutional lawyer from New
1956, which fined the Association $100,000 York to argue its case against school inte-
and held it in contempt of court for refus- gration before the Supreme Court.
ing to turn over a list of its membership in MEMO TO THURGOOD MARSHALL:
that State. This is no reflection Upon your ability as
Though the issue, technically, is one of a lawyer. You have proved your eminence,
freedom of association which raises a funda- We are advocating this new strategy only, piece of equipment it produced.
MAR BIC
= r
by NAT D. WILLIAMS
THE CHOSEN FEW
Congratulations are in order all
around in connr..r.on with the sec-
ond annual 'In -State Defender
Merit Awards in race relations,
which were made this week.
The Defender is to be congratu-
lated for making the awards. And
naturally the citizens who receiv-
ed them are to be congratulated.
It's a good thing to have some or-
ganized and pointed expression of
appreciation for good community
service. And it's fine that the
Tri-State Defender, through its
editor, L. Alex Wilson, has stepped
into this needed role. That makes
Mr. Virilson eligible for something
of an award himself. And that's
not said as a passing remark. Mr.
Wilson, in the short space of less
than seven years, has made him-
self an integral part of the Mem-
phis and Mid-South community
and in a manner designed to
stimulate both respect and appre-
ciation.
Someone has observed that a
"prophet is without honor in his
own country" ... or words to the
effect that "when a man stays at
home, his ..iwn folks are the last
to sew and appreciate the good
he's doing or has done" . .. That's
why it's always something of a
pleasant surprise to the "Shad-
ows" to learn that this or that
person has been publicy honored
and thanked for his or her contri-
bution to community progress and
welfare. And it's doubly surpris-
ing when it is observed that the
persons so honored really and act-
ually deserve such distinction.
The citizens k who are honored
for the 1957 Tii-State awards act-
ually and really merit their re-
cognition, as seen form here.
Messrs. George W. Lee Clark
Porteous, Hollis F. Price. D. W.
Browning, Paul Turner, and Wil-
liam W. Scott, three white men
and three Negro men have rend. there is a "balm in Gilead" . . .
ered consistent and yeoman ser even in race relations. Selah!




The world of business and in
dustry is so complex that it was




themselves have expanded to a
point where one department is
often acting contrary to rather
than in harmony with another.
Of course, government too, is
afflicted with these same ills.
One giant manufacturing cor-
poration advertised for bids on
1,000,000 screws needed for a
mental constitutional question, neverthe- in cases where the NAACP itself is -compell- The specifications giving
more details about the screw
than the average man knows
about himself, covered several
pages.
Yet, it was not until the
screws were manufactured and
delivered was it discovered that
they were of the wrong thread.
Not long ago, a study disclos•
ed that while the Navy had
enough hamburger to last 60
years, the Army was in t h e
market trying to purchase some.
One of the outgrowths of our
complicated business world is a
relatively new, but large busi-
ness engaged in doing the over-
flow work of other businesses.
And, ironically, even these
firms find themselves swamped
with work and have to pass on
their overflow to other firms
specializing In overflow work.
Where does all this overflow
vice in the area of race relations
in Memphis.
All have some things in com-
mon. For instance, all are enen.
getically interested and wellin-
formed about relations between
the races in Memphis. All have
given unniistakable evidences of
a willingness to be fair-minded
a willingness to be fairmindedd
and judicious in their appraisal of
these relations. All display a
calmness and coolness which are
most needed during these tones
of tension. None gives evidences
of the hasty impatience of ex-
tremists. All are reasonable men.
The likes of them should be call-
ed to the attention of the com-
munity at large as the Defender
is so adequately doing. It might
be pointed out that in so doing
the Defender is calling attention
to the fact that all local knees,
white and colored, have not bowed
to the Baals of raw prejudice,
searing hate, and blind oppoai-
lion to reasonable progress and
legitimate aspirations.
No doubt, each of these men
would be among the first to ob-
serve that he is not alone in Mem-
phis, or is among the only ,six
persons in Memphis who have
fair ideas about rare relations,
and who work consistently for
progress and goodwill.
There are others like them. And
the Tim-State Defender awards of
Merit are primarily expressions of
appreciation for the presence of
the larger body of such persona
who are manning the ramparts
against the forces of violence and
turmoil.
Both the Negro and white com-
munity of Memphis owe a vote
of thanks to the men named . .
thanks to them for their member-
ship In the great body of those
who like themselves believe that
BUSINESS
work come from? Well, from
federal agencies and private
firms like Insurance companies,
manufacturing concerns, a n d
even trade organizations.
They do calculating, tabulat.
Rig, transcribing, typing, dent.
Cal work, direct mailing, as-
sembling of statistics, mimeo-
graphing, stuffing, and verify.
ing.
The organization, operate um
der terrific pressure. Every job
they get is a "rush" job. When
a firm suddenly realizes It's be.
hind schedule on a program, it
calls on one of these concerns
and they want the job done
"now."
Since It's premium work, they
pay a higher scale than t h e
companies from which they get
the work.
But the greatest of Ironies
and the lone fact about this
whole business tnat facinates
us, is that many of these com-
panies employ skilled Negro
help.
And many of their client com-
panies either do not employ Ne.
groes, or employ them only in
menial capacities.
Yet, indirectly they pay 3e-
groes in another organization al
a higher rate to do the work
their own employes can't or
don't perform for one reason or
another.
Crazy, isn't it?
SO WHAT . . . ?





"Man," said simple as he put
his empty beer glass down on the
bar, "did you see the paper to
night which is dated tomorrow
morning? It is just full of getting
ready for war, of sending arms
every-which-a-where but Mini,.
sippl, of adding new divisions of
the army to Europe, and of wor-
rying about sonic new kind of
Sputnik that can explode in outer
space and destroy enemy atomic
misses before they start coming
down to earth!
"I never saw so much talk about
new kind of firecrackers not meant
for the 4th of July in my life.
General This and Secretary That
and Mister Stevenson and every-
body saying something about the
national defense. But I did not see
one single Negro quoted as saying
nothing. Have you not got opinions
on the subject yourself?"
''Of course, I have opinions," I
Said, "but you know and I know
that you have to be a big shot
to get your opinions in the papers.
I am not a cabinet member."
"Neither is Adam Powell," said
Simple, "but he is usually in the
papers. Tonight I do not gee where
he boa ettered one word on na-
tional defense, or on Arkansas.
Should not the national defenders
call him into conference, else me,
or somebody colored, even if it
be 'Sweet Daddy' Grace or Louis
Armstrong? Being one.tenth of the
nation, and dark from the Ark,
we ought to be right there in
whatever councils there is — and
most when it comes to national
defense. The colored do not want
to get atomized no more than any-
body else. Agreed?"
"Certainly, I agree," said.
"Maybe they ought to put Gen-
eral Benjamin 0. Davis, jr., on
the defense committee."
"Or Reverend Martin Lather
King," said Simple, "so Alabama
would be represented. They need
defense down there."
"You are talking beside t h e
point now," I Self!.
"No, I am not." sald Simple,
''because what I am Wondering is
what is going to happen to Ne.
groes when them flying missiles
start falling, huh?"
"The same thing that happens to
other people," I said.
"Oh no," yelled Simple. "The
same thing never happens to Ne-
groes. 'or us in this here USA,
it is never the same thing. It is
always something else — never
the same jobs, never the same
schools, never the same houses,
never the same nothing!
"Are you out of your mind? How
come you think the same thing
will happen to us when the atom-
izers start coming down? A n d
especially since we ain't got no
part of them big defense councils
that Is doing all the planning.
"In one paper last week I seed
great big article about how to
evacuate New York City. And in
it, I did not even see Harlem
mentioned. There was not a word
about what would happen to me,
Sara Lou Harris, Pigmeat, Buddy
Johnson's Band, or Father Divine
were he to be in town, not to
speak of Althea Gibson and her
tennis rackets, also Milan Jack.
"Where am I supposed to run
when them flying man-killers start
manupulating. What am thinking
is, white folks is planning to run
off and leave me to get along the
best way I can."
"You always think the worst,"
I said.
"Which Is what I usually get,"
said Simple, ''because when push
come to shove, white folks forget
about ine. and my women folks,
as well. If the time ever came
for white folks to have to start
running for the hills and moun-
tains, who would they leave in
the kitchen doing the dishes?
"Mamie.
"And who would they leave In
the basement firing the furnace?
"George.
'And where would Mose be?
Waiting at the bus stop for a bus
that would not come. And I ex.
pect Milan Jack would be left
setting in the City Hall to act for
the Mayor while the Mayor was
away. And Pigmeat might be the
only actor on Ed Sullivan's TV
show that week, with maybe
Leonard Reed as substitute MC.
since everybody white would be
gone to their hideways,
"And maybe some few old
scared Negroes would be singing.
'So long.' Gee, I hate to see you
go," about them white folks what
had loft. But me, do you know
what I would be doing?"
"No," I said, "I do not."
"I would be setting up in the
Stork Club drinking champagne
whilst the missiles zoomed over—
since they would not let me in
there before. And when the scare
died down and all the white folks
come back to New York, t h
Stork Club would be ALL COLOR-
ED, because all my friends would
be in there, too."
"Fantastic!" I said.
"Fan, nothing," said simple.
would get me something out ol
that evacuation. And all t h e nt
white folks, whert they got back,
would have to sing to me, 'Darl-
ing, we was wrong.' And they
would have to beg me to evacuate
the Stork Club. They would have
beg me to say, 'So long!' "
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
A charming little lady with
pretty gray hair called me tip
last week and, with a note of
excitement and urgency in h e r
voice, she kept repeating:
telling you, I was never BO
ashamed in all my life."
It was Madame Marjorie Joy.
ner of cosmetic and beauty cul-
ture fame who is nationally known
for her work in organizing beau.
ticians. I have known and respect-
ed her grass-roots labors, her de.
votion to civic and charitable cau-
Ines for many years. She is the
best organizer among women I
have ever met.
Her excitement over an issue Is
contagious, and when she finally
declared "We have got to do
something about this problem." I
knew there was no point in try-
ing to duck it What made her so
ashamed? What was the problem,'
First, I should state that Mad.
ame Joyner had just completed a
long tour through the eaatern
states and the deep South when
she called. Her experiences on
this trip led her to the convic-
tion that "something must be
done."
In short, she was shocked and
angered by the public behavior,
particularly on the trains. of Ne-
groes who, she insists, "ought to
know better."
She was prepared for the indig-
nities of Jim crowism and t h e
wicked discriminatory pattern of
life In the deep South. She has
been fighting this problem all of
her career but, she was not pre-
pared, for the rudeness, t h e
crudeness and the ugly behavior
of so many of "our own" peo-
ple,
A seasoned and experienced tra-
veler in the South as well as in
the North, Madame Joyner be-
lieves that this problem of public
conduct has grown worse rather
than better in recent months.
The most depressing thing, how-
ever, was the spectacle of so-
called educated and responsible
men and women drinking a n d
cursing is' places where such con•
duct is inexcusable.
The issue raised by Madame
Joyce; is, of course, not new. The
problem is also not altogether ra-
cial. The state of public morals
and behavior is shocking to some
in sections where there are no
Negroes at all.
Sociologists and psychologists
can give us plenty of factual ex.
planations of the problem. Ex-
plaining an evil is one thing, but
putting an end to that evil is
something else again.
Since Madame Joyner called. I
have discussed the questions rais-
ed by her with scores of folk in-
cluding my colleagues in the of-
fice. Here are some of the ob-
servations which may 'Merest you.
For one thing, many Negroes in
the North and South have come
to associate good manners with
Uncle Tomism. The image of un-
cle Tom is that of an obsequious
old character with a bowed head
or a foolish grin. He was the
original "yes man" and a born
psychophant, Uncle Tom, had
according to the symbolism, only
one object In life, pleasing white
folks.
The rejection of the Uncle Tom
image has gone to such extremes
today that normal politeness has
become, in the minds of the im.
mature, suspect. Some Negroes
feel that they should not smile
because a smile may be mistaken
for a grin and a grin, of course,
Is the hallmark of a "handker-
chief head."
Militancy in the fight for civil
rights has been misunderstood by
some who have confused it with
rudeness. Crude and "bad" behav-
ior seem to make some knuckle-
heads feel that they are revolting
against subservience and their
second-class status.
Obviously in thie critical mo-
ment in race relations in Ameri-
ca, the behavior of Negroes is just
as impertant an element in the
equation to be solved as the be-
havior of whites.
Anti-social, crude and Irrespon-
sible conduct among Negroes cer-
tainly will not make them more.
acceptable In general society. Inc
tegration must eventually become
a two-way street.
Personally, I think most Ameri-
cans, black and white, have had
manners. Perhaps what we need
is a Congressional investigation of
our public conduct. I agree with
Madame Joyner, however, that
we who trying to get into the
mainstream of American life cer-
tainly ought not to lead with out
left foot.
This is a problem, of course,
with which each one of us must
deal as best he can. We can work
through three great institutions,
the school, church, and the home.
All Americans are challenged,
and if we don't meet this chal-
lenge, our society will degener-
ate into savagery. We might re-
member also that we live in a
society where our "bark" is °Res
taken as proof that we are dogs.
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(INS) — Pfc. Robert Allen,
sr., of Nashville, Tenn., was found
I guilty by a Marine Corps court
martial, of murder in the slaying
of white sailor allegedly kicked
i to death by six Marines on Oki-
nawa.
Allen was sentenced to 12 years'
confinement, forfeiture of all pay
and allowances, a dishonorable
discharge and reduction in rank
to private.
He was the first of six accused
Marines to be tried in the killing
of Navy Corpsamn Adrien Nokle-
by, 19, of Wells County, N. D., in
the Sukiran troop area, Aug. 4.
The court martial in Camp
Mactureous was told by the prose-
cution that Nokaeby died as a
result of a "racial" assault. The
prosecutor, Maj. Eugene B. Fal-
lon of Albany, N. Y., described
Allen as a member of a group
that carried out a "savage tribal
attack.,"
apartments.
FUTURE BRIDE — Elder and
Sings For Ghandi 
Mrs. Roosevelt Jackson have
NEW .DELFIL India — (ANP) 
announced the forthcoming
— Concert singer Marian Ander 
marriage of their daughter,
son appeared in a program of 
Deborah, to Minister Thurman
spirituals at Gandhi's memorial 
Rufus Burnett of Chicago,
here Thursday. The appearance,
one of Miss Anderson's many en-
Negro College Fund
gagements on her U. S. State de- 
Aids St. Augustine
partment-sponsored tour of foreign 
RALEIGH, N. C. — An alloca-
countries, brought an audience of 
tion of $11.135 has been received
10,000 persons to hear her sing. by 
St. Augustine's college. from
the United Negro College Fund,
Skeletons of prehistoric man 
Dr. James A. Boyer. president ot At Melrose High
show that tuberculosis found its 
the college announced recently.
way into cave homes just as it
This amount is the second al- Madam Florence Cole Mc-
invades modern ranch houses and 
location to St. Augustine's college. Cleave was the guest of honor at
from contributions to the college a special program last Friday at
Melrose High school to celebrate
Bonk Week.
The singer reviewed the auto-
biography of Miss Marian Ander-
son, entitled "My Lord. What A
; Washington — About 1.5 million
persons are employed in U. S.
I Wood-using industries.
fund's nation-wide 1957 campaign,
making a fetal of $2f,335 received
te date. A final grant will be
made after the official closing of
the 1957 appeal December 31.
Dynamite Blasts Home Of
Southern White Moderate
GAFFNEY, S. C. — tANP) — cracked a wall in the home .of 
his wife's contribution to the pub-
The home of a white woman who Mrs. James W. Sanders, co-author
wrote part of a publication urg- of the publication and wife et a
ing a moderate approach to ra- prominent local physician, but 
that
cid problems was dynamited last no one was injured. They 
indicat-
week in an obvious move by un- ed the explosion was caused by a
identified persons to intimidate time bomb.
her. Meanwhile, Dr. Saunders, t h e 
Evidence of the attack was un-
Police here reported that the husband, said he felt the attack covered by police, when they ells- 
evening sessions.
explosion shattered windows and on their home was the result of covered a key in bushes near the Mrs. 0. L. King, sponsor of the
house. It contained a clock, wires program, extended a welcome to
and batteries. Police left the evi-
dence intact and reported the inci-
dent to the nearby FBI office in
Charlotte, N. C.
Mss. Saunders reiently iontrib-
oten material for the publication,
entitled "South Carolinians Speak
— A Moderate Approach to Race wood ave., a waiter, was shot in
One of America s finest salons, The salon is custom eeiened Re
lations." Another contributor to the left side of his head Saturday
offers a unique service to the or- I on the western style with a huge the 
publication said it had t h e night by an unknown man who
ganization in Memphis. foto mural in the reception room, support of Rep
 lames P. Rich- assauked him at t h e northeast
Beginning Sunday and each Sun- The sal
on offers the best in cos- ards. Sooth Carolina Demoirat corner of 14th and Morgan. He
metics from their cosmetic bar and a segregationist, who praised was taken to County hospital
and only the best products are the nublication as a "real contri- Fat remains in the stomach long-
used. bution er than most foods.
gro children who entered Little
Rock Central High school, said
that the Arkansas governor had
planted the seeds for mob violence
in the Arkansas capital by call-
ing out troops and his confer-
ence with Governor Marvin Grif-
fin at the Southern Governors'
Council, consequently racists be-
lieved that any act that they C0111-
mined to interfere in the integra-
tion movement would go unpunish-
ed.
Mr. Branton, one of the first
Negroes to graduate from the
University of Arkansas, was the
guest speaker at the program at
which an award was made to Lt.
George W. Lee for civic achieve-
The program included selections ments in the community.
by the school band and the sen•jot glee club. an instrumental solo 11111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111110111111111111:
by Ann Suttles, and a presents- AFRICAN FARMERS





As Top Beauty Salon
day thereafter the salon will be
open to organization who wish to
hold social activities to acquaint
the public with the salon and to
give them a place free from cost
to further the aims of their or-
ganization.
Fashionair is owned and operat-
of beauty operation in the city
of Memphis where conplete priv-
acy and comfort is the keynote
to your beauty care, with the ac- Ragland, one of America's for,
cent on individual hair styling. most hair stylists.
the public to attend the fellowship
celebration.
Fashionair is owned and operat-
edby Negroes. Wanda Weathers
and Tommie K. Hayes. daughters
of the owners, along with other tots
land teenagers. wili be seen quite
frequently in future style shows
with hair. style by Fashionair.
The salon is under the- personal
management of Mrs. edelaide II
COMPLIMENTS
THE INTERIOR HOUSE OF
DECORATING and FLOOR
COVERING
1239 S. Parkway East
Phones: WH 2-3933-WH 6-6671
The wedding will take place
at the Lane ave. Church of
God in Christ on Dec. 7 at
8 p. m. Bishop Isaiah Rob-




lication. "You possibly could
Rik the blast to the publication,"
he commented Dr. Sanders is a
native South Carolinian and has




Three hundred children crowd-
ed leo the reading room of the
Vance ave, branch of the Mem-
phis Public Library last Saturday
afternoon to hear the City School
librarians wind up Book Week
with a story hour and refresh-
ments.
The youngstrs listened attent-
ively as Mrs. Edna Swingler, a
first grade teacher at Riverside
school, told stories from the "Wiz-
ard of Oz," and asked and answer
ed questions about more familiar
fairy tales. Afterward they heard
a group of students sing "Parade
of the Wooden Soldiers," and "Ex-
plore with Books."
Mrs. Frances Jonnson, an Eng-
lish teacher from Douglass High
school, told with enthusiasm, "Why
the Sea is Salty," and "Beauty
.and the Beast." The story hour
was concluded with a song.
"Traffic Song for Safety," by the
children from Riverside.
Along with refreshments, each
child was given an invitation to
visit the library often to continue
his exploration in the world of
books.
STAFF ON HAND
Mrs. Pearl Oates and her staff
which included Mrs. Thelma H.
McKissic, Miss Geneva Cooper,
Mrs. Vera Bogan, Mrs. Carrie
Webber and Mrs. H. B. Nelson
served as hostesses in the newly
refurnished library, where a com-
plete display of Remington Rand
equipment was on view, along with
numerous new books for young
people.
The City School librarians who
were on hand to help with the
program were Mrs. Helen Water-
ford, chairman of the group, Mrs.
Lucy Flagg, Miss Harriet Welk-
e , Mrs. Jane Weed, Mrs. Ver-
nice Nabrit, Miss Delthenia Wil-
liams, Mrs. Frances Duvall and
Mrs. R. Hays.
Bran ton Stirs Crowd
AtOmegafratProgsani
Gov. Orval F'aubus of Arkansas
has done more than any other
group in America to help the Ne-
gro in his fight nfor integratio
Attorney Wiley Branton of Little
Rock and Pine Bluff, Ark., told
an audience at the annual Awards
Recognition and Presentation pro-
gram sponsored by the Omega
Psi Phi fraternity.
Attorney Branton, who was the
legal power behind the nine Ne-
Morning."
Madame McCleave concluded
her appearance at the school with
a rendition ef the spiritual which
served as a title for Miss Ander-
son's book.
The Ebenezer Baptist church of
114 Henry ave., will hold a fellow-
ship program at the church on
Sunday, Nov. 24, beginning at 3
p. m.
The guest speaker will be Dea-
con James Truehart. of Ebenezer.
Tommie Loving will serve as mas-
ter of ceremonies. The pastor,
Rev. E. L. Slay will deliver ser-
mons during the morning and
Waiter Shot On Street
CHICAGO — (Special) —






Call: GL 2-2310 or FA 3-3111
169 SCOTT
BOSTON, Mass. — (ANP) — Un-
official reports reaching here from
Kampala, Uganda reveal that
thousands of African farmers are
dipping into their savings in order
to have the body of Irish-born
Mother Kevin, a Franciscan sister,
returned to the East African C3110.
try.
Mother Kevin spent 60 years
ministering to Africans. She re-
tired in 1955 and returned to Bos-
ton. She died here last month at
the age of 82.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
pie competing in the drive for
King and Queen.
BIG EVENT
The King and Queen will be
WEDDING DATE SET —
Miss Rosie Marable, daughter
of Mrs. Lucille Marabler of
Detroit, Mich., will become
thebride of Rev. William M.
Fields, jr., in a ceremony to
be held in Memphis Dec. Ie.
at the residence of his parents,




ST. LOUIS, Mo. — (INS) — A
27-year-old ex-convict was given
a life sentence for the killing of
a fellow spectator at a "Reck 'n
Roll program during a wild:
shooting spree at Kiel auditorium,
here.
A circuit court jury deliberated
some five and one-half hours be-
fore returning a verdict of gild.
ty last night against Herberl
Hrdson, on trial for the slay-
ing of Clay G. P last ' '?.
Judge Robert L. Aronson gave
the jurors instruction on a man-
slaughter sentence, in addition to
second-degree murder, the charge,
on which Richardson had been in-I
dieted.
Loses $850 In •
Old 'Con' Game
Fields, Sr., of 391 Decatur st.
Miss Marable is on official
with the United Insurance co.
of Detroit. Rev. Fields, jr.,
pastor of the Volintine ave.
Baptist church, is a on of the




An appeal was made last week
to the public to support the Ne-
gro Citizens Committee Council's
10th Annual Christmas Furd and
Charity drive.
The plea was made jointly by
Raymond 1.ynom, president of the
group and Alonzo Simpkins, gen-
eral chairman.
The campaign begins on Satur-
day, Nov. 30, with a city-wide tag-
day and door-to-door solicitations.
Mr. Lynom said that 30 young
people who are competing for Yule-
tide King and Queen in a contest
will take to the streets for home
to home efforts. The money raised,
he said, will So to Christmas needy
crowned on the stage of the Han-
dy Theatre Tuesday, Dee, 17, at.
the organization's annual yuletide
revue.
Other fund raising activities of money.
the Citizens' group are St. Nick's
revue at the Ace l'heatre on Dec.1
11, with admission 5() cents for
adults and 25 cents for childrot,
and the Citizens annual Christ-
mas Bazaar at the YMCA, Linden
and Lauderdale, on Dee. 15, at
5 p. m., admission free.
-Funds raised, Mr. Lynon said,
will be distributed to both needy
Negroes and whites. They will
be given cash money, net gro-
ceries.
Noble Thornton, vice president
families, and at the same time ef the Council asked that persons
will help to quahfy the young peo- interested in volunteering their
services be present at the YMCA
branch on Sunday, Dec. 1, at 5:30
p. m, when the organizational












Mrs. Carrie Mitchell, 4915 S.
Drexel ave., lost her savings of
$850, Friday afternoon, in what is
considered by Hyde Park police to
be one of the oldest of "c 0 is
games.'
Mrs. Mitchell, who befriended an
attractive blonde woman of about
27 at 4735 Cottage Grove se,,
was victimized shortly afterward
by the comely blonde and htlk
companion who conveniently ap-
peared shortly after the chance
meeting of the two women.
Upon approaching the pair, the
third woman allegedly found a
package of money on the street,
and the too convinced Mrs. Mite
ellen to withdraw her savings as
''earnest money" and an invest-
ment in the package.
Mrs. Mitchell then went arm
a corner and when she retort!.
there were no friends — and no
IVife Preserirrs
If you store sandwiches mode
ahead for a lynch, picot< or ether
purpose, in the refrigerator, re-
member that riniki earulyrichoe




IS PROUD TO BE A PART
OF SELLING THE EQUIPMENT





* One of America's Finest Salons
* Memphis' Only Salon Service
* Expert Styling BEAUTY SALON
HOLIDAY SPECIAL
LUSTRA SILK { ;ZOO - ;7);
* Complete Privacy
* Beauty in Comfort

































MAKE AN APPOINTMENT WITH BEAUTY
JAckson 5-4366
COMPLETE INDIVIDUAL STYLING
GOOD FROM DECEMBER 1st THROUGH DECEMBER 31st
NEGRO OWNED AND OPERATED

















































Throngs Fill Saint Mary's For
Impressive Owens-Hemphill Vows
•
• IN ONE OF THE most impressive and
resplendent weddings in Chicago annals of
fashionable interest. radiantly lovely Miss
Gloria Shirley Owens, daughter of the so-
cially and civically prominent Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Owens became the bride of Malcolm
Montioy Hemphill. son of the senior Mal-
colm Hemphills, also of the Windy City.
• TILE DAUGHTER of the internationally
famed Olympics great, and her groom re-
peated their vows before an overflow crowd
in St. Mary's AME church Sunday, Nov.
17. The magnificient double ring nuptials
rites were celebrated by the Rev. A. Way.
man Ward and the Rev. Hyman Mills. Pic-
turesque beauty and ceremonial splendor
highlighted the vows-taking.
• A PORTION OF the fashionable throng
is shown (photo above left). The beaming
parents of the bride are in the foreground.
Center photo: The couple claps hand as
the Rev. Ward blesses their union. At the
extreme left is the groom's best man, Wil-
liam Quash. Partly hidden at the bride's
right is her matron of honor, Mrs. Beverly
Prather, her sister.
• THE PARENTS of the bride, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Owens, give rapt attention to the ceremonial nupitals.
Mrs. Owens wore a Sophie Original rose beige short
gown featuring an Eton jacket. Men of the wedding
party wore the conventional cutaway.
• BLISSFULLY HAPPY, bride and groom. Mr. and
Mrs. Malcolm Montjoy Hemphill jr., as they wait in the
auto which later whisked them to the Tropical Room
of the Sheraton hotel on North Michigan ave., for an
elaborate and elegant reception followed.
• A PROUD and handsome
father assists his lovely
(laughter into St. Mary's
AME church where she be-
came Mrs. Malcolm Hemphill
in dignity and pagentry. The
popularity of the principals
was dramatically attested to
for the church was filled to
capacity, overflowed into
ante-rooms. Late comers, un-
able to get into the church.
waited until the ceremony
ended for a glimpse of the
wedding party.
• THE PARENTS of the groom, Mr. and Mrs. Mal-
colm M. Hemphill sr., also are intent on the impressive
ceremony which united their son and Gloria Shirley
Owens. Mrs. Hemphill's Christian Dior blue was trim-
med in sable. Both mothers wore small hats, white or-
chids. (Story inside; wedding photos by Rhoden).
10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., Nov. 30, 1957
Miss Uleda M. 1VIerriwetlier To Repeat Vows In Pre-Yule Rites
I •
The poet bias said:
"The sun is setting early,
the sky is dull and gray;
and folk are getting ready
to keep Thanksgiving Day."
With hearts filled with solemn
gratitude for the blessings of our
lives and our beloved land ...
Memphians, along with Americans
throughout the four corners of our
Nation and those abroad, will en-
loy the squatter's rights of ol' Tom
Turkey, the king of the roost for
the traditional celebration. Bedeck-
ed with colorful trimmings, en.
,conced on handsome platters ...
,tuftd to perfection with choice
morsels and surrounded by tempt-
ing dishes of a bountiful harvest
. . the prevailing thought of the
Oay will be .. "It's time to put
our work aside and go to church
And pray: To thank our gracious
Father for this Thanksgiving Day."
ruE HOLIDAY OUTLOOK
Time was, . . . "Over the mea-
dow and through the snow, to
,:randfather's farm we'll go . . ."
hut progress having resulted in
cars, trains and planes Grand-
father now likely lives in a mod-
i.rn city manse . . and today's
children include a good football
eame in the day's itinerary, which
may cover hundreds of miles.
Friday night members of Alpha
Alpha's graduate chapter will
Marion B. Ford, George Sims,
Robert Willis, Miss Sallie Donel-
son, Mr. Sidney, Mr. and Mrs.
Robbi Prewitt, Mrs. James Robin-
son, sr., Mr. an Mrs, Avery
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey West,
end many, many others — too
numerous to mention here. How-
ever. one more name must be in-
cluded . . . that of Jack Humes
of Washington. D. C. who is in
town visiting his parents — and
whom "your scribe.' was delight-
ed to see looking so wonderful.
Another in the same Sunday's
lineup, was the beautiful tea giv-
en by the Phyllis Wheatley Club,
in which organization some of our
town's social and civic leaders
hold membership. Mrs. C. M.
Roulhac, sr.. the club's president,
along with the other lovely ma-
trons of the organization, present-
ed an outstanding picture of beau-
ty, charm and grace in beautiful
afternoon forcks. The table was
adorned with two handsome silver
service sets . . . serving Russian
tea and coffee . . . and mouth
watering hors d'ouevres . . . the
table resplendent in a handsome
linen and lace cloth, centered with
a low arrangement of Fall flow-
ers. Among the many friends
who attended were: Miss Geral-
dine Diamond. Mrs. Turner. Mrs.
A. B. Nicholson, airs. 0. McKim'.
be hosts to their many friends at ack, Mrs. F. M. Campbell, sr.,
their informal dance held for the Miss Bessie Goldsby, Lt. George
benefit of their scholarship pro- Ice, Mr. Bradfield. Mrs. Hirsch,
gram. Nov. 29 is the date ... the Dr. C. M. Roulhac, Mrs. Ethel
place, Club Ebony , . . time, to Loving, Mrs. Mattie Johnson. Mrs.
Is. m., 'til. Reservations may be Eunice McGhee, Mrs. Willie T.
made through Dr. Leland Atkins.'
president of Alpha Delta Lambda
chapter. or members of the fra-
ternity.
STELLAR ATTRACTIONS
Last Sunday week, a pair of
'hose mythical seven-leagued boots Hodges, Mrs W. Crawford. Miss
would have really come in handy Jessie Gwynn, Mrs. Annett Ed-
wards, Mr. L. V. Johnson, Dr.
and Mrs. W. W. Gibson, Mrs. Al-
lison Vance, Mr. and Mrs. John
Cox, Miss Pearl Maples, Mr. W.
T. Taylor, Mrs. B. Calloway,
received resounding plaudits for Miss Hazel Piles. Mrs. Helen Wat-
their new civic venture which will erford, Mrs. Ida Qualls, Mr. and
be built around their Sorority house Mrs. J. Ashton Hayes, Mr. Fogle-
at 805 Saxon. which they dedicated man. Mrs. Katie Tipton and Mrs.
R. Gadison.
. . what with four outstanding
events on the calendar — all of
which were in progress practically
at the same hours.
Graduate Sigma Gamma Rhos
at 4 p.m. Following an impressive
dedicatory program, guests viewed
the functional domain — so very
much enhanced by the scores of
lovely floral courtesies sent by fel-
low-greeks friends and patrons.
Jones, Dr. C. J. Bates. Mr. Wil-
liam Flemming. Mrs. Flora Coch-
ran. Mrs. E Bates. Mrs. Ewell,
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Kirk. L. Wes-
ley, Mrs. M. Glover, Mrs. R. Hi-
ram, Mrs E. Daniels. Mr. M. W.
• • •
And the Annual Celebration of
Book Week was fittingly opened
with the Book Week program held




JACKSON, Tenn. — Mr. a n d
Mrs. De Witt Merriwether have
announced the engagement of their
daughter, Uleda Marilyn to Sam-
uel Lee Polk, jr.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Merry High school, and Lane
college of Jackson, Tenn.. and has
done graduate work at Columbia
university in New York City. She
Is a member of St. Paul Chris-
tian Methodist church, Delta Sigma
Theta sorority and the M err y
High school faculty In the field of
business education.
The bridegroom - elect who is
presently doing graduate study in
the field of Zoology at Howard
university in Washington, D. C.,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Brooks, jr., of this city. Mr.
Polk is a graduate of Merry High
school, Lane college, a member of
First Baptist church and the Ome-
ga Psi Phi fraternity.
The wedding ceremony will be
at St. Paul CME church on Dec.




Particularly interesting W55h Mae Isom Davenport, LeMoyne's
their painstaking care to carry librarian, the chairman, commit-
out their national colors — gold tee including Mrs. Velma McLe-
and blue, in furnishings and de- more, Miss Martelle Trigg. James
corative touches. From a hand. Miller, Dr. Peter Cooper a n d
some mantle mirror-planter with
the Zeta Phi Beta inscription in
the living room, where traditional
the living room, where traditional and prayer mien by Lionel Ar-
comfort is provided with their nold, the occasion was given by
lovely antique furniture. In t h e Miss Gloria Wade. A saxophone
dining room, gold draperies de solo was rendered by Casette
seend from blue cornices that are Knox. Mrs. Rosaline Hayes intro-
enscribed with the gold Zeta Phi duced the speaker, Mr. Frank
Beta letters. The Sigma House also Faux: and Miss Pearl West-
has a lerge functional room in
which to carry out their meetings
and the activities ef the. youth cen-
ter, which is the main purpose of
the House.
• • •
Local beauty salons have indeed
gone swank . . . and added to the
recent modern shops opened, an-
other has been launched at a gay
Open House reception Sunday ev-
ening week. The Lovely Lady beau-
ty salon lives up to its intriguing
name in decor, furnishings a n d
facilities. It is to be managed by
chic and statuesque Mary Beal ...
who has a cabinet of the jewelry
she collects for her patrons at
her gift shop establishment. In ad-
dition, there is a complete line
of beauty products of a we.;1-
known line for milady's pleasure.
was genial John R. Arnold cf Ar-
id & A c t v. a host110 sso la es. ser ing s
Charming hostesses passed out
floats of perfume . . pink cig-
arettes (in keeping with the sat
pink, green and white color scheme
of the business) . . and coffee sent were Niertis J. Ewell, Lula
and tea, along with delicious hers; Dunford. Mr. and Mrs. Freddiel
d'ouevres served by nspresenta-1 Chambers, Wilma Nelson. Ernest'
tires of Tony's Inn. Coining in for! Riley Julia Scott. Thomas
Mr. Ernest Hooper, acting pres-
ident of the college. With a pre-
lude played by Frank Lockhart
You can turn just plain lettuce
into a tasty dish fit for a king,
not a rabbit, by following this
recipe for creamed lettuce.2
tablespoons butter or margar-
ine
Ss cup diced mushrooms
tablespoons cornstarch
1.2 cup light cream
1-2 cup chicken stock or bouillon
1 mediam-sired head Iceberg let-
tuce broken In bite size pieces
Salt and pepper to taste
Melt buter or margarine; add
mushrooms and cook until light-
ly browned. Combine cornstarch,
cream and stock or bouillon:
blend. Gradually add to mushroom
mixture and cook over low heat,
stirring constantly, until thicken-
ed. Add lettuce and salt and pep.
per. Heat to se ving temperature
over low heat, stirring occasional-
ly. Makes four to six servings.
brooks was soloist.
Well-known Mrs. Mary R. Walk-
er, a former Memphis teacher
now residing in Nashville. and the
wife of Dr. C. W. Walker, visited
her mother. Mrs. C. Hawkins, at
her home cn Humber. Mary. beau-
teous and chic as ever, is always
a ready wit — and so very inter-
esting. Perfect combination of
beauty and brains. Her son. John
(now Dr. John Richardson) will
trek to the altar in the very near'
future . . . and having seen hint .
reached that milestone. Mary's
thoughts will be turned to her con.
templated grand tour of Europe
next Summer. Mary is the sister
of Judge Scovel Richardson.
Arkansas State Alumni met re
costly with Willie Lindsey at his
home at 123e Azalia with Miss
Rowena Stevens as co-hostess.
Much of the gay chatter evolved
around the re-hashing of the Ar-
kansas Homecoming on Nov. 2,
when all members of the group
motored over to Pine Bluff. Pre-,
admiring attention was the lovely' gett. Walter Martin. Herm a n'
arrangement of lovely water Rankin. George Watkins. Percy.
plants in huge brandy.sniffers with Norris and Marshall MeChnston.1
tropical fish, dominating the mod- Merits Ewell will be the next'
ern sectional divider in the fore- hostesa.
front of the establisament. Next week's news will include,
Among the scores et guests pre- coverage of the Omega Achieve
sent were Mesdames tame Snell ment Award program . the.
Thelma Davidson, Marie Malunda. Omega cocktail party of Satur
Polly Swayze. Margaret Nubie.i day night, and the receptionl
Mable Bynum. Cristabel Johnson. which follows. Lt. Geogre W. Lee!
Alice Branch, Clara Parks. Lucille received the award, with special
Perry. W. T. Grafton. Earlene citations going to Dr. I_ A Wat-
Hampton, Ruby Gadison. Dorothy son., jr.. Frank Kilpatrick. sr ,
Cook, D. Ftrittenum. Lem a iAoeis. and J•UG's Inc. Atty. Wile, lisan•
Louise Chandler. Juanita Arnold. the guest speaker. Atty reaetnn
Ophelia Spearman. Mi.rgaretoon of Pine Bluff, Arkansas. as
Young. Miss Erma Lee Laws.; is married to the former M,‘,. o-
ldies Yvonne Ilawkins, Mr and elle McKee of Memphis. .sho
Mrs. Claiborne Davis. Mr. and clay nlght. and the reeeptior Bottled sad., 111.1...firoty ol Th. Coca-Cole CO.pany s Coge-Cfle gottl.ni Compeay of
Otha Samuels, Kr. and Mrs. was also present for the occasion. -
TO RED — Miss Ueda Mari-
lyn Merriwether, of Jackson,
Tens., will become the bride
of Samuel Lee Polk, jr., M a
pre-Christams ceremony Dec.
22, at St. Paul CME church,
Jackson. She is a member of
the Merry High school facul-




The Memphis Silhouettes of the
Kappa Alpha Psi, met at the resi-
dence of Mrs. A. Maceo Walker,
on last week to receive t h is
names of the prospective debu-
tantes to be presented at their an-
nual May ball.
The young ladies whose names
were submitted, have until the
December C deadline to submit for-
mal applications. As soon as these
applications are acted upon and
final seliction are made, the
round of social events leading up
to the ball will begin.
Some of the members present
for the meeting were: Mrs. Floyd
Campbell, persident; Mrs. Robert
Wynne, secretary; Mrs. Ernest
Abron, chairman of committee on
selection of debutantes; Mrs. E
W. Weed, Mrs. Thomas Willis,
Mrs. Thomas Bethel, Mrs. Frank
Lewis, Mrs. A. Maceo Walker,
Mrs. Jesse H. Turner and Mrs. 0.
Yarbrough of Covington, Tenn,
YW-Wives Club Hear
Talk On Leisure Time
Members of the YW-Wives club
of the YWCA held their monthly
luncheon meeting recently,
Rev. H. C. Nabrit, pastor First
Baptist church Lauderdale, was
the guest speaker. He brought to
the group an enlightening and en-
tertaining talk on "The Wise Use
of Leisure Time "
The litany of Thanksgiving was
led by Mrs. E. J. Campbell.
Mrs. Lois Greenwood presided
and introduced the speaker Hos-
tesses for the occasion were Mrs.
P. F. Caruthers, Mrs. Marie L.
Adams, Mrs. Myrtle McGaughey,
Mrs. Katherine McFadden a n d
Mrs. Lille Hall.
Among the members present
were: Mrs. E J. Campbell, Mrs.
Louise Westley, Mrs. Pauline Tay-
lor, Mrs. Sara Davis, Mrs. Eliza-
beth E. Hill. Mrs. Parthenia Sit-
mon, Mrs. Willie Patton, Mrs. Re-
becca Hiram, Mrs. Bessie Ed-
wards, Mrs. Eliza Mims. M r s.
Jeannette Flynn, Mrs. Lula Hail•
ey, Mrs. Bessie Claybrook, Mrs.
Hattie Beverly, Mrs. Narcissus
Jones, Mrs. Annie Higgins, Mrs.
Alice Danner, Mrs. Maggie Eat-
cliffe, Mrs. Isabelle Rouhlae, Mrs.
Isabelle Bridgeforth. Sirs. Ethel
Douglas, Mrs. M. H. Dulaney,
Mrs. T. J. Johnson, Mts. Irma
J. Woodley, Miss Rozetta Lee.
Other members present were
Mrs. Zettie Miller, Mrs. Nellie
Osborne, Mrs. Elnora Washington,
Mrs. Ethel Douglas, Mrs. L. E.
Brown, Mrs. Marjorie Johnson,
Miss Gertie Patterson, Mrs. Ruth
Reeves, Mrs. Maud Bright Mrs




OPEN THE COKE and START THE FUN!
Hear ye! Hear ye! Holiday good times are coming up
with guests a-plenty and parties galore. And what's
wanted in the refreshment line? Why, plenty of ice-
cold Coke, of course. The sparkling pleasure, the
bright little lift of Coca-Cola, makes everyone enjoy
the party more. The beet-loved sparkling drink in
all the world .. . that's Coke!
PARTY IDEAS: A new buffet-way to
nerve your ice-cold bottles of Coke.
Just ties perky little red bow around
the neck of each bottle and stick a
tiny button chrysanthemum or • bit
of holly through the bow,, . then
let Veins help themselves to the goodtaste of Coca-Cola.
MEMO` • • •••••••• ••••••••• ••••••• awe ••••  •••.• Wm../
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
MemplAil, Tram.
While most of the world believ-
ed that tuberculosis was inherit-I
ed. 18th century Spain recognizedi
it as a contagious disease. King'
Philip V decreed that all cloth-1
ing, furniture and personal be
longings of consumptives must be
burned under penalty of fine, im-
prisonment, or exile.
JOHNSON-KING NUPTIALS—
The former Miss Annie Mae
Johnson. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wayman Johnson, of 3020
Tillman Cove, was married to
George King, on Nov. 16, at
St. Augustine Catholic church
with Father Cosmos Herndel,
0. F. H. of St. Augustine
church, performing the cere-
mony. The bride is a graduate
of Lane college and is now
teaching at Caldwell school.
The groom is employed at
Pidgeon Thomas Iron co. The
couple will be at home to
friends at their residence, 1503
S. Willett,
•




-Healthy Baby" Dares! Nunley of Detroit
YOU CAN TRUST CARNATION. It's the
safest, moat nourishing and digestible
form of milk for your baby's formula.
More mothers feed Carnation to their
babies than any other brand. And more
Carnation is used in hospital formula
L.
•
rooms throughout the world than tal
other brands combined! Prepared formu-
las that claim to be complete are expen-
sive compared to Carnation Re sure to
ask your doctor about Carnation. It:
the milk every doctor knows.
BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COFFEE, TOO!
Creamy-smooth Carnation
makes coffee taste just


















































































































































Under the sponsorship of t h e
Memphis Museum of the Mem-
phis Park Commission, the first
program for children ages 6 thru
14 opened last Saturday Nov. 23
t LeMyne colleged will con-
tinue to be presented one each
month through April
The topic of Saturday's discus-
sion wrs -Weather Wise," a story
of a strom and "What makes
Dr. W. S. Davis, president of Ten- daughter, Brenda spent a most Rain." C. E. Carney, metecoolog.
nessee A and I State university, delightful week end in the city of ist of the U. S. Weather Bureau
The Regions! Professional teach- St. Louis. Mo., visiting Mrs. Mon- was the featured lecturer.
er's meeting of Region II original roe's sister and other relatives. Each month an authority on
In tue total c program. e
school is our moss important topic stationed in Korea. Mrs. Wood-
taday and continuous training is ward is the former Ruby Morrow I
necessary through resource meet- land is at t e home of her 
By Mrs. Anna Lee 
This week end Thanksgiving is
celebrated throughout the nation
and it is c.wtainly a delightful
time of the year when we think
of turkey, pumpkin pies and all
good things to eat but above all;
we must remember the originall
meaning of the day. To give'
thanks for the many blessings we,
have reeeided and the family table
does make a beautiful setting.
CITIZEN OF' THE YEAR NAMED
'fhe Citizea of the Year has
been named as Miss Darlene
Hutson, supervisor of city schools,.
by the citizen's committee of
Omega Psi Phi fraternity. This
award went to Miss Hutson at
the annual achievement program
on last Sunday in the Lance college
auditorium sponsored by Theta
Iota and Kappa Sigma chapters.
Each year the cutstanding citizen
. is prescrled in recognition f o r
ottstanding chic service to the
city and to the community. Speak.'
er for. the occasion was Atty. Z
Alexander Looby of Nashville,
Tenn. A reeption followed in the
teachers' dining room on the cam-
pus of Lane college.
Last weekend, teachers from
the West Tennessee area attend-
ed the West 1.ennessee Education
Cooke
cussed the means of keeping chil-
dren healthy and what to do. if
illness should occur. A very prof-
itable question and answer per
iod followed the discussion.
This is just one of the many
projects sponsored by the Jackson
Jack and Jill chapter each year
CIVIC PROGRAM PLANNED
The Federated Clubs of Jackson
have planned an International Fel
lowship Tea to be had in the Health
Building of Lane College Sunday.
Dec. 1, from 4 to 6 p. m. At this
time Mrs. Marie Resin, Dean of
Women at Lane college, will inter-
view Dr. Samuel S. Kung from
China, De. Theodore Macia of Au-
stralia, Mrs. V. F. Walker of
Italy, Dr. J. 0. McShine of
France, Mrs. Mary Blair on Eng-
land, Mrs. Sophronia Chesson on
Liberia and Mrs. Inez Waters on
the British West Indies. Mrs. Penn
has just returned from a tour of
several foreign countries.
Music for the program will be
furnished by the Merry High
school choir under the direction of
Mrs. Ernestyne Carter Ramey and
the Youth Choir under the direc-
tion of Mrs. Edna White.
arents
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY—
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Johnson.
of MIMI Gabay at., celebrated
their seventh vvedding anniver-
sary recently at Curries Club
Tropicana. Among their guests
rogram For Children
AtLe Moyne To Continue
Every one is invited •
listen to this most interesting dis-
 to come and p
at Congress on the campus of cussion.
Lane college.
Last week end, teachers from NAMES IN THE NEWS
the West Tennessee area attended Sgt. and Mrs. Solon Woodward
th    have become the proud e West Tennessee Educational j  p
Congress on the campus of Lane of a baby boy. He has been named
college. All ;ilea meetings were Timothy Andrea. The little del'
centered around the Language Arts low made his debut in Jackson
Ith h h• father• t t
mother.'
ings, etc., ta educate our youth,i Mrs. Sadie Morrow who resides
The keynote speaker for the oe.' on Stonewall at.
ca.ion at 'he general session was Mrs. M. M. Monroe and her,
ly scheduled for Carver High We hear Dr. McKissack is mak- talks to the children, after which
school in Brownsville. Tenn., will ing a fine name Inc himself in there is a 4tort question and 
DOWNINGTON, Pa. — At the
of thousands of cases in the past.were Melvig Ford, Miss Ma- end of the first quarter at Dawn- The World Fellowship Commit- Elizabeth Branch, Mrs Irma
and living habits by avoiding over-
two honorees are shown cut-
rie Jones and Mr. and Mrs. ingtown Industrial school f o u r tee of the Vance Avenue Branch Braxton, Mrs. Maggie Ball, Mrs
Clyde Wherry, of the city. The
ling their anniversary cake. 
the personality hono roll.
girls and three boys qualified for young Women's Christian Asso- Dorothy Bilbrew. Mrs. L. E.
, ciation sponsored a foreign din- Brown, Mrs. Sallie Bartholo- foods and beverages. (Adv. Pro-
Your cooperation in your eating
indulgences in starchy fat-forming
ner, "Windows Open to the World" inew. Mrs. Leola Brooks, airs. C.
, 0. Hayes, Miss Nancy Harass :1y. 
niotmon
recently.
Mrs. Anme L. Higgins, chairman r Miss Jeannette Ilarway, Mrs ! 
Isabel, Mrs. Mary Collins,of the World Fellowship Commit- "1'3
'Teddy Bears."
I On March 22, 19.58. Robert
Lance, M. A. in Education and
Biology, will show a film bn
"Swampland" and "Birds of the
The final program will be rend-
ered on April 26, 1058 when Mr.
La Moine liarme, U. S. Game
Management Agent. Fish a n d
Wildlife service, will show a film
and give a lecture on Erosion by
Wind and "Forests and Conversa-
tion-
he held at Merry High school on the type of work he is doing at swer period. Then one or 0.vo mo-1
Dec. 13. The main topic for this the University of Michigan. On' vies are shown.
meeting is "Evaluation of Pupil leave of absence for this year, PROGRAMS FOR 195$
On the personality charts which
were issued each student was rat
ed in 12 traits by his four aca-
demic teachers, his trade teach-
er, the matron of girls or the tee presided at the program fol.! Mrs. Rosa Lena Collins, Mrs , M
commandant of boys, and the far- lowing the tasty turkey dinner.' Maggie Crosby, Mrs. Addle D.
ulty sponsor of ether the Boy Mrs. midi, G. Owen. branch exe- Jones, Miss Ethel Jones. r s.'
Scouts, the Girl Scouts, the Hi Y cutive director with the aid of Mrs. Gertrude Johnson, Mrs. A. B. Returns Home
club, or the Tri Hi y Club. Helen Sawyer at the piano, taught Spraggins, Mrs. Daisy Stevens,
These who made the honor roll the group a clever little African' Mrs. Alma Sonia, Mrs. Renla Al- , Mrs. Lillian Tyler, left the city
Folk song, Kum Ba Yah. Mrs.
Helen Sawyer led the responsive
were marked satisfactory or out-
standing in all of the traits by all
of those who marked their charts, reading which was followed by a
The successful students were Prayer by Mrs. Russell Sugarmon.
exander, Mrs. Pearl Anthony of
Proctor. Ark., Mrs. Velma Sher-
man, Mrs. Mary D. King, Mrs.
Patsy Keys, Mrs. Annie Thorn
Rosemary Conner Daniel R F P purpose o or Fellowship 
ton. Mrs. Bernice Thomas. Mrs.
•
the 9th Grade: Faith R. Boddv. 
iivoars given by Mrs. Cooper Tay- SPiarus.lin:nuTnaaylopra,viNs.lrs irs1.1aBrvertil:aJ k d hac son, an Jo n T. Stewart. of Taylor, Mrs. Gertrude Dodd. pills. 
GloriaReese, and Carolyn Y. Sat Mrs. Robert Richardson, chair-
isbury of the 10th Grade: and man of the Central World Fellow-
aa Mrs. Arvie Lackey, a n d
Henry 0. Mims of the 12th Grade.
All are residents of Philadelphia
except Faith Roddy, who lives in
Kennett Square.
oup e ar
Mrs R. B. Ebling of Euschenden., Irma Williams, Mrs. Ida al a eHolland. Mrs. R. C. Andelshelugel Qualls. ritadlio B. F. mrciesve,
of Buenos Aires, Argentina. and N •
Mimi ihronitIn of rair°, Egypt. lie Pegues. Miss Theresa Pulliam,PREsENTs GIFTS
Achievement '' from his job with the State Health The other programs to follow ...V ears With Gala Fete , World Followship gifts from Hall, Mts. B. F. Strong. Miss Ro-Mrs. Bertha Stegall, Mrs. Lilla
'TELL ME DOCTOR Department. McKissack is expect- will be held on January 1S W. the adult menilw rship and the Y- wenn Stephens, Miss Alice It t h
MEETING HELD ed to visit his family Thanksgiv R. stroup member of the Shelby BROOKLYN — Last Sunday the hition for dealers only at the mer- Teens were Presented by Mrs- A. \dams, Miss Virginia Anderson
Jill of America, Inc. Parents and, for late December when Miss
Interested persons gathered at the' Uleda Marilyn Merriwether will
library of Merry High school for exchange vows with Samuel Polk.
this occasion. Special doctors in, jr. It is expected to be a beautiful
the field of children's health dis- affair.
ICIeveland Duo
Feted In Chi
CLEVELAND — Happy autumn
vacationers are Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
ward Withers of 4596 E. 147th at.,:
who have lust returned to their
Chicago.
home after a pleasant stay in stop! Take Time And Read This
Tbei hosts in the Windy City
were Mr. and Mrs. Elijah With'I
era of 1206 Vi ashburne ate. suntj
and uncle of the couple.
A cousin Mrs. Mary Gay of
2d43 Eberhart. showered many
courtesieshe visiting two-
some, and they were also enter.
te4hie: by a legion of friends.Whiters have a son Roney,
a marine stationed at Camp Le .
Juane. N. Carolina and three oth-
er children.
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You Worried About Your Figure?
In starting your course in the
Stauffer System, you are in a
way. placing an order for a new
streamlined body.
The priceless charm of physical
attractiveness is not to be achiev•
ed by weight reduction alone, and
your goal should not be just a
mere matter of pounds.
The enchantment of youth lies
in a slender body, brisk step,
steady nerves, and the clear
skin and sparkling es 01 a
healthy coursing circulation. This
is the Stauffer System ideal of
beauty ... the physical expression
of vibrant, healthful loveliness.
PLEASANT EXPERIENCE
You will find the effortless
series of Stauffer System passive
exercise a pleasant and interest-
ing experience. lt aiding rim-
lation and elimination . . by
caaxing the pelvis and spine into
proper place . . and toning
muscles to hold the aiXiOillell in
and the shoulders straight . .
The Statiffer System emourages
your body to form the healthful
I beauty habits that are the basis
of all figrue beauty.
1 Further more, because of these
lhabits. it will be easier to keep
your figure supple and attractive.
This is what the Stauffer System
has done for thousands of viii-
Vance Ave. Branch YW
Sponsors oreign Dinner
o. p ason.ship committee introduced the 
Other guests included Mrs. Odlethree foreigh speakers. Customs
alootry, Mrs. Zettie Miller, Mr.and conventions of their respec-Edgar  
Moore. Mrs. G,oevs w
live countries were discussed by. hams, Mrs. Gladys Webb. Mrs
• • • •a man, . is. ,111•
"The Tell Me Doctor" series ing. County Bee Keepers, will talk on
was sponsored recently by t h e People have already begun to "Her Majesty the Queen Bee'
Jackson Chapter of the Jack and talk about the wedding planned and the "Honey Bee."
On Feb. 22, Dr. Ross Pritchard.
director of the program of Inter-
national Studies at Southwestern
college, will show a film and lec-
ture on, "Kangaroos and Live
Food Service Group Holds
•
beautiful and spacious home of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert (Al) Thomp-
son, 3401 Ave. L. in the Flatbush
section of Brooklyn, was filled
with friends and well-wishers.
The occasion was the couples
25th wedding anniversary cele-
bration observed with a festive
housewarming.
The atmosphere of the occasion
was epitomized by the expression
of the host:
"I feel so happy because so
• 
its Second Annual Luncheon 
many of our friends are here. It
has been a pleasant 25 years."
The couple married in Brooklyn
•
and since then have established
one of the leading furniture hous-
es in Flatbush. Each year Mr.
Thompson has been a represents-
five at the annual furniture exhi-
(See Photo en Page IS)
The second annual luncheon of.
the Western Section of Tennessee
School Food Service association,
Group II, was held Friday, last
neek at Porter Junior high school
at 12 noon, at which E. C. Stim-
bert, superintendent of Memphis
City schools, was guest speaker.
The School Food Service asso-
ciation was comprised of the ca-
feteria managers of city schools,
who plan and prepare the fine and
well-balanced meals of the hot ,
lunches served thousands of Hem.
phis children.
DECORATIONS
In a setting of beautiful and art-
istic Fall and Harvest decora-
tions, highlighted with centerpiec-
es of Fuiji and formal chrysantheH
mums of yellow and bronze at the
speaker's and guest tables with
O
irrangements of palm greenery
and yellow Fall blooms extending
the full length of the tables, in-
dividual places were marked with
varicolored glittered programs and
place markers.
PROGRAM
Special guests of the luncheon
were members of the Central Of-
fice, of the Board of Education. in-
cluding members of the Feeding
Division; Mrs. Vivian Biggs, di-
rector of the Feeding Division:
Mrs. Claudine Strickland. Miss
Lola Looney, Miss Frances Rhode
Mrs. Adele Russell, Mrs. Jose-
phine Roberson. Mrs. Luria Dobb
Mrs. Gwen McChandles and Mr.
A. Y. Andre.
MORE GUESTS
Other guests were Mr. Thaddeus
T. Stokes. editor of the Memphis
World, Mrs. Marjorie Ulen of the
Tri-State Defender, Mrs. Othello
Shannon. assistant principal of
Porter School, Mrs. Gertrude D.
Smith. Mrs. Cary Gossett, who re-
•presented Mr. Melvin Conte y.principal of Porter Junior high.
Mrs. Thelma Whalum, who accom-
panied Miss Lorrine Boyce, the
soloist.
Beginning with a chanted invo-
cation lead by Mrs. Thelma What-
urn, Mrs. Gossett brought greet-
ions on behalf of the faculty and
administrative office of the host
school. Mrs. Eloise Loggins, a
member of the organization intro-
duced the mistress of ceremonies,
Mrs. Gertrude Smith.
' Mrs. Vivian Biggs, the director
of the School Feeding Division.
presentld the speaker, Mr. Stim-
bee, who gave an inspiring ad-
dress on the value of service and
among people."
"the great need for faith and trust
TRE OFFICERS
Mrs. Ellen T. Coition, president
of Group II, Tennessee School
Food Service association, present-
ed the following officers and mem-
bers: president-elect, Mrs. Mary
Duncan: secretary, Mrs. Eloise
Loggins; treasurer, Mrs. Vienna
Christain; program chairman,
Mrs. Margaret Blake; membership
chairman, Mrs. Bernice Wosham:
and past president, Mrs. Dorothy
Green; members Mesdames Ma-
rie Austin, Julia Banks, Evelyn
Barbee, Ruth Biggs, Margaret
Blake, Louise Carter, Fannie Cor-
son, Hattie Chambers, Cunaria
Cooper, Bessie Dennis, 011ye Gar-
ner, Agnes Hooseman, Aredelia
Emma Wilson. Lula Wright, Lillie
Young, Nettie McMurty and
Emma Nunnaly.
MENU
-In character with the fine reput-
•ation of the organization in collie-
! nary art, a delicious luncheon
'menu was served tinder the super-
: vision of cateress Mrs. Eulilia
I Holmes and her retinue — famed
for her original and special dishes
served at outstanding Bluff City
social events — consisting of T-
Bone steak, parsley potatoes, toss.
ed vegetable salad, hot rolls,
strawberry sundae in Maringue,
Shells, coffee and Coca Cola.
McGee, EdnaParker . Vera Peter-1 
son, Leah Phillips; Willie Pegues,
Rosie Rogers, Willie Ryans, Cora
Smith, Thelma Tate, Beatrice
Thomas, Willie Warren, Aurelia
Washington, Mable Watson, John-
nie Weathers, Nazarine White,
Christmas Seals make colorful
decorations for your holiday gift
wrappings. Use all the Christmas
Seals you buy to help fight tu-
berculosis.
TWO CAN REDUCE







It's the gift that can change two lives...Staufier's
Magic Couch': the heart of the famous Stauffer Home
Reducing Plan of effortless exercise and calorie reduction.
This ideal husband-and-wife gift helps a woman gain a
slender, more youthful-looking figure.. .helps a man get
wonderful relaxation,
Pee a courtesy figure analysis end
MRS. LILLIAN NEWMANhome demonstration
Rem it for a moitth—
Buy it for 504 daa
Representative
Call WH• 6-2234 or BR 6-1733
STAUFFER PLAN LOCAL OFFICE
1301 UNION AVE.
I STAUFFER MOMS FLAPS, OPT. 0003147 Wilshire Blvd., los Anootiss 5, Coln.
I would like more information about the Stauffer Home




chandise Mart in Chicago.
• registered guest.
W. Jefferson. Miss Pearl Maples. Mrs, Lena Phipps, Miss Glennis
The guests expressed m a 
Blanchard, and Miss Gertie Pat-
good wishes for the continued hap- alcmhers of the Branch Wo r lit "son.
piness of the couple and their 
following: 
Committee include the
two children Lenora, 9, a n d "'flowing' Mrs' 
A. L. 
Higgins
James, 11. chairman. Mrs. A. W. Jefferson,
Mrs. Thompson hails from Ma- 1 C. Sawyer, Mrs. W. 0. Speight,
Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, Mrs. C.
non, S. C., and Mr. Thompson Mrs. Cooper Taylnr, Mrs. Daisy ,
from Selma, Ala. They are active Stevens, Miss Pearl Maples, Mad.!
in the civic and church life of, ant G.S.M. Young, Mrs. T. H. Wal-,
Among the organizations whichl. 
kins. and Mrs. Nellie C. Osborne.Brooklyn.
eblearisohlipbsotharoer coonencoorfdtheBiar 
Among the many guest present
prntei ms I 
were: Mrs. Reola Alexander. Mr.
church of Christ, the Grand Street 
Alexander. Mrs. Helen Anderson.
Boys club, the Brookboro club. 
Mrs. Marie Adams. Mrs. L o i a
I Creenwood, Mrs. Lula Greer, Mrs.
the Business and Professional' Inlogene Gooden. Mrs. Ada Rob-
Women's club, the Flalbush






inson, Mrs. Sadie Reaves, Mrs.,
Maggie Ratcliffe, Mrs. Lula Rog-
ers, Mrs. Rebecca Hiram, Mrs ;
FLUFFY /.
Riceland Riee is the natural 17NPROCFSSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
RICELAND RICE
. . . cooks
perfectly
every &ne.,
cessful women during the past 10
years and is doing every' day
more than 100 cities throughout
the United States.
WHAT WE \SK
'fhe extm iit of your attainment
depends chiefly upon your deter.
niination and perserveranos in
regularly taking the treatments.
While there is no struggling with
exercises, heat cabinets, stem.
Hon diets, roller machines, bicycles
or electricity applied to the body
. your road to the ultimate
goal will be smoother and faster
when paved with common sense
and cooperation.
ALL WE ASK OF YOU . .
IS YOUR CONFIDENCE MID CO.
OPERATION!
Confidence in your ability to
achieve results with our method,
based upon the logical present*.
i!iiocno 
;f facts, and our successful
r and experience in hundreds
rs. L. Tyler
last Saturday for Chicago. ni.,
where she will join her husband.
Mr. Frank Tyler. She was the
recipient of many social courtes.
les shown her by her wide circle
of friends in and around Mem-
Preserters
Se awe to Itoop yew sok, shelf
clean. Wash the tops and dein of .
all spices containers wink.* wets
• liStioir sonPed sIsmstes-
Sam lareg,
HOUSE FURNISHING COMPANY













Rest your heart ... elevate your feet ..
support your back . . . you can't imagine
what real comfort is until you try this
amazing chair! Scientifically designed to
give you true contoured support from head
to toe.
 I EASY TERMS
FREE PARKING
FOR BEST SELECTIONS — FOR BEST BUYS






N. H. A. girls of Carver High
School attended the Fall District' —mr. Strother passed away a few,
meeting of the N. H. A. last week, days ago. He leaves a wife, daugh-!
at 31 High of Gulfport. ten, two sons, grand children and,
. a Mrs. 
.
ay •1 many friends.
Mrs. Bessie Brown and Mrs. The sick lid include Mrs. M.1
)(Attie Brown all of New Orleans, .Price and Mrs. Young.
spent last week end in the home
There were many baptized atof Miss Annie Mae Mixon and
the Vancouver First BaptistIRobert Bogans.
DEFENDER
Set., Nev. 30, 1957
Mississippi
STARRY1111
' By FANNIE MOORS
Mrs. Marlula McMorris Green,
resident of the Josie Creek Corn- ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS
rnunity died Monday night, Nov. The Rev. Denzil A. Carty was
la, at Felix Long's Memorial hos- eelected president' of the State
pital after a short illness. Mrs. conference of the NAACP at the
Green was the wife of Rev. M. eighth annual meeting in Duluth,
R. Green, pastor at Josie Creek, --Minn last Saturday. Other offic-
the mother of Mrs. Barbara Ruth 'era elected were Atty. L. How-
Hudson, Mr. Willie B. and Jimmie' . .ard Bennett. first vice president:
MeMorris. Funeral service was Mrs. Addie C. Few, second vice
hold from the Josie Creek church president: Mrs. Carrie Dozier,
PAW at 130 p. m., with Rev. . .third vice president: Leonard Car
0. J. Turner of West Point, of. ter. secretary; Miss Marjorie Tol.
&biting. liver, assistant secretary: and MU-
theMrs. Rosie Parks, resident of ton Dunham. treasurer. James Lu-
Rock Hill Community died gar. Pascal Todd. Lee Wiley.
in Chicago Nov. 9 where she had Frank M. Smith and Curtis Chi-
been living with her sons for ses,' vers were elected to the exectr
oral months. The body WAS---- tire board. Mr. Lee Wiley, presi-
brought home and was funeralized dent of the Duluth branch pre-
from the East Sand Creek M. B., sided at the morning session.





$450,000 Allotted To 31 UNCF Schools
Minneapolis
ited relatives and friends in Day.
ton, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenner are now
PRIZE WLNNING FLOAT in
the 10th annual homecoming
parade at Texas Southern uni-
versity was entered by the
Home Economics department.
The float, entitled "Looking
Ahead With Our University,"
won first prize over 55 entries
Indiana
LOGANSPORT
By M. L. CROSSLAND
that comprised the mile long
parade. Theme of the parade
was "Ten Years From Now—."
In the homecoming tilt at
p. m.. Public School Stadium,
TSU defeated Grambling 59.14.
Illinois
MACOMB
Rev, J. W. White conducted
services on scheduled time Sun- By mrs-mE CLARK
day at the Pentecostal church.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stewart vis- 
Mrs. Lillian Sloan is home from




NEW YORK — The United Ne-
gro College Fund has distributed.
$450.000 to its 31 member colleges
and universities, according to W.
J Trent, jr., Fund executive di-
rector.
The allocation is the second du.
tribution of money raised in the
College Fund's 1957 appeal. It
brings the total amount received
this year by the participating col-
leges to $1,395,388. Final grants ,
will be made after the official
closing of the 1957 campaign Dec.
31.
"Since it was established in 1944,
the College Fund has annually
raised approximately 10 per cent
of the combined operating budgets
of its member institutions, "Mr. Tr
said. "The unrestricted nature of
Fund grants has increased their
usefulness tremendously. They
may be used to meet any current
need, from engaging a Ph. D. to
repairing a boiler."
During the current year, uNcr
allocations will be used principal-
ly to provide scholarship and work
aid for exceptional students who
could not otherwise continue their
education; to increase faculty sal-
aries thus retaining valuable fac-
ulty members and to purchase
laboratory and classroom equip-
ment.
Lee H. Bristol, president of Eris-
tol.Myers Company, is national
chairman of the current c a In-
paign. Stanley C. Hope, president.
Esso Standard Oil Company: Wil-
liam T. Gossett, vice president,
Ford Motor Company. and James
E. Stamps. regional director. So
cial Security Administration, are
vice chairmen.
The 1957 campaign is being
conducted in 118 cities and towns
throughout the country, including




was a welcome week end visitor
in our ?.ome. She accompanied us
In Bogalusa. La., for the Sixth
This year's sessions of the Sixth 
District Educational Meet and en.
District of the Looisiana Educa- 
joyed the discussions, the speech
tional Association, held in 'toga- 
by Dr. Kara V. Jackson, the sing..
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Boyd have 
lusa, La., was one of the best 
ing by the High school and etc.
moved to Galesburg, Ill. 
g • 
and most helpful of the many sea- 
mentary school groups.
Mr. Lee Washingtor, of St P i I • . . -  
Gilbert Holden at Spring Hill 
sions held in the last several 
The program rendered in the
residing in Kokomo. . t 
. 2U ,, proving after being very 
Years. The program theme was 
Perkins Street School Slonday ev-
j Mrs Louise W Cook is now im 'II"
, Rev. R. W. Jackson conducted , the flu. 
ill with I Baptist church. "What Is Good Teaching." 
ur. ening will not soon be forgotten.
I services on scheduled time Sun- 
C. B. Temple, District President 
Especially will the large group of stab.
Minn , is spending a few days,
with Mr and Mrs. Robert Hannah'
on business.
. . . day at theAMF chu ch
Crossland. your local 
agent.Eld Calvin Dicker- ed a lot in Charleston 
Mn. built I 
city. by Miss C. Marie Collier. 
The Annual Membership meet-
I d d A only 20 cents per copy — 
m. L. can. Missionary Sally Braxton. Mr. Early Pierce who 
purchass vigil Resist
• • • son of Galesburg, Ill.. spent Sun. a beautiful home on it and is 
president of the Louisiana Educe-, i" 
us the Maggie Nance Ring-
day in Macomb. 
. tional Association, by 
gold YWCA wil! Oct soon be for.
pity married to Mr. Charles Jones 
FLAGSTAFF
' by Rey. A. W. Waters who con- William 
Thompson, a Negro stu.
ducted the ceremony, dent atten
ding Arizona State col.
Rev. I. H. Wiggins has been 
lege, has been invited to pledge
very sick with the flu but is now 
Kappa Phi Kappa fraternity
Funeral services were held for
BATON ROUGE
I By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
.1;
• fathers that stood wh
en the par ea,
.• 
Mr. John Dix is yet on the sick ays Georgia presided. A helpful. interestingprogram •NaS presented. It includ- (nt-Tearher Association was
La., returned home 
las d c
d
and convalescing at the home of Read the Chicago Defender — 
Mother Cora King, Elder Dun- 
list. 
• ed 
greetings by the mayor of the
week after being called here to h
attend their father, Loh) Acker's, 
, . .
and Mrs. Elm Hickman.
funeral.
Mrs. Mabel Vandeville. wife of
Yen, is confined to a New Or-
leans hospital where she underl
went an operation. :
The Duluth Mayor, Mr. Lambert
welcomed delegates and friends
who came from the Twin Cities
in a charted bus Mr. Dunham was
moderator for the workshop ses-
sion which was led by Arthur
Sternberg on "Civil Right Legis.
Picayune is sorry to learn that lation:" Atty. L. Howard Bennett,
Mrs. Lillie Abram is confined to "Housing:" and Ernest Cooper.
her home suffering with a broken "Employment." William E. Crat.
arm and injured side after she is conducted the election of of-
ten while straightening up the ficers. Pascal Todd. Duluth, was
funeral home. ; master of ceremonies at the ban-
Funeral service for Mr. Aaron quet. Kemal Mansour. Arabian rep
Trotter was held last week in, resentative for the Israeli press
the Pilgrim Bound Baptist church. was the guest speaker. The Rev,
Mr. Trotter who suffered a stroke Dr. Gerald E. Bisbee, host-pastor
several years ago was stricken. gave the invocation. James Mur
ed with another one several weeks! ay, baritone, accompanied by
ago. He died at his home on. his daughter. Mary Kay. sang
Rosa at. He leaves to mourn his achievement were made to the
passing, his wife. Ruth: three St. Paul branch and to Irvin Oreek,
brothers, Moses and Isaac Trot- of Duluth.
ter of this city. He was a pass Tuesday, Nov. 19, was proclaim.
president of the H. B. A. Rev. ed Equal Opportunity Day by
R. W. Woullard was the official., Gov. Orville L. Freeman as a
Mg minister, with Cooks Funeral Part of the national observance
Home in charge of arrangements. sponsored by the National Urban
Mr. Herbert Acker of N e w League.
York City, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mrs. Naomi Thomas. executive
Brooks of Benton Harbor. Mich., director of the Crispus Attucks
and Mr. Andrew Acker of Alex- home Luk h
Miss Christine Frelix and 34
Mrs, Barrett Ware, the wife of
Louis (Red) Ware, spent a few
days last week in the home of
Mrs. Ada Mixon. Mrs. Ware is
now living at Kemoh. Tex
Mrs. Odeal Kindrick Was call-
church the fthst Sunday.
Mr. Allan of N. E. Morris has
been ill for quite a spell. We hope
he'll pull through alright.
Rev. E. D. Jackson is also on
the sick list and there are many
ed to New Orleans to the bedside more in the hospital
of her brother-in•law. Mr. English All the churches report enjoy
of Slidelle who underwent an op- able services on the Ithh.
eration. Union service for the six church.'
Funeral service for Mrs. Minnie es was held at the Hughes Me
Ice Bender, 52, wife of Dave Ben• morial church Rev. Acers of the
den, was held last Sunday t St i Bethel MOE church delivered the
Matthews Baptist church of Good.! sermon. It was enjoyed by all.
year. Due to the absence of the Mrs Cheet is improving nicely.
pastor, Rev. Potter, the service H Sundayh . miss her
was conducted by Rev R W. .. had Nety much. Mrs Doss is doing a
woullard. Mrs. Bender who
been confined for several months fine lob with the 
boys.
. . rant o N. Fargoafter undergoing an operation ul
a New Orleans hospital passed in 
has been on the sick list for some By LLOYD BRUMFIELD
time but is much Improved at thisthe local hospital. The full rites
writing. Mrs Quitman White of E Mach.
of the Heroines of Jericho and
Eastern Star WS' given. She was Mr. and Mrs 'timothy are the 
•so;irsst.. is smitingin Toledo, Ohio
Alberta Boydrt n.
• James of Es anston. . spent the
week end wth her sister. Mrs.
PERU 
now living there with his wife. Integration
Mrs. anrtha Brook and daughd 
Haynes, executive secretary. Then 
gotten The participation by all
Quarterly meeting was held at he 
night that President Eisenhower 
Mrs 1. :X'. Givens. — Then the 
Was so evident. Surely the or-
day the 14th and 15th of Novem• 
Gov. Marvon Griffin said Monday
Mrs. Charles Clark and daugh-
ter Betty and her mother. Mrs.
Gussie Aker, were business call-
- ers in Champaign recently.
Rev H T G
the mother of six boys and proud parents of a fine baby sboy
four girls born
 on the 5th of Nov
SFC. and Mrs. Milton (Biddy) Rev. Lewis of Vancouver, Wash
Abram and little daughter of Fort has moved on W
Leonard, Wood. Sin aecomPan- Rev. T. M. Short is visiting his
led by Mrs. Abrams' mother, Mrs. family in Houston, Tex., while on
Lucent& Roberts spent last week vacation.
in  h f SFC Abrams'the ome o . Mrs.
mother, Mrs. Lillie Abrams. Calif.,
prr Lawrence Franklin. who! en, G
spent three years in Germany has Rev
been discharged and is at home
here with his parents. Mr and
Mrs. Moses Trotter. view. Washington, Sunday.
Mrs.
home last week after spending
several weeks in Cleveland. Ohio
at the bed side of her mother,
Junior Parker who passed away.'
Those confined to the local hos.
pital last week when Old Sleepy,
made his round were Eli Taylor.
and Charlie Jones
Among those from out of toon
to attend the funeral of Mrs. Ben•
der were Mrs Annie Evans of
Detroit. Mich.. Thelma Moore of
Fort Perry. Fla.. Mr and Mrs.
L. K. McGowan. Mr and Mrs.
Earnest Spencer. Mrs Louise
Anderson, Sirs. Elouise McGee .1
Mrs. Clara Davis. all of Laurel:!
Mrs. Genie Mae Jordon. Wayness'
boro. and Mrs Conellia Bender
and sister of Perchuta.
Those "Elite" ladies held their!
regular meeting last week in the'
home of Mrs. Vivian Brown
Watch out ladies, the men are
planning ta organzie a club
• • •
GOODMAN
By MRS. P. SILLINGSLEA
Mrs Pearleane Billingsles visit.
eel her sister-in-law. Mrs stamte
Ratlif 't^ttt h•inz s tn•ts•
Nos- 17 Mrs Ratliff has been It
for several months
^ ?ickenr was ac-
companied by her husband, to
the Afro llospital in Yazoo City
for a check tip on an injury re.
ceived in August Her condition
is very good
IEGLSTRAR PAUL I. CLIFF-
FORD talks with foreign stu
deals enrolled at %Omits tint-
sersity at a recent meeting
WILLARD
Ohio
By C. P. GIVENS
Christ McKenney. ir.. of the Air
Force is home on furlough.
Ethel Fleming and Lillian
Ethel •
are visiting relative! in Chicago.
The Baptist Home Mission gave
a dinner last week.
Mrs. Charles Givens and Mrs
Sadie Smith attended a meeting
Stafford of Los Anceles,
is visiting her son. Mar-
lenn on N E Sixth st
. Rice Williams reports
ighly enjoyable service at the,
nion Baptist church in Long' of the Home Mission in Oklan
Saturday.
Waymon Chapel AME church on
Sunday. Rev, J. P. 0. Wallace,
pfeesiding elder of the Northeast-
ern District nf the Indiana Con-
ference presided.
The Sunday school of Mt. He -
man Baptist church enjoyed a Hal-
Miss Joan Crawford, a student
of Ball State Teachers college and
Of the Ball Nursing school was a
recent Peru visitor.
Thomas Kelly. who has been in
New York for an extended period
is now at home
Mt. Herman Baptist church en•
tertained the State Missionary
Convention in Peru last week.
Jessie Williams went hunting in
Flint. Vesh. last week.
The Mt. Herman Calvary Bap-
tist Church was guest of ote Cal-
vary Baptist Church in Marian,
last Sf - v.
011ie Hodge was called to star.
risburr. III. due to the death of
his brs'her, Mr. Hubert Hodge
Mrs. Samuel Kelly who fell in'
her home last week is being treat.
ed at Dukes hospital.
of the students with the uni
sersits's advisory (nmmittee
for foreign students. tLeft In
right are Dr. Clifford; Ra
Arnell B. Chaney has accepted
an undergraduate assistantship at
the Western, Ill., university. Ar-
nell transferred from Southern
Illinois university after his offer
to come o Western Septo
Ibis year. The assis.tantship is in
the field of chemistry under the
direction of doctors R. L. Shelton,
department head and R. Si. My-
ers. Arnett B. Chaney is from,
Pulaski. Ill ,. and is the first Ne..;
gro student to accept such an 35
• sistantsltip at Western in this de-
part ment.
Mr and Mrs. Joe Daniels. jr.,
and family returned to Indianapo-
lis Saturday.
Mr. George Smith. Mrs Kath-
erine Caldwell and Mrs. Francis





Mrs. Pattie Cole Wade was in-
itiated and made a full member
I of the 'Eastern Star, O. E. S •
,Bethesda Chapter 15 of Cairo,
Ill
Mrs. Marie Bradley was hap-
Sien Lin. of Indonesia a it d
Jame, K Kola. I.iberia. both
in business administration;
hyoid's' Njugina Karim* kis.
; By M. L. CROSSIAND ter Margie. celebrated their birth- PEORIA 
NEW ORLEANS — (MS) — V. Jackson was introduced b
the speaker of the day, Dr. FSara
y were so helpful and the interest
was so hearty. The discussions• • •
Miss Bessie Finney from Toledo
is the children's worker at Friend- 
"The President or no one else
will ever march citizens of Geer-
ship House, Miss Finney was grad. 
down the street."
uated from the Baptist Mission
Training School in Chicago and is Griffin added that 
if federal
under appointment by the Amen- troops are 
ver brought in, "they'll
walk up and down in front of an •




The YWCA Southern Illinois and
There are some who say,"
St. Louis, Sta., week end fall
fe continued. "they are going to
conference was held on Oct 26. -
and 27 in Decatur, Ill. The 
con•F cut us off from federal surplus
,commodities.
ference theme was "What makes
your life count in your family, in. "if they do. I'm 
going to tell 'eni
to take their black-eyed peas andyour church, in your job and in
their stew pots and get out olyour community.'• The speaker on
Georgia.''
By JESSIE HALL never force school integration
Mrs. JoAnn Walton has joined 
with federal troops in Georgia.
her husband, Private John Wal- He spoke
 at a mass meeting be.
ton who is stationed at Camp fore the Ci
tizens Council of New
Rucker. Ma. Mrs. Walton is the Orleans tog
ether with Sen. James
former Ann Rogan, Eastland (
D) Miss. The governor
declared•
t a. s e
gan. of Decatur and the speaker 
Sen. Eastland attacked th
on Sundas was Dr. Paul M. 
me- Presiden
t's newly-created commis
sion on human rights and said
Kay, a speaker and minister and its chairman. fernier U. S. Su'
a former associate of Norman
Vincent Peale, and at present 
is preme Court Justice Stanley Reed.
was a one-time character witness
the president of Milliken univer-
sity in Decatur. Peoria YWCA He asked: -What kind of justice
for Alger Hiss.
delegates attending were Gladys can 
that?"
expect from an outfit like
Templeman and .lessie Hall Peon 
la will be the host city tor the 
fall 9
Halloween party at Carver Corn- Sell BombedThe Golden Age club held its
ed mass singing and musical
munity Center. The party includ• Home In Ky.
numbers under the direction of
Mrs Rachel Washington The old. LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Mr and
est member in the club is Thomas Mrs Andrew E. Wade IV an-
Kidd. 106 years of age This club flounced that they have sold their
is open to all persons from the home on Bone Court becaus-e the
age of 60 and over County Police Department failed
to arrest and convict those who
dynaitmed the house in June. 1954.
The largest number of tuber- They said the recent indictment
culosis cases are found among of top officials of the police de-
men.
tors. Morimitsu l'shijima. Ja-
pan. %innings Itabingto•
%dare Quame. Ghana. (hem•
istn: Surender Sails sadana,
India, business administration.
pan ment convinced them that the
denartment is so corrupt and in-
efficient that it would never pro- • R Biasvide adequate protectionThe residence is jU.51 outside.
suburban Shively, in a segregated
business of the day began — a 
very canization profited by the dif-
helpful program was followed 
it 
phases of the program as
throughout the day. All were bene-i 
touched and discussed the
filed. Even the retired teachers' 
local and national phases of the
were remembered and received 
Young Women's Christian Associa-
tion and how it is helping in the
t oTkheen sr 
women,
.
etired teachers of East Ba• 
development of Christian girls pnd
ton Rouge Parish held a most
intresting meeting Nov. 18. and 
Delta Sigma Theta's commit-
planned activities for our city and 
tee on Community Interests and
parish and for the session this 
Development met in the home of
month of the state group of re- 
our president. Miss Write T. a:
tirants. 
Jones and after discussing ways
The Advisory Board of the Rhin. 
and means, outlined a helpful. in-
don Orphanage met Thursday 
teresting program for a Joint meet•
ing with the
ternoon and made plans for 
Friends of Delta. our
the further helpful activities in 
affiliate composed of mothers and
relatives of Delta members. This
the Orphanage and among the in-• program and reception is an an•
structors and workers in and
nu
around the Orphanage. 
al affair for this group.
The address made in Bethel 
And are wedding bells ringing
church Sunday morning by Mrs. 
in and near our city? The very
young group finds ways of stir -
011ie B. Moore Was helpful and 
prising one so many times. This
appreciated by all in the large
audience. Then her statements
fitted so well into the occasion of
the meeting. The dedication of the
that it Was just a few days aro
New Bethel A. M. E. church was
that his parents were sending our
helped by her message.
notices that a son had come to
The interesting news in one of Ness their union Well time
our daily papers concerning the on
pastorate of the Rev. Nelson B. we „.ere so very glad t, h„,
Higgins in one of the principal l.
churches in the city of Co. An- 
t:fira our fonser princina.1 
geles. Calif.. is appreciated by 
H. A. Nelson is improving
from her recent illness and is
his parents and by many of his espected home in a reasonably
former classmates and relatives (mon while. Her former pupils
in our city and in Port Hudson, and co.‘sorkera will welcome her.








e health r m fro Prof. Duel Penkins. who
is now working on his Doctorate
principal in one of our city Degree at Northwestern tiniyer-
schools, and prominent club worn- sits', in Evanston. Illinois We are
an. church tvoman, social and i proud of this young student. he
civic leader in our city, has, and is still doing a wonder-
Miss Valencia Claire Gentry ful job in the field of education.
JewishL d
alsa where there is no city police Mashington — Ins) — A Na•
protection It was (10 per cent de- mal T -- • ' '^- said last week
stroyed by a dynamite explosion the Bill of Rights. as the core of
about six weeks after it was oc Americar policy. "Can travel
cupted by the Wades. who are faster than Sputniks" toward win-
Nerroes. -
The house lay in ruins for three New Democracy Names
years as a result of court suit'
over the ownership. Last sprina Its U. S. Ambassador
Mi and Mrs. David Simonson of WASHIN(iTON, 1). C — It has
Chicano lent the Wades $12,3% to been announced that Daniel .11m.•
pay off mortgages. ace.imulaied ling Chapman has been annotinc-
interest. and court costs. ed as ambassador from Ghana to
the United States,
Dillard University , Chapman, former secretary to
Gets Science Grant the newly-originated democracy's
NEW ORLEANS — A National Prime Minister, Dr. KWSMO Nkru-
Science Foundation grant of malt, arrived in New York recent-
$20.000 has been made to Dillard 1). to take over his new duties
unit ersity In support of a summer soon after his appointment as per
manent representative for Chinaeinst:ctuietencef7r ithi:ohasscahnoomluitneeatdchebr
in the United Nations had been
announced.
the universitY•
Dr. Albert W. Dent, president of
The six•week institute has been 
t 
Attends Pharmacy Confab
tentatively scheduled to begin miHOUSTON. Tex. — third M.
June 18. Advanced courses in Jones, dean school of pharmacy,
,shemistry and biology will be of ' Texas Southern university. recent-
fered by members of the limner- • ly returned from the Fourth Pan•
sity•s faculty and by prominent' American Congress of Pharmacy
guest lecturers and consultants. and Biochemistn, held at the May-
flower hotel. Washington. D C.,
Washington — About 1 5 million Nos' n where he delivered two'
persons are employed in U. S papers before sessions of I h
wood-using industries. group.
week it is the wedding reception
Cs - Mr and Mrs. Reginald Je-
rome Morrison. And yet it Seems
fling the support of Free Nation.
Philip Si Klutznick of Ps,', For-
est, Ill., president of the B'Nal
B'Rith. called for "Less panic
among Americans over What
is doing if petite- con-
centration upon this nation's moral
behavior."
KI; V. S. del, fate
the L7nited Nations. challenged 4111
arguments that neutralist states W
of Asia and Africa "will leap into
^ommunist lapr•' unless the U. S.
quickly matches Russia's achieve-
ments.
"The overlooked fact," "He told.•
' ' s rf the
11•• ,Pni,atior, ''Is
that the speed of sputnik hasn't
advanced by a single inch the
remlin's attitude toward the hu-
race."
Klutrrlek said the "mot' de-
cisive approach to uncommitted
peoples" throughout the world
would be an American policy of
•live aid na.
ton, and defense of political free-
dom and racial equality."
Skeletons of prehistoric man
show that tuberculosis found Its
UrCI into cave homes Illat as it




































































































































0 Jet Up Workshop





















































































' NASHVILE, Tenn. — Since
the launching of the first Russian
earth satellite, Americans have
been "up in the air" over an ap.
parent lag in this country's de-
velopment of scientists.
Back in 1954, however, Fisk un-
iversity launched a "down to
earth" workshop for high school
science teachers. This workshop
paved the way for Fisk's being
chosen by the National Science
Foundation as one of 15 leading
colleges and universities in the
nation to operate foundation-finan-
ced in-service training programs
for high school teachers of se'.
ence,
The Fisk program is called
''Basic Concepts in Chemistry"
and meets for three hours every
ISaturday. Teachers come from
cities and towns as far away as
130 miles for the course which
can be credited toward a gradu-
ate degree.
"Basic Concepts in Chemistry"
is a sort of mental sandpaper, as
Dr. Samuel P. Massie, Director
of the program, puts it.
"Most of the people who attend
the course," he said, "have been
out of school 10 to 15 years and,
in many cases, the new develop-
ments in chemistry during those
years have passed them by. AB
have expressed a definite need,
for the program."
Explaining that the program in-
volves studies in mathematics as
well as chemistry, Dr. Massie
said, "We place great emphasis
ak on mathematics. Working withse
Ti 
hese people has shown that many
ere, frankly, just plain rusty in
math. And you cannot teach sci




































A great deal of consideration
has been given to expanding the
in-service program to include ele-
mentary teachers, the chemistry
professor said. He pointed out that
about the only factor standing in
the way is the matter of financ-
ing.
"We believe the fundamental
trouble, the fundamental cause for
the shortage of scientists and sci-
ence teachers is in the elementary
school." he said, "So many stu-
dents never get started in either
science or mathematics because
too many of our teachers are
not familiar enough with math
and science a n d consequently
make them out to be hard. diffi-
cult and unusual subjects."
Dr Massie said much of the
blame for this situation must rest
on the shoulders of scientists them-
selves.
"By making the subjects of sci-
ence, which are really common-
place, appear mystical and mys-
terious, we may have created a
monster in the eyes of young peo-
ple and frightened them away
from these subjects," he said,
"But regardless of this fact, the
average elementary school teach-
er has just a smattering of sci-
ence when he leaves college," he
said. "This is a situation we can
improve greatly by starting an in-
service program for them."
The present program for high
school teachers is financed hy a
$4.750 grant from the National
Science Foundation, making it
possible for teachers to enroll at
no cost and to receive funds with





Mrs. Lillie Brombrey passed on
Nov. 14. She leaves to mourn her
passing, husband, five sons, two
daughters and a host of other rel-
atives and friends.
We all regretted to learn of the
death of Mrs. Zeta Claton who
died in St. Louis. Okelona was
her home town.
Mrs. Annie Williams is visiting
ier sisters and brothers in Rip-
ley, Miss.
The sick list includes Jack Tum-




The Sardis education convened
tt the Pleasant Green M. B.
church with the president. Rev.
Woods presiding. A great session
was reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Wessley Chatman
were recent visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie W. Flanderson.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland McFar-
land were recent callers o: Mr.
Willie W. Henderson.
LAUREL
The Laurel, Miss, branch and
Youth Council of the NAACP sent
delegates to the tweltlh annual
conference held at the Masonic
Temple building on Nov. 8, 9, and
10, in Jackson, Miss, Dr. D. B.
Murph president of the Laurel
ranch was the delegate repre-
enting the Laurel Branch. Miss
Louise Beason, Miss Carolyn John-
son and Mr. Robert L. Hearn were
the delegates representing the
Laurel Youth Council.
We arrived at the conference
site Friday evening in time for
the first discussion group. We
participated in all discussions at
the Friday evening session held
at the College Hill Baptist church.
We heard a velry fine address by
Mrs. Ruby Hurley who was cal-
led upon to pinch hit for Mr. Glos-
ter B. Current who was late arriv-
ing. Mr. Current arrived later
and gave us a masterful address
In his inimitable style.
Saturday morning the first dis-
eussion group was led by S. B.
Murph, our branch president. Con-
sultants were Mrs. Ruby Hurley
and Mr. Gloster B. Current. The
Youth Conference was organized.
Mrs. Hattie Maston of Gulfport
was elected adult advisor for the
ate Youth Conference. Mr. Amos
rown of Jackson was elected
president; Mr. Robert L. Hearn,
vice president; Miss Louis Bea-
son, secretary both of Laurel,
Miss.
The new civil rights bill was
explained by Mr. Clarence Mit-
chell, Mr. Mitchell gave us many
Important facts about the subject
of voting and registration and he
Washington, D. C. scene. The bus-
iness meetiag was held Saturday
at 5:00 P.M. The same official
staff was reelected. Mrs. C. R.
Darden, president; Mrs. Mary
Cox, secretary: Mr. Dixon, trea-
surer. Dr. D. B. Murph our branch
president was reelected as one of
the state vice presidents. Robert
Hearn was asked to make the re-
port for the newly organized youth
conference which he did with dig
nity. The Jackson You' Council
ducteds very fine skit en-
ded "The Colonel Came to Town"
with Mr. Gloster B. Current at
the piano. Mrs. Ruby Hurley was
the speaker of the evening. Mr.
,A,'-)ert Powell, toastmaster. Mrs.
Hurley was tremendous as usual.
Repsonse by D. D. B. Murph, Lau-
rel Branch president.
The Hattiesburg, Miss. Branch,
Rev. J. H. Barnes, president won
the luggage given to the winner
of the Miss Mississippi contest.
The Gulfport Branch won the
trophy for having paid up its
assessment of the FFF two years
in succession. The Laurel Miss-
isippi Branch won the trophy for
having the largest branch in the
state. A wonderful time was had
Sy all.
Sunday morning we attended
services at the Pearl Street AME
.iturc,i at the invitation of the
pastor, Rev. G. R. Houghton.
Mr. Amos Brown, State Youth
Conference president delivered
the message which was sensation-
al. The special guests present
were presented by Dr. B. E.
Morph which included Mr. Clar
ence Mitchell; Mr, Gloster B.
Current; Mrs. Ruby Hurley; Mr.
Medgar W. Evers; Mr. C. R.
" 'en; Mr. Amos Broc, and
our Youth delegates; Mr Robert
L. Hear; Miss Louise Beason and
Miss -alyn Johnson.
Sunday at 3:00 P.M. Mr. Clar-
ence Mitchell was the main speak-
er.
Our Youth chorus and other
members of our Youth Council
joruned from Laurel stopping at
Piney Wood school to visit Miss
Earnestine Barnes a very activle
member of our Youth Council
who accompanied us to Jackson.
Our Youth Council Chorus with
Mr. Lawrence Hobson, director,
Miss Louise Beason at the piano,
furnished the music for the oc-
casion. Miss Beason w-s chosen
to pin the flower on Mr. Mitchell.
The Youth Council Group was
accompanied by Mrs. Sarah Hei-
delburg and Mrs. B. E. Murph,
adult advisors. Mr. Ivory Garrett
was in charge of transportation;
Mr. W. L. C. Sims, Chicago De-
fender representative, was one
g, ( t. interdict.




Sunday was regular pastoral day
at Bell Grove MB church. Rev.
David Matthews, pastor, preach-
ed a wonderful sermon to o large
crowd.
We have visiting in the city this
week, Dr. and Mrs. Battle; Miss
Nadie Young and Leon Lemon, all
of Kansas City, Mo. Also Donnas
Slayd, Robert Stewart, Robert
Coleman, all from Chicago ard
Mrs. Annie Bell Mary from De-
troit.
The Sir Knights and Daughters
of Tabor held their grand session
In Leland, Miss, Mr. Willie Reed
attended.
The P. A. club met at the home
of Mrs. Senora Spencer Sunday
evening. Mrs. Leola McGee, sec-
retary.
Evidence of the antiuity of tu-
berculosis — the White Plague —
has been found in mummies and
hieroglyphics of Egypt.
In Training Science Teachers  DEFENDER
FIVE JUNIORS who serve as
dormitory directors at Bennett
college, Greensboro, N. C.,
meet with Miss Amaleta
Mississippi
ABERDEEN
By HENRY E. ('RUMP
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Johnson
were called to Lexington to the
bedside of his father who is very
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chambers of
Tupelo spent the week end with
their mother and mother-in-law.
Mrs. Attie Moore of Strange,
Miss., passed away Wednesday.
Nov. 13. She was 72 years of age.
Her funeral was held Wednesday,
Nov. 20, with Rev. E. S. Simpsin
officiating. White and Hannah
were in charge of tuner." cange-
ments.
CANTON
By B. H. VARNADO
Mrs. Emma Cooper has just re-
turned from an extended visit with
her daughter and son-in-law in
Washington, D. C.
The J. M. A. of Mt. Zion Bap-
tist church held its seventh an-
nual hobby show and tea in the
home of Mrs. R.V. Prichard Sun-
day afternoon, Nov. 17 from 4 10
6 o'clock. It was largely attended.
Miss Leon a Harris is the presi-
dent.
Last rites were said for Mr.
Willie Moore Sunday, Nov. 17, at
Mt. Zion, Cobbville of which he
was a member for a number of
years, He leaves to mourn his
passing his wife, five children,
35 grandchildren. 21 great•grand-
children, two sisters and four
brothers.
Mr. Bennie Hutchins passed
away suddenly at his home on
West street last Saturday morn-
ing. Funeral held Nov. 17 at pleas-
ant Grove Baptist church. Peo-




A R. .bohnson Junior High of
Augusta, Ga., defeated Jefferson
High, 13-6. here Friday, Nov. 15.
Wilson Gilchrist scored J o h.
son's first touchdown on a 45
yard run and Otis Andrews scor-
ed the other on a 4-yard jaunt.
John Glover ran the PAT.
Moore, director of residences
to discuss common problems.
Left to right. Inez Jones, Le-
noir. N. C., Pfeiffer Hall; Miss
Moore, and Sti.si
Hughes, Cheraw, S. V. Kent
Hall: Margaret Tirane., Nor
tins, N. C. Merner Hall; Ida
Arkansas
BATESVILLE
By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Waugh
, of Little Rock visited here Sun-
, day with Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Waujh.
Mrs. Carol Rucker, Jr. was host-
ess of a party held for the chil-
i dren of Mr. and Miss Bethel club.
Rev. and Mrs. W. T. Daniels
have returned from Arkadelphia
where they visited relatives.
Rev. W..1. and membe s of Be
Rev. C. T. Trice officiated. His
survivors are his widow and a
host of other relatives and many
I friends. Those who attended from
out of town were Miss Sally l'ark-
er of Kansas City; Mrs. Sally
Lindsy of Brodrick. Cal : Lee Ed-
ward Thompson of Chicago; Mr.
and Mrs. Mark Thompson; Charlie
R. Thompson of Chicago and Mrs.
Marie Brown of North Carolina.
While in the city they were the
guests of Hrs. Lenora Brown. They
Bullock, Manson, N. C., Barge
!tall. and Ruby Starks, Trout.
man, N. C., Reynolds Hall.
Kentucky
Set., Nov. 30, 1957
_
The germ that causes tubercu-
losis, the tubercle bacillus, was
first identified in 1882 by a Ger-
man scientist, Robert Koch.
HAZARD & TOWN MOUNTAIN
Rev. M. T. Canada occupied the
pulpit of the Town Mountain Bap
list church as usual. His subjec
"A Complete Christian."
Mr. Wallace Olinger was able
to attend church after recovering
from the flu. Several other mem
bers were absent due to various
illness.
The families of Arthur B. and
J. D. Christian have recoverd
om I h, ft 1.
the! AM F. church went to Black have all returned home. Mr Calloway Combs and fami
ville Sunday evening where they Mt. Carmel Baptist church cele• Iv ‘vill motor to Alaba 111 a for the
attended services at the Metho. brated its 90th anniversary last i Thanksgiving holiday.dist church. Rev. Campbell is pas- week, The pastor, Rev. 4.. merge' Itor.Pl ase send all news to; Mrs
Hunter and inemlx,rs eV isle to i Lan- F. Christian.
Ray Harris and Hubert Billing- thank all who came and shared I Attending the Kentucky State1 sly visited here Saturday. They with them in making their great
returned to LaCross Saturday. anniversary a success. 
Homecoming were Penny Laugh
InThe Bible Band met Thursday Mrs. Lillie Hunter gave the an. 
; !Miss Loretta Hill of Hazard;
Richard Cornett of Lothair; Mr.
nual woman's lay address in Mc-
Gehee, Ark., Sunday afternoon.
She was accompanied from War-
per is president.
Mrs. Edna Pope is ill at her rleinss bAyltertisLs. 
Annie
Bryant andCowanMi
home on Vine st.
been ill at her home is improving. 
Sam Alexander, Robert La m-
Mrs. Mamie Flemming who has be
Mr. Ts!'i York was ill at his 
rt and Mr. T. S. Hadley motor
eel to Little Rock to attend the
Arkansas conference of the AME
much improved.  
home for a few days but is now churches.
• • •
Rev. Albert St. Clair conducted
a wonderful sermon at his church, 
LITTLE ROCK 
Mr. Bud Taylor and J a m 
17 at United Friends hospital, in
Sirs. Ida Hoke& 77. died 0, I
evening while the Missionary So-
ciety net Friday evening at Be-
thel AME church. Mrs. Callie Ha. 
FriendshipBaptist last Sunday.
Cs
Thomas are ill at their homes.
Mrs. Minnie Alexander left Sun-





The Negro Citizens Improv-
ment Association is progressing
wonderfully. A meeting was held
in the Church of God in Christ
Nov. 10, with president Rev. J. E.
Milton presiding. More interested
new members joined the organiza-
tion. The meeting was very sue.
cessful.
Mrs. Lenora Henry was a re-
cent visitor of her sister and broth-
er-in-law, Rev, and Mrs. J. T.
Blackman. Mrs. Henry resides in
Pinebluff, Ark. -
Last rites were held for Mr.
Charlie Thompson of East War-
ren at the Bethel AME church.
Mr. Thompson passed away at his
home after a brief illness. T h e
ELEVEN PRINCIPALS of
Southern high schools coin.
plete three.day visit to Balti-
more city schools. These prin-
cipals came from North Caro-
line, Georgia, Alabama, and
Mississippi, and repres^nted
the Phelps-Stokes Fund's pro-







Highland high school, Ala.
hams; WILLIAM J. HUCK-
SOLE, director vocational ed.
ucation, Baltimore; LORNE
H. WOOLLAT T, director
Bureau of Research, Ban
more; EUGENE STANLEY,
Little Rock.
She was converted aml joined
the church during childhood. Sire
united with Hollands Chapel A. It.
E. church with Rev. Hogan pas-
toring. She was a faithful mem-
ber and attended regularly until
ill health prevented her.
Sgrvivors are a husband. Hen-
ry }Jokes. of Dermot!. Six daogh-
tens, Nrrs. Neely Matthews of Pine
Bluff, Ark., Mrs. Reels Wiggins
of Fresno, Calif., Mrs. Hattie Ev-
ans of Detroit. Mich., Mrs. Irene
Haynie. Mrs. Louise Washington
and Miss Artolia liokes, all of
Little Rock, Ark.
Two sons, Henry Hokes of Lit-
tle Rock, Sylvester Hokes of Der.
molt, Two sisters. Mrs. Nealy Mi-
nor of Little Rock, Ark., Mrs.
Ada Smith of Bastrop, La. One
brother. Ilarrison Johnson of San
Diego, Calif. Thirty two grandchil-
dren. and 34 great grandchildren.
A host of other relatives a n d
friends to mourn her passing.
and Mrs. D. Y. Olinger and Milli
Hazel Jean Olinger, of Town
Mountain who was Miss Kentucky
State last year.
Enrolled at K. 3. college from
this area are Robert Combs, Bus
ter Olinger, Raymond Peal Hag
ant, Philip Thornton, Jean Handy





Lucy Laney's Wildcats defeat
ed Thoinpkins High's Wolverines
38-12, at Laney Stadium Friday
night, Nov 15.
Laney's first score came on a
10-yard pest from Jessie Woodard
to Leroy Donaldson. Raford Kel
lv converted. The second touch
down was a Woodard to Freddie
Nash pass. One. again Woodard
connected this time to Galimore
Dinkins for a touchdown and a
20.0 lead.
Woodard passed to Nash in the
third period for Laney's fourth
touchdown. Laney scored twice in
the last quarter as Roy Johnson
crossed over the six and John
Lowery from the four. Woodard
completed six of 10 passes for
103 yeards and four touchdowns
and led the Wildcats with 178 of
fensive yards.
head department education,
Morgan State College, SAUL
M. PERDUE, Carver Vocation.
al-Technical high school, Balti-
more; AUGUST MEIER, in
Ev ''on; H. K. GRIGGS,
Washington high school, North
Carolina; GLADYCE H.
BRADLEY, department of ed-
ucation, Morgan State col-
lege; MRS. THEI.MA P, BAN-
DO, dean of women, Morgan
State college; HOUSTON R.
JACKSON, a ' superin.
tedent, Baltimore; OTLS D.
FROE, director of Evaluation
pod Research. Morgan State
college; W. H. ;DROWN, ea-
' consultant in icier--;




Funeral rites of the late Broth-
er Amos Sharp were held at the
old St. Paul Baptist church Sun-
day. Nov. 10, 1057, at 2 p. m.
Eelogy by Rev. J. F. Bryant. Bro.
Sharp departed this life Wednes-
day, Nov. 6, at the West End
Baptist hospital. He leaves to
mourn his passing a devoted
wife, four brothers; two sons and
host of other relatives and
friends. Shortridge Funeral Di-
rectors; interment: Old St. Paul
cemetery. Rev. J. F. Bryant, pas-
tor.
Funeral rites of Rev. D. .1. Eas-
on were held at the Friendship
Baptist church, Parker Spring,
Saturday, Nov. 16, at 1 p. m.
Eulogy by Rev. W. M. Moton.
He leaves to mourn his passing
three sons, one daughter, one
brother, one sister, 10 grand-chil-
dren and a host of other relatives
and friends. Shortridge Funeral
Directors; interment Lincoln ce-
metery. Rev. W. M. Moton, pas-
tor
Mrs. Amanda Keenen, mother
of Mrs. Eula Mae Washington,
died Nov. 5. She leaves to mourn
her passing a daughter, four sis-
ters, 2 brothers, 14 IIIPCes and
nephews and a host of other rela-
tives and friends. Interment Lin-
coln cemetery.
Rev. J. W. Wells, prominent
pastor of the Pettey. Metropolitan
AME Zion church has returned to
his congregation for the ninth con-
secutive year.
Mr. Frank Brown of 915 N. 18th
at., and an employee of the Besse-
mer Rolling Mill lost his wife aft-
er she had undergone her second
operation at the Lloyd Noland hos-
pital. Funeral to be announced
later.
The Dunbar Blue Devils, new
Jefferson County champions, de-
(rated Westfield in a thrilling 32-0
game. Mr. J. S. Abrams, princi-





Service was well attended at the
New Hope AME and Liberty Bap-
tist church Nov. 10. Rev. N. Stu-
dymire. pastor.
Mrs. Sarah Landrum underwent
an operation at the Norwood hos-
pital last week. She is resting fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Banks are
the proud parents ofa baby girl.
Mrs. Gracy Zennerman of Mas-
sachusetts was a recent guest of
her parents, the Collins.
The radio rock and roll music
band of Birmingham, Ala., will
render a program at the West
Blocton Masonic Hall Thanksgiv-
ing night, Nov. 28. Everyone is
cordially invited.
The Eastern Star was in session
at the Masonic Hall Nov. 2, with
Mrs. Mimi* B. Lacey. W. M., in
charge.
Mts. Cora Mason is guest of
relatives and friends in Cleve-
land.
Rev. la T. Davis was dinner
guest of Mrs. Lena Rutledge, Nov.
10.
Mrs. N. Armentha Maynor of
Bessemer, Ala., was guest of rela-
tives and friends in Mt. Olive.
Sunday school of the A. M. E.
church was called to order at 9:80
a. m. Nov. 10, with Mr. Percy
Black, superintendent, in charge.
Subject of lesson, "Many Gifts
But One Spirit."




By EFFIE M. PENDELTON
Brother Peterson and Brother
Harris went to Wilsonville Sun'
day to attend service and had a
wonderful time.
Mrs. Rosie Mae Heard has re-
turned home from the hospital and
is the mother of a baby girl.
Both are doing fine.
Rev. R. Williams is in the hoe-
pita) and is now doing fine.
Jessie .7. Perry left for Detroit
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson's brother




By L. R. MEYERS
Services of the Mt. Canaan Bap-
tist church were Immensely en-
joyed Sunday. The pastor, R. T.
C. Williams, electrified his aud-
ience by preaching a powerful ser-
mon.
Mrs. T. C. Williams is conva-
lescing from an illness that has
kept her In doors for several
days.
Mose Beans, tr., has been dis-
charged front the Army service
and is now at home here with his
family.
The Rey. Sum Payne of Alton
was guest speaker Sunday night
at the New Bethel Baptist church.
Rev, M. L. Robinson, pastor.
Alloy Wright in in the Univer-
sity hospital to undergo an opera.
lion.
Willie James Sims suffered a
fractured collar bone when he fell
from the roof of a house where
he had been working.
Sunday services at the Mt. Zion
AME church, Rev. W. M. Morris,
pastor, was celebrated with ex-
ceedingly great joy.
Mrs. Georgann Russell has been
dismissed from the hospital.
BREWTON
By ALEX AUTREY
Mrs. Lucy Hampton of Mobile.
Ala., is visiting here with ha
mother.
Mrs. S. Nolen of Sowell Reed
is visiting friends in Pensacola,
Fla.
Mr. and Mrs Johnson motored
to Mississippi to see the game
between Mt ' 'ppi State and Ken-
tucky State. Their son plays with
Kentucky.
The MEG church will have its
pastor, Rev. S. Feldin who will
pastor this district and the At-
more, Ala., district.
Mr. Carter of Sowell road has
out of town guest.
Mr. Ed Lee Coleman was the
week end guest of his mother and
father, Mr. and Mrs. Coleman of
Brook st.
The Baptist convention held Nev.
12-15 was very successful. We
want to thank our many friends
who Caine out and gave.
Texas
PRAIRIE VIEW
A victory dinner to celebrate
the closing of the annual B o y
Scouts fund raising campaign
was given Thursday in the cafr
teria at Prairie View A and NE
college.
Campaign workers reported a
total of $573.91 in the drive which
Is Prairie View's contribution te
the Sam Houston Area CounciL
The total was slightly lower than
last year's figure, but consider-
ably larger than the $150 raised
in the first campaign in 1960.
Speaker for the occasion was
Eldon Sehnert, director of t h e
Training Program for the Hour
ton Area Council. Field director
Earl Liles presented gifts to L
C. Mosley, campaign chairman
and to honorees J. M. Wilson,
Dr. E. M. Lewis. Dr. Anne L.
Campbell, Dr. A. A. Dunson and
Dsniel B -ts. These persons
were honored for outstanding serv-
ice in the fund drive.
Toast mistress was Miss Annie
B. Alford, English instructor.
A tribute to the "champions
of freedom of all generations"
was made here in a Veterans'
Day speech by James C. Evans,
civilian assistant, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D. C.
The Pentagon entail spoke/h.
fore the entire student body at
Prairie View A&M college during
a special convocation sponsored
by the ROTC and the New Pro-
gressive Veterans club.
In his tribute to the Veterans,
he reminded that, "they fought
against all those who rose alpinist
us. Their sole aim, from Liming.
ton's queen to Inchon's sea walls,
was to preserve the freedom they
believed God gave man along
with life." ,
"Today we stand In constant
need of the stern virtues of stead-
fastness, courage, and unewearldg
purpose so admired in the men
we honor today," he said. "We
need those virtues because a groat
coalition of power stands across
our path. Communism is deter-
mined to banish individual has.
dom from the world."
Evans commended the ROTC
organization at Prairie View -se
one of the largest and best unite
in our institutions. The foreign
service program of the college in
Liberia was cited as an example
of how students can prepare to
serve the nation In these crucial
times.
Other speakers on the program
Included Curtis E. Neal, jr., pres-
ident of the 250-member Veterans
club, Dr. T. R. Solomon. chair-
man of the College Military Coate
mittee and Lt. Col. Thomas H.
Wright, professor of Military Set.
ence and Tactics.
A brigade review was held In
honor of Mr. Evans on the parade
grounds prior to the convocation.
Prairie View Afahl college ob•
served American Education Week.
Nov. 10-16, through several activ-
ities sponsored by the Student If.
E. A. Chapter
Rev. Bob Breihan, Director of
the Texas Methodist Movement,
Austin, delivered a sermon is
chapel Sunday which opened the
week's observance. He spoke ea
the subject. "Morality Learned or
Found".
Theme for the 1957 observance
was "An Educated People Move
Freedom. Forward". A skit, "Sa-
lute To Our Schools", was pre-
sented in a vesper program. Oth-




By G. H. MONTGOMERY
Miss Marilyn Chipley of this
city, became the bride of Mr.
Richard Marsh. of Ft. Madison,
Iowa, Nov. 10 at the Bethel AME
church. The reading was by the
Rev. E. L. Johnson; a recpetion
was held in the church parlor fol.
owing the ceremony.
Mrs. Anna Lowery, visited rel-
atives and friends in Mason City,
Iowa last week.
preaentatives of more than 10
Memphis churches and Scout Mas-
ters of the Boy Scouts of Ameri-
ca. met last Wednesday night at
LeMoyne college to discuss and
formulate new Boy Scout troops
ED Memphis churches.
C. W. Westbrooks, president of
the Junior Chamber of Commerce, ,
presided during the meeting. lie
0 • • By CARLOTTA STEWART 
pound Mississippi Vocational
college halfback, is one of the
MUSING: Last week we men two freshmen on the college




with this willingness goes more
appreciation of the unique charm
l Under, the sponsership of the* Memphis between the ages of 11 Nine new members were added of children, just because they are 1 • 
II
crime "Boy Scouts" with about 
to the membership of the "Le!not like grown ups. We accept IJunior Chamber of Commerce, re-' and 16 that are eligible to be:
, Cercle Francais." the French club
1 17 per cent now affiliated %rah
was assisted by J. A. Beau-
champ. of the Central Division of
the Boy Scouts of Ameriea.
snows PICTURES
41 After Mr. Beauchamp had shown
e slide depicting the fundamentals
of Scoutdom" and what -Scoot-
dom Really Is Sneed (lift, of
the National Headquarters of the
Boy Scouts of America. compli
mented the local chapter of the
Junior Chamber of °miner& for
the interest they are domiajing !
In trying to organize additional
Memphis churches.
Mr. Clift pointed out that there
Were more than to o.io l,,. m
iScoutdom. of 
LeMoyne college, during an in.
The important on the selection iti
ation party held at home of the
of a Scotmaster chairman, other 
club's ads isor last Saturday night.
leaders and how 10 instill interest
in scouting among grownups as
well as boys was fully discussed
by Mr. ('lift. He also gave a de-
monstration on how to go about
the selection of a chairman and
Scoutmaster.
0. B. Johnson, chairman of the
Central Division of the Boy Scouts
of America, was present and point-
ed out that %lore than 10 church-
es were reuressented at the call
meeting. Sonic of those noted
were First Baptist church. Laud-
erdale. St. Thomas Baptist chorch.
Greenfield. St. Andrews. Bethle-
hem. Presbyterian, Pentecostal. St.
Matthews. Salein-Cilfield. Magnol-
ia and Greater White Stone. ,
Another ifleeting will be held aft-
er Thanksgiiing. The meeting
!dace io lie announced later.
M. I. College Clu
Miss Rose Collins. Miss Linda liar-
alson, Miss Doris Jackson, Carl
Johnson, Warren Moore, Miss Dar
nel Thomas. Miss Frances Thom-
as, Miss Thelma Townsend, and
Miss Rose Ward. The club's pres•
ident. Miss Myrna Bond, and the
secretary. Miss Johnella Wells, in-
itiated the pledgees. ;
Warren Moore returned last year
after spending 18 months in Par-
is, entertained the club with de-
scriptions of seine of his experienc-
es in the great city.
On Friday, Nov. 22, the club
presented a French movie with
English subtitles. The title of the
movie was "Lucrezia Borgia," a




u Raci▪ al Award
Elects New Staff
The M. I. College club, elect
new officers during a recent me
int held at the home of Mr
Lois Mae Emers. of 989 N. Ma
•ssos St. The new officer ele
ed were L. H. Bojce. presiden
Mr. Elisiah Jones, rite priaoden
Mrs. Mamie Parnplett, 2nd, le
ed v.as presented to Mrs. Brown,
et- the outaoing president in recogni•
s, , lion of her outstanding serlices
n-1 to the chub.
et- On Dec. 8, the club will meet
t: at the residence of Mrs. Lucille
I. ikon. of 2197 Clayton St , in
e- Iljile Park.
president.
' Mrs. Lois Mae Emery,  'sac re
were Mrs. Rosa NArigh' foam ial 
Publisher Ofelected secretary. Others named
NEV.' YORK CITY ( ANY) —
Vice President Richard NI Nixon
will receive on Dec. 15, the sec-
ond annual frying AL lies Award
.
the New York State Republican
committee which works with mi-
According to the announcement
of the award. Mr. Nixon will re-
ceive the award for his •'continti-
ing effort.; — in words and deeds
- to make e nation and the
world a better place for rues of
all races and creeds aid colors
to II \e together in peace and hat
childish behavior as suitable to
certain ages and stages, how-
ever, we know that children do
change as they grow and that
what's healthy and acceptable at
one age my be unhealthy at an-
other. We know that it's quite
usual for a four-year-old to tell
,tall stories. hut we get worried
if a ten-year•old is persistently
untruthful. A typical boy of nine
is scornful of girls — outwardly,
anyway; he gangs up both ag-
gressively and defensively with
youngsters of his own sex. But
at seventeen the same behavior
suggests that something in his de-
velopment has gone wrong. CON-
TINUED NEXT WEEK.
Dear Carlotta: Last week you
told some parents what their son
should furnish at a wedding. We
are middle group people, and we
are wondering if we can afford a
wedding for our only daughter.
What - all must we do? We are not
!ich. Worried parents of a daugh-
ter.
Dear Parents: Following you
will read a list of what the bride .
or her family pays for. It includes
.iie following: The wedding gown
and veil . . . The bride's trous-
seau ... A gift for the bridegroom
and the bride's attendants . . .
Bouquets for the attendants and
flowers for their hair . or if
ithe bride.prefers . . . hats. Invi-
tations and announcements (and
mailing of them) both for the'
bride's and bridegroom's bet • •
All expenses of the wedding reri
ception. . . If a church wedding
the transportation for the bridal
party to the church and the re-
ception.
In Tennessee, he said, "I think
we have communicated this ser-
iousness to the public through the
means of a dramatic safety pro-
e e a "More Prior to the dinner he was ask-
South's 
in the North toward the •
ed what he regarded as the most
racial problems" might aid
'effective steps taken he Tennessee
in their solution.
; "Chicago, Levittown, San Fran- 
Ito improve the state's safety re-
gram.
..
rd. Ile said that "primarily."
leisco, Detroit and other
1°calit— he had "divorced the Tennesseeihave proved." He said. ''That the
!highway patrol front politics.- West Virginia Paysproblem -of mixed races living in -
'a single place js not a Southern 
And he added: Korean GI Bonus
have instructed I. em IT e
problem but a condition which . SPRINGFIELD. Ill. — Willard
Patrol) that their first duty is
demands the prajaa'ol attention A. Manning. administrator of the
lk and co
nsideration of all good
secretary, Guy Ca rtivight tar s- Ind Paper moni. • 
Illinois eterans' Commission, an-
Chaplin,
urer and Mrs. Lucille Wilson. •
14 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., Nov. 30, 1957
THUNDERBOLTS DEFEAT-
ED — A few of the mem-
ben of Father Bertrand High
football team are shown as
they boarded a bus for Chat-
tattoos* recently, to play How
ard High at homecoming. The
visitors were defeated 27.0.
Shown left to right are Ernest
Boram, Walker Williams. An.
drew Cummings, Fred Rich-
ardson, Malcolm Weed, John
Jones, Frank Warren and Fred
King. Howard High Is unde.
tested and untied this
season in East Tennessee tom•
petition, and has a high rank.
ing in competition for the
state football championship.
Jaycees To Aid Drive Add Nine New






JACKSON, Tenn. — The basket
ball schedule for this school year
has been released from the of
lice of J. A. Cooke, bead coach.
Roy David Manuel is serving as
assistant. Home games-Dec. 2 Owe
college; Dec. 3, LeMoyne college;
Jan. 24, Rust college; Feb. 1, Tat
ledega college; Feb. 4, M. I. col-
lege (pending); Feb. a, Alabama
Ad/NI eollege, Feb. 11. Fisk univer-
sity.
Games away: D. 10, Alabama
State college, Montgomery; Dec.
11. Paine college, Augusta, Ga.;
Dec. 12, Savannah State, Daytona
Beach, Fla.; Dec. 13, Bethune
12ookman college; Dee. 14 Florida
Normal, St. Augustine, Fla. (pend-
ing:) Dec. 18. Clark College, At-
lanta, Ga.; Dec. I7, Morris Brown
college, Atlanta; Dec. 18, More-
house college, Atlanta; Dec. IS,
Talladega College, Talladega, Ala.;
Jan. 7, Owens college, Memphis,
Tenn.; Jan. 8, Xavier university,
New Orleans, La.; Jan. 10, Le
Moyne college, Memphis; Jan. 18,
Fisk university, Nashville; Jan. 21,
Rust college, Holly Springs, Miss.;
Jan. 27, Alabama A&M, Normal,




AT MVC — Frank Hunter, 216 starting eleven this season.
Hunter is a 1955 graduate of
Booker T. Washington High
school, Memphis.
with our children . . . Alone Select Finalist For
Three finalist for the coveted
title, "Miss LeMoyne" were se-
lected during a "Miss LeMoyne
Banquet last Friday night at the
Students' Commons.
The finalist selected were Miss
Mary Cole, Miss Gloria Wade, and
Miss Pearl Westbrooks. They were
selected for their charm, intelli-
gence grace talent knowledge of
current affairs and good groom-
ing.
Dr. Ernest Hooper, acting-presi-
dent of the college, served as the
Master of Ceremonies. He ex-
plained the purpose of the banquet
land introduced each of the four-
'teen "Miss LeMoyne" candidates.
Each of the contestants gave
a brief talk on why she would
like to be selected "Miss Le
Moyne."
The judges were Mrs. W. W.
Gibson, George Clark and Atty.
R. B. Sugarmon. Officers of the
student council, several of t h e
faculty members and Mrs. H. F.
Price, wife of the president of the
college attended the affair.
1.2 cup chopped par*,
1-2 cup minced onion
1 cup butter
3 cups turkey or chicken bouillon
Combine bread cubes and milk
th3fine, rosemary, salt, parsley, on-
ion and butter. Add turkey WWI-
Ion and mix well. Yield: 1 gallon




1 gallon 1-2" bread cubes
1 quart milk
2 cups (I pound) sausage meat
1-4 cup chopped onion




2 teas. poultry seasoning
Comoine bread cubes and milk
and let stand for ten Minutes. Corn.
tine sausage meat, onion, celere.
beaten eggs, salt, pepper and pout-
try seasoning. Blend both mititreis
together. Yield; 2 14 quarts Sau
sage Bread Stuffing. (Sufficient
for 10-pound turkey.)
I 1-2 quarts hot water . 
final TributeSTUFFING FOR TURKEY1 quart golden seedless raisins
4 eggs, beaten
1 1-2 gallons 1-2" bread cubes
.14 cup melted butter
I la tablepoons sage
2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons celery salt
1-4 teaspoon pepper
1 cup turkey or chicken bouillon
Soak the raisins in hot water
for ten minutes: drain. Combine
washed raisins, beaten eggs,
bread -cubes, butter, salt, celery
salt, pepper and sage. Add turkey
bouilion and mix well. Yield: 3
quarts Golden Raisin Bread Stuff-




2 gallons 1-2" bread cubes
4 teaspoons sage
4 teaspoons thyme
! 4 teaspoons rosemary
! 4 teaspoons salt
The National Tuberculosis As-
sociation founded in 1904 was the
first organization in which doctors
and laymen banded together to
fight a specific disease.
Tennessee Gov. Says:
'No Federal Troops!'
NEW YORK — (INS) ^ ,deal with the integration problemanot handling law enforcement
Frank Cle,,,cat -
has been classed a a "Moderate"
should be given every opportunity 
Ilives on Tennessee higbways."
"I think that local officials l local officials but. rather, saving
' I and replied: problems normally relegated to
Among the plentifuls:for De-
cember are: turkeys, broilers,
fryers, Pork, apples. fresh orang-
es, grapefruit, cranberries, dates
winter pears, canned and frozen
peas, black-eyed peas and al-
monds. All good cooks can look
forward to good family eating all
through the month and Christmas
too.
Every homemaker wants that
Christmas food just right and at
its best. Sometimes a little prac-
tice before hand is in order. Here
are three Bread Stuffing recipes
for turkey. Try them all, then
you will really know which one
you want for that big dinner.
Small turkeys are available both
frozen and fresh for these try-out ,
recipes.
Don't forget that butter roasted
turkey is wonderful. You simply
melt one-half pound butter and
cover turkey with cheese cloth
dipped in this butter. While the
turkey roasts, baste with the re-
maining melted butter. It is so
delicious.
GOLDEN RAISIN BREAD
in the battle over integration of
schools in the Sruth, said "The .' Clement said he considered "Theto handle their own local prop- ' . ,, . 
the
The 
is one for the nation as lems on a local level." 'Most Appalling Thing about 
a whole, not just the South " continuing high traffic death tollThe governor W33 in New York
as "The Failure of The Publicyouthful Governor, who key- to make the principal speech last !
noted the 1956 National Democra- night at Recognize the seriousness of
ti -' ̂ '',.n. was asked whether 
d. f the Citizens
;he Traffic Safety Problem."Traffic Safety Board, Inc.
!Americans .....cry race. creed List Speakers Atand • ober '' nounced 
that West Virginia is now
The announcement war! released paying a Korean Bonus.
Mrs. Sarah 2. Brown. oho sery Dies Al Home ,er are relarj. and Julio!. .1. Ad-
ed for four years as the pre•i-
dent, resigned. She was the first
lady to hold the office as presf-
dent.
PRESENT GIFT
' Some of the members altend•
Ing were: Mrs Sain Mrs
Erma Jones. Mrs. \ a Little and
daughter. airs. Dais' cartarlaht
Mrs. E. Jones. Ike A Ball,
Miss Frances Moore. Mr. a n d
Mrs. John Hill and little datrah-
ter from Arlington. Tenn Mr and
Mrs. Will Taylor and Mrs. Ida B.
Strong were among the guests
pfesent.
A gift from the club members
by Walter E 'Utah. stale commit•
Sends Wire
To Denver Church Asked how he though Southern AFL-C10 Confab A cash bonus will he pail to
DENVER. 0 .0. — President
Eisenhower took note of the 92nd
anniversary of Zion Baptist church
by wiring a telegram which said:
"To members and friends of Zion
Paptist church joined the oh
servance of their 92nd anniver- I
sary, I send greetings.
"For nearly a century, by faithi
and good works', your church has 1
added much to the life of the
Denver community. Strengthened.
by this fine heritage. know You
will continue to advance the serv- grated The AFL-C10 convention, which disease.
ice of God and neighbor. Congratu- He then was asked what steps, will be held in the ballroom of ,
lations and best wishes. Dwight if any, his office was taking to the Atlantic City Convention Hall
D. Eisenhower." • [ aid school districts of the state; opens on Dec. 5.
- 
,n Indianapolis a most all of her The Rev. Wendell T. Liggins iv  Illinois produces 10 percent ofbfe She hecame owner and pub- pastor.the average U. S. coal supply. _  
LeMoyne Student ,:,her at the death of her huff -
N EA Observes
Education Week
National Education Si ark is 3 s
Observed by The Hullos .1. Hawk
Ins Chapter of the Student NEA
of LeMoyne Celleve 'SO, the pan.
el discussion. The theme of the
program was "An Educated Peo-
ple Moves Forward."
Members of the panel included
Mrs. Ruby Chambers, Wa Iker
school; Mrs. Manic Crosslj. Donn
school; and Mrs. Bernice R. Cole,
Lincoln school.
"Education for Responsible Citi'
zenahip" was the subject of Mrs.
Crossly's talk. a (tilt' Mrr. Cole
listed the responsibilities of the
parent, teacher, principal and the
board of edUeation in --r -in
the subect. -Our (ton Ile,pOnSi-
bilities for Better Schools.--
All of the panelist were la^Moync
Alumnae and the discussion indi-
cated that interest in education is
high among the students of to-
INDIANAPOLIS. T n d. —
,AN P) — Mrs. Fannie C. Stew art,
simeesaor to her husband. the late •
George P. Stewart. as publisher
of the Indianapolis Recorder. died
here• in her home last Wedneaday.
She had been ill since December.
:Ka alter suffering a stroke.
Funeral service 'was held Satur-!
daj. Nov. 18. in Christ Temole
Apostolic church. The burial 'a-as
in the family plot in Crown Hill
cemetery.
Mrs. Stewart. age Ro was horn
in Louisville. Ky.. and had lived
band in 1924,
ams, a stale Committeeman and
New York city newspaper man.
--
King Cole To Quit
TV Series For Tour
HOLLYWOGD — (INS! — Stag-
er Nat (Kingi Cole says he will
end his current network TV series I
for the National Broadcasting'
Company on Dec. 17.
Cole said Wednesday that pre-
vious commitments fo pesonal ap-
pearances. including a tour of Aus•
tralia. make it necessary for him
to turn down a new series offered
by NBC.
• r! v and Mrs. Elizabeth StewartBefore a decline in her health'• and a brother-in-law, Clarence S.she was active in church affairs!
of christ Temple, The- Recorder- 
Stewart of this newspaper's htiail
ness department.and was the founder of Indiana- .
polis Recorder charities. Inc.
She Was 3 member of Bethel
\IF. choral) longer than 15 years
before joining Christ Temple
:there she had been active in its
Dorcas Circle up to the time of
her decline in health.
Survivors include one son Mar-
cus C. Stewart. editor of the Re
corder and her successor as pub-
lisher; two daughters. Mrs. Joyce
S. Thompson, for more than 20
years business manager of The
I Recorder and Mrs. Fredonia
Temple now associated with the
business department,
Other sorvivors include t hree
arandsons. George J. Thompson..
• Oneas manager of The Record
er: George P. Stewart, II and
' ifarcus C. Stewart, jr.. associated
;kith the editorial department of
of the newspaper; two great
aranel children. Gary R. Thompson
and Barbara C, Thompson tnd two




















Ma R. Camper 114NIS
?.4 Hot R AFR%
, governors could best avoid such thos ersons who served at least
era -state    as   . . 90 days or more in the Armed
ed in Little Rock this Fall, ('he- Means' announced the major Forces between June 27, 1950 and
ment would answer only for his. speakers at the second constitu- July 27, who were bona-
own state, saying: tional convention of the AFL-CIO fide r2e7;idle9n53ts, of West Virginia on
Federal ttroops will not march would be: the date of entry into active duty
in Tennessee. Law and order with- Secretary of Labor James P. and for at least six months prior
in the state of Tennessee will be 1 Mitchell. thereto.
upheld by Tennesseans.' i Secretary of Health, Education •
The governor declined, in an in- and Welfare Marion B. Folsom, 
terview with International News Alfred M. Gruenther, president One-third of the nation 55.000.000
' • r ' -'-.-s, to corn- of the American Red Cross; and Americans, are believed to be in-'
ment on when he felt all of Ten- John S. Gleason, jr.. commander fteucbteerdeuwioisthis.thme g000ermshatvheat 
activenessee's schools would be inte- of the American Legion.
I
fed I deadlocksdevelop-'All CIO President George 'e P
STARTS SUNDAY'







Funeral services for Toney
Brooks, 75, of Millington. Tenn.,
were conducted last Saturday at
Greenwood AME Church with the
pastor, Rev. W. E. Pruitt. offi-
ciating.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Missouri Brooks; daughters, Mrs.•
Fannie Jones and Mrs. Annie
Maude Strong, of Millington: sons,
I. J. Brooks of Portland, Ore., Eu.
gene Brooks of Millington and To-
ney Brooks, jr., of Detroit, Mich.;
daughters in law, Mrs. Alfred
and Peggy Brooks; sons in la
Tom Jones and John Strong, jr.
He is also survived by the fol-
lowing grand-children: James
Strong, jr., and Miss Hazel Strong
Brooks and Helen Strong of Lane
college; Miss Nettie Bell Jones of
Rust college and Mrs. Jene Dona-
hoe of Memphis.
Interment was in Williams Chn.'
pet Cemetery with the United Fu-





WINSTON-SALEM, N. C. — Th411
67th session of the Western North
Carolina Conference, which closed
at Greater Goler Metropolitan A.
M. E. Zion church, through its
bishop. Rt Rev, W. J. Walls and
a special committee, issued a re-
solution which condemned the ac-
tion of one of its members, Dr.
J. N. S. Tross, for the part he
played in behalf of those who
would stave off integration.
The committee, chaired by Rev.
C. E. Norment. and composed of
Revs. P. E. McGuire, Percy
Smith, T. X. Graham, G. J.
Leake and 'Mack Brandon, made
it plain that Dr. Tross, editor and
publisher of the Charlotte Post,
who was reported to have given
aid to the segregationists by print.
Mg stories and articles which
were alleged to favor segregation.
The resolution began by saying
that the Conference rejected the
stand taken by Dr. Tross and that
his stand was in direct eountieio
to the philosophy of the A. M.
Zion church.
The resolution pictured Dr.
Tross as a widely known minis-
ter of the A. M. E. Zion church,
who prepared and printed an ar-
ticle in his paper that tended to
decry the onward march of cour-
ageous American citizens who are
moving toward the complete de-
mocratic processes in the Ameri-
can life.
COUNTRY HOMES
WILL BUILD YOU A 2 BEDROOM HOME
On Your Farm



































































































































































































































Born at Jhon Gaston hospital:
OCT. 2, 1957
.A son, Ancory Renee Jenkins,
to Mr. and Mrs. Bennie L. Jenk-
ins of 1388 Gleason. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Mad.
lock and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Jenkins.
NOV. 16, 1957
A daughter, Patricia Howell. to
'51r. and Mrs. Willie A. Howell of
1583 Pope.
A daughter, Jennefer Jaurice
Sanders, to Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Sanders of 250 Morgan.
A daughter Janice Lois Camp-
bell, to Mr. and Mrs. Postell
Campbell of 1682 Harris.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
N. Mask of 1467 Lake rd.
A daughter, Gwendolyn Fay WU.
Or
n, to Mr. and Mrs. McCanley
A daughter, to Mr. and M 3.
ommie L. Gray of 791 Winston.
A son, Hal Carl Jennings, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest T. Jennings
of 1200 Latham.
A daughter, Painelo Antonette
Brown, to Mr. and Mrs. Thonnell
and Mrs. Odell Banks of 206 Her
nando.
A son, Johnrue L. Chapman, jr.,
CORRECTION — Last week
thru error the photo shown
ran under the caption of
-The Three Cs." Actually the
members of The Tennessee
School Food Service associa-
HOOT Group II, are shown fol-
lowing the lovely luncheon
soonsored recently at Porter
Junior High school, at which
E. ('. Stimbert, superintendent
of Memphis City schools was
the luncheon speaker, Mem-
bers of the organization man•
age the cafeterias of Memphis
schools. Special guests includ-
. _
DYER, TENNESSEE
ed Mrs. Vivian Biggs. director
or of the School Feeding Oh+
sion of the Board of Education,
and members of the staff.
Mrs. Ellen T. Cantata pres-
ident of the organization. in.











This week the Melrose spotlight
falls on the Chartnette Social club.'
This all girl's club was founded
by Mrs. Mildred McCleave in
1950. The advisors of the groups!
are Miss Maggie McDowell and'
Miss E. L. Clanton.
rialtowirrg the procedure of Miss
McCleave every year they
draw inemhership from junior and
senior girls who exemplify high
moral standards, scholastic
as follows president, Jacqueline
Joy; vice president, Gwendolyn
Mannings, secretary, Anita Sig-
gems; and corresponding secre-
tary, Carolyn Sherrod.
• • •
Here are the top ten juniors
and seniors:
Girls: Gwendolyn Dillard, Gwen-
dolyn Mannings, Betty Johson,
Marva Shoulders. Vivian Keeley,
Gwendolyn Glover. Maud Glover,
Anita Siggcrs, Jackie Joe and
Sandra Branscomb.
achievement, and the ability to Boys: Larnell Cheers, Dandy
get along with others. Mitchell. James Carter, Jack Ar-
The purpose of the Charmettes moor, Albert Wilson, Marcellus
Jefferies Steve Tailor, William
is to bring together young worn. Taylor. •Tyronza Richmond and
- en of like ideals in personality. and William Jackson.
deportment and scholarship. To I • • •
better serve our school, the Charm-
ettes act as hostesses to visitors
throughout the year. They try to
keep the pace of culture refine.
ment, home training and good
VIEW POINT: "What are your
views on Teenagers going steady?
Sandra Bransconsb: "It depends
on the persons, whether they are
Lampkin of 555 Weaklcv et 
A son. Jeffery Eric Smith. to ing might be just as orderly as at .A&I 
university and is married 
In Who's Who
and understands the meaning of
mature enough."
A son, Rudy Clay, to Mr. and A son. to Mr. and Mrs Walter 
Dreams of a White Thanksgiv- very ill Mr. Ray is a stu
dent
The officers of the group areBrown o 33 Ayers. Gwendolyn Dillard: "A teenager
common sense.
Baltimore. of 214 Marble.
. _ should go steady if mature enough
A son, Kawaivas Banks, to Mr. A daughter. Anne Maria Mitch-1 of 1025 Evers dr.
Mr. and Mrs. William II. Smith dreams of a White Christmas, es.' to the fo
rmer Miss Shirley E
pecially if it continues to snow of Dyer. 
well Eight situ-teats has(' been select- -
ed to represent Tougaloo Southern  going steady."
Mrs. Johnny Clay of 725 Glanker,
A daughter. Josie Fay Veassey, as it did last Saturday. Otis Buchanan and sons. Otis, 
Christian college in Who's Who
Among Students in American Col- 
Civil Rights Betty Johnson says: "I think
A daughter. Brenda Kay Person. 860 LeMoyne Mall.
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Veasey of Families are making plans 
for jr., and Sonny. all of. Chicago,
spending the Traditional Thanks. Ill., and daughter, Miss Mary 
Ag. leges and Universities, 1957. Group To Meet at such an early age. What willthat teenagers should not go steady
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Chapman to Mr. and Mrs. Lee Parson of A daughter, Rechelle Denise 
The basis for selections were
of 2511 McCree. 3174 Ford rd. Taylor, to Mr. and Mrs. William 
made by a faculty comm they look forward to M latermmittee, ap-
A son, Alonzo Anthony Hans- A daughter, Cathy Venice Fir. Taylor of 237 Turley.
pointed by the president of the WASHINGTON — President F.is• sears?"
junior and sophomore classes Civil Rights commission will get
A son, Willie Henry Hunt Jr..; ford of 1768 Euclid. a Pre-Thanksgiving dinner in Isom 
cr, who is ill 
were given the opportunity to sub- together for their first meeting at
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hunt of A daughter, Sherry Avers to Mr. or of tier ccusin, Dallas 'vie, of SICK
 LIST 
mit names of candidates to the the White House on Dec. 9.
The sick list this week include • 
committee'
The students were selected on the appointment of an executive
First item of business will be
Mrs. Mary Ann Thompson, Mrs.
vey of 1480 Canton.
A daughter, Diane Louise Boyd,
to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Boyd of
802 Lewis.
A son, Bryant Hicks. to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Hicks of 1636
Carpenter.
A son, Anthony Tyrone Adams,
to Mr. and Mrs. B. J, Adams of
960 Baby Row.
A son. Arthur Daniel Taylor,
to Mr. and Mrs Carl Taylor of
597 Jackson.
A son, Maurice Cole, to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Cole of 500 Till-
man.
A daughter, Debra Denise Wat-
Watson of 1158 Capital.
A son. James Allen Woodard. to
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Woodard
of 587 King.
A son, Donald Ray Tairrer, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ozane Turner of
768 1-2 Kirk.
A daughter, Rose Marie Wells,
to Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Wells
of 1456 May. .
A daughter, Pamela Spencer, to
Mr. and airs. Eddie Spencer of 858
ell, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert C.
Mitchell of 383 Driver.
"
Mrs. Herman G. Brown of 240
Elder rd.
A son, James Edward Summers,
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Summers
of 2375 Shelby Dr.
A son, Rickey Tavis, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sammie Tradvis of 770
Locuts.
A daughter, Audrey Gail peo-
ples, to Mr. and Mrs. Timothy peo-
ples of 98 W. Fields.
A daughter. Carolyn Ann Swan-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Christoher
Swanson of 860 LeMoyne Mall.
A son, Alvin McConnell. to Mr.
and Mrs. Riley McConnell of
2146 Lowell.
A son, Willie Thomas Burton,
jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Willie T. Bur-
ton of 3276 Tall)ho.
A daughter, Alison Giselle Smith
to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Smith
of 960 McDowell.
NOV. 22, 1957
A son, Thomas Sullivan. to Mr.
and Mrs. John Sullivan of 626 E.
Georgia.
A daughter, Nancy Gail Russell,
to Mr. and Mrs. Odie B. Russell
brick, to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby G. ton, to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Pat- A daughter, Charline Crawford, 
College. Faculty members. senior, enhower and his newly formed
Hambrick of 3330 Manning. ton of 1428 Tunica. to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Craw.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Harris of 2802 Yale.
A daughter, Berketa Boyce, to
Sir. and Mrs. Charles Boyce of
380 Hollowell. A son, Elvis Bynum, to Mr. and
A daughter, Brenda Louise Jack' Mrs. Robetr Bynum of 1103 Texas. and Mrs. James Nelson of 1911
n, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jack. A son, Major Napoleon Hurt, jr., Kellner.
of 2562 Carnes. to Mr. and Mrs. Major N. Hurt A daughter, Obie Jean Bills, to
A son, Cornelius Page, to Mr. of 3678 Berry rd. Mr. and Mrs. Samson Bills of 806
and Mrs. Jonah Page of 871 A son, John Brown to Mr. and Edith.
Haynes.
A daughter. Kathleen l'orter. to
Mr. and Mrs. Carbe Porter of 145
Commerce.
A son, Ronnie Tyrone Rile
alr and Sirs. Fred Riley of is-,
S. Willett.
A daughter. Gwendolyn Chase.
to Mr. and Mrs. David Chase of
1659 Miller.
A son, Steven Antonio alcGaha,
to Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo of 1072 W
Wellington.
A daughter, Mettle June Floyd,
to Mr. and Mrs. ,Hubert Floyd
of 2152 Hennietha rd.
A son. Andre' Anthony Shivers, hard. We wish the best of luck
to Mr. and Mrs. George Shivers of to all 
, ,gamts this season.
7 Bakers Alley. 
Members of the Majorettes are:
A son, David Lynn Davis. to
Sr. and Mrs. James Davis of 8472
Ellis rd.
A daughter, Irma Gail Collins.
to Mr. and airs. Willie Collins
of 189 Parsons.
A daughter, Elizabeth Rosko. to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rosko of
1596 Carnegie.
A son, Derek Gerard Griffin,
to Mr. and Mrs. Wade Griffin, of
1312 Gitt.
A son, Phil Lockhart jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Phil Lockhart of 267
Vaintine.
A daughter, to Mr. and M r a.
Moses Brown of 166 S. Parkway.
A daughter, Jacquelyn Marie
Robertson, to Mr. and Mrs. Aron
Robertson of 421 Lipford.
A son, Erwin Marvell Yates. to
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Yates of
1014 N. Third.
A daughter, Rose Marie Craw-
ford. to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest i
Crawford of 3819 Frier.
A daughter, Jenise Glass. to Mr. t
d Mrs. Willie Glass of 499 Ramp-
on.
A son, Aaron Poindexter, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Glass of 498 Hamp-
ton.
A son. Aaron PoindextEr. to Sir.
and Mrs. Prinson Poindexter of
304 N. Dunlap.
A son, Rickie Ford, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Ford of 1413 Ingle-
wood.
A daughter. Beverly Joyce Tate,
to Mr. and Mrs. George E. Tate
of 610 Brown Mall.
A son, John Wesley Dudley
In.. to Mr. and Mrs. John Dudley
of 499 N. Fifth.
NOV. IS. 1957
A daughter. Janice Marie %s-
hy. to Mr. and Mrs. Ossie (Ma-
ley of 2474 State.
A daughter, Shelah Vernodi
Cain. to Mr. and airs. Leroy Cain
of 355 Lauderdale.
A daughter, Shirley Elaine Han-
ey, to Mr, and Mrs. Prince Han.
and Mrs. John N. Ayers of 1005
Fields rd.






There is • meson why people like
Is de business with us. You, tee,
will its our courteous treatment
end desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P.M.








By BARBARA JOYCE ATKINS
The second six-week's examina•
tion is scheduled and most of the
students have been studying very
The 'Spotlight' this week is fo-
cused on Miss Patricia Clarice
Cleaves, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Cleaves of Oakland. She is
a member of the Senior Class
and holds membership in most of
the school's clubs, vice•prendent
of the NHA and member of the
Majorette. Library club, Cheer-
leaders and many, many others.
During her four years of High
school, she has been the president
of our chapter of the NHA and
held the vice-president post for the
past two years.
Patricia, who plans to graduate
In May, says she will continue her
education by enrolling at UCLA.
We are proud to "Spotlight" Pa-
tricia and wish her the best of
everything.
BIG GAME
On Nov. 27, the Fayette County
Hornets will meet the Central
High school team in our gymnas-
u:n. Everyone is looking for the
game to be a tough battle — but,
inder the expert coaching of Mr.
1.,. arson and Mr. Carpenter the




lhe Fayette County Train;ng
School Majorettes are planning to
perform during the basketball
'Patric:a Clarice Cleaves, Barbara
Lee Durham, Dorothy Jean Ar-
nett, Rosie Brewster, Betty Jean
Hopson and Ernestine Hayslett.
The Majorettes are under the per-
sounalt, direction of Miss D. L.,rn
HERE AND THERE
Under the directions of Mrs.
Katherine steed, the Glee Club for
57•34 has developed into a fine
musics! Jour,.
A vr ry interesting chapel pro-
i,ram was presented last week by
the "B" Division of the Junior
Class. The theme of the program
was "Preparing for College." At
the close of the program. the fol-
lowing students gave their
views of the highlights; Helen
Polden, freshman class; Wilma
Hall, sophomore class; Barbara
Jbyce Atkins, junior class and L.
L. Granderson represented the
senior class.
Be sure to see next week's col-
umn when the top news v.ill be
the game of the week and
oilier Miss Henrilynn or Miss
Vasnti Jordan will be spotlighted.
Faubus Snubbed
By Louisianans
NEW ORLEANS — When Ar-
kansas' Governor Orville Fauhus
came to New Orleans on Armis-
tice Day to address the Ameri-
can Legion from a platform in
front of New Orleans brand new
City Hall, there were only 700 of
the 500,000 citizens of New Or-
leans present, but two of those
on the platform were Negro wom-
an.
Mayor deLesseps Iitorrison was
not there, nor had he met the
race•baiting guest when he arriv-
ed at the airport earlier in the
day. Another member of the city
council had done both jobs.
But Mrs. Octavia Chapman,
gold star mother and Mrs. Kate
Johnson, president of the Wom-
en's Auxiliary of Dalcour Post 555,
American Legion were seated
high and dry on the platform with
Faubus. They said they were
there because they have to go to
11 of the American Legion affairs.





308 Poplar at Loaders/oh
Phams IA 84848
hers of the American Legion and
particularly the heads of the two
, posts in New Orleans. These had
sent protests to legion headquar-
ters about the meeting claiming
l it was against the polity of the




SEDALIA, N. C. — Kathlyn 0.
Hines, Soprano. was presented in
concert in Wellesley Chapel,
Palmer Memorial Institute in Se-
dalia, N. C., recently to a darge
and apprective audience.
She was accompanied by her
daughter, Kathlyn Carole, who is
a junior at Palmer; she also pre-
sented piano and vibraphone se.
lections.
Mrs. Hines is now director of
music at Palmer Memorial Insti-
tute. She is a music graduate of
Fisk university and Chicago Mir
sleet college and holds the degree
of Bachelor of Music. Further
study has been done towards the
Master of Arts degree at Colons
bia university Teachers college.
I The reception was held In her
honor at the close of the concert
Mrs. Hines is a native of Texas,
and the wife of Dr. M. P. Hines,'
a dentist, of Amarillo.
giving day together in many cir
cles, ,ncludim the Writes with all
the trimmings.
Mrs. Clara West has begun the
festivities for our little city with
the U. S. Navy. Mr. 'vie is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ell Isle, and
they were all guests of Mrs. West
Thursday night of this week, as
were Mr. and Mrs. Janses Wil-
liams and son. Robert. Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvester Burns and children,
Wallace and Sallie Beatrice, airs.
Sallie Webb. and a few other close
neighbors.
Mr. [vie motored from Los An-
geles. Calif., arriving here Sun-
day, with a brief stop in Memphis
irith his cousins there, Mr. and
Mrs. Dorsey West.
TEACHERS MEET
Most of the teachers of this
area attended the West Tennessee
Educational Congress held in Jack.
son last week.
The delegation was headed by
our very efficient Jeannes Teach-
er, Mrs C. B. Seat. The Gibson
County Teachers association held
nes Buchanan, who teaches at
Frazier High school of Covington,
acre all home this past week end
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Bobbitt and Mr Buchanan's firth.
Jennie Brown, as shilains. Mrs.
Beulah Robinson and Walter Nit.
fier -my the critical side, Mrs. Car-
rie Ball, Mrs. Lucy Overall, John
Etta Jamison. Mrs, Lydia Ewell,
Sallie B. Burns, Mrs. Erma Wynn
all slowly, but surely recuperating
from the flu Mr Eddie Ball is
soon to be a hospital patient. In
fact by the time you read this he
will be in Madison County Gen-
eral. at Jackson. Send him a card,
won't you?
DINNER GUEST
Rev, W. C. Rogers was dinner
guest of Mr. and. Mrs Samuel
Phillips on Sunday last. Rev. .1.
C. Hullorn was a business visit-
or in town Sunday. In spite of the
rain the Dyer ('ME's had a very
successful rally. The students were
happy to have the Rev. D. E.
its quarterly meeting on Wednes. Bridgema
n as their teacher this
week. in the absence of Mrs. Ballday night last, in Trenton. The
group was happy to welcome a
new teacher, Mrs. Ragsdale of
Ward's Grove, The group elected
delegates to the Delegate's Assem-
bly which meets in Nashville. This
delegation is , again headed by
Prof. I. H. Ledford, of Humboldt,
Other delegates are Mrs. Suzanne next week, 
same time, same
Delton. F. Carnes, Leo Hale, Place. Until then. 
ADIOS.
Mrs A Jamison attended t he Civil Rights CHARLES D. BR .VIER. who Is Robert Earl Johnson of Detroit,
of Churches an. 
. .
following points Academie av-
erages, leadership ability, cooperd
ation with the college program,
participation in extra-curricular
activities and future promise to
the professions.
SELECTEDTHOSE 
The students selected Were Miss
Bobbie Jean Anderson, a graduate
of Mcilair High school, Belzoni:
Joseph Warren Custard, jr., of -
Bowman High school, Vicksburg; I
Miss Cornell Claudine Edwards,
Lanir High school, Jackson, Miss
Annie Juanita McGhee, Jim Hill
High Sehill, .1 a ckson ; SIn
William Marshall, Bowman High
school, Vicksburg; Mr. Norval B.
Powell, Mound Bayou II i g h
school, air. Terrell Waters, Pas-
cagoula High school and Mr. Cleve-
land Williams, jr., Tougaloo Pre-
pnratory school. All of the stu-
dents are college seniors except
Miss Edwards, who is an advanc-
ed junior.
director for the committee, after
consultation by committee mem•
hers and the president. The
name of the official still he sub-
ject to Senate confirmation. 
thIn addition, e president is ex.
peeled to appoint a new assistant
attorney general to head a Civil
Rights division in the Justice De-






They think they know now how he
preaches so well.
Worshipping with the C. M. Pi.
church Sunday and becoming a
member was W. C. York of Union
City, Tenn.
With this we leave you until
Ex-Truman
serving aith the United States
Funeral services for Mrs. Ora
Taylor of Ripley, was conducted
at Holy Grove Missionary Baptist
church, Rev. A. Tune], pastor, on
Nov. 7.
The funeral for Claud Glen, of
Ripley, was held Monday, Noy.
18, at Mornning St ar Missionary
Baptist church, Re4v. J. P. Hal-
burton, pastor.
Miss Bettie Jean Washington,
after visiting in St. Louis, is now
horns with her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Georges Cole, of 148
Church at., Ripley.
L. C. Washington and Mr. and
Mrs. Mack Johnson, of St. Louis,
recently visited the Coca,
Cute Hill, of 119 Spring at., Is
improving at Lauderdale County
hospital.
Mich., is visiting his mother,
Tennessee Council
nual meeting in Nashville as a Clergyman H its KANSAS CITY — I INS) — The Navy at Brenner, Wash., expects Elnora Hill.
• • • Racial Strife
delegate from the CME church
last week.
Walter Richard Clark, who has
just been discharged from the
Armed Forces, is spending a few
days with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Clark and family, before
he takes up his residence at Phila-
delphia, Penn. Lynn Fisher, jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Fisher,
Sr., has recently been discharged
from the U. S. Army and is
home with his parents. William
Ray is at the bedside of his moth-
er, Mrs. Jessie Nyles, who is
Charged With
Molesting Tot
According to police, a 47-year-
old man, accused by a grand-
mother of trying to rape her 5-
year-old grand child, has been
arrested and charged with disor-
derly conduct, soliciting females
and assault and battery on a
female under 12.
Police stated that James Eli
Kelley, of 219 Tillman, was arrest-
ed upon the complaint of a grand-
mother who claimed she found
Kelly trying to molest her grand.
daughter. He was scheduled to
face the charges in City Court
Thursday morning.
In Churches
BOSTON — (ANP) — A leading
United States churchman has blas-
ted the church for dragging its
feet in the fight against racial segr
gation. Ile called the church t h e
most segregated major institution
in United States society.
Dr. Liston Pope, dean of the
Yale University Divinity school,
issued the blast in a speech at
the annual ecumenical service of
the Massachusetts Council of chur-
ches here last Sunday. lie said:
"The church has lagged behind
the Supreme Court as the consci-
ence of the nation on the question
of race, and it has fallen far be.
hind trade !unions, actories,
schools, department stores, athle-
tic gatherings and most other Ma-
jor areas of human association
as far as the achievement of inte-
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former executive secretary of
Pesident Truman's Committee on
Civil Rights expressed hope that
President Eisenhower's commit-
tee "will show the same boldness
and imagination."
Dr. Robert K. Carr, general
secretary of the American Asso-
ciaton of Univc-- Profesors,
addressed the llth annual confer
ence of the National Association
of Intergroup Relations Officials,
which elided last week in Kansas
City,
Dr. Carr sald:
"Every provision In the Civil
Rights Acts of 1957 was expressly
recommended by President Tru-
man's committee "
The speaker cited the following
gains of the last decade: substan-
tial elimination of racial discrimi-
nation from the Armed services
and in the nation's capital: break-
ing down of racial harriers in ur•
ban housing and in public and pri-
vated employment, aid the Su-
preme Court's decision declaring
unconstitutional compulsory racial
segregation in the public school
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the NlIssisetript
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away arid at last she Is
back to stay te her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
yen lost faith in year husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? An you diseonraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you Not as she would read an open hook.
Tell you why your job or business Is net a success. If you have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at onee.
located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line. on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Re sure
he look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hoare 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open oe Sundays
I don't make any home call. or answer any lettere. Be me
to look for the right sign and the right name.
to he home for Christmas to en-
joy the holidays with his parents
and friends in Waverly, Tenn.
The Ripley Beauticians are re-
questing all the ladies to get their
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By TOMMY MAKER .
' Appreciation Day, in honor of
Mrs. Mosta Rodgers, of 429 S.
11th st., wife of the late Elder
W. L. Rodgers, was observed at
the Church of God in Christ, S.
15th at., Elder F. Smith, pastor,
Elder Lazell Rodgers, son of
Mrs. Rodgers, the main speaker.
' During the church rally at the
Bethel AME church recently, Stew-
ard Board No. 1 and 2 reported
$100; trustees, $60; members. $15;
children, $13 and New St. Paul.
guest church, ;15; total reported
$203.
• • •
Deacon Board of New Mt. Zion
111. B. church sponsored Mr. Turn-
er and his gospel singers on Sun-
day, Nov. 24. A Bible scene pro-
gram was sponsored by the W. W.
club. Mr. Tate of Memphis is the
manager. Rev. W. E. Battle, pas
tor.
Morning Star M. B. church of
Hubert, Ark., held its apprecia-
tion day in honor of the pianist.
Mrs. Iola Reed, of S. 13th at,,
on Sunday. Nov. 24. The program
included readings, solos and an
address. Pastor Bolden delivered
the address to the audience.
After an operation al Crittenden
Memorial hospital, Joe Shelton of
218 S. 12th st., is reported to be
improvihg His relatives a n di
friends are wishing him a speedy!
recovery.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Brown, form.'
arty on N. 12th at.. are now resid-
ing in Kansas City, Mo. They are ,
the parents of Mrs. Thelma Arm-
stead of Marion, Ark.
Lloyd Taylor, son of the late
Mrs. Willie Gordon, was the re-
cent guest of his grandmother,
Mother Taylor, of 210 N. 14th st.
Mr. Taylor wis accompanied by
his two brother-in-laws, Mr. Clay
and Mr. Iliggens, all of Kansas
City.
. • •
Funeral services for Mother
Blunt were held Sunday at the
Church of God in Christ in Jones-
boro. Mrs. Obediah Rodgers, of
434 S. llth at.. attended wheie
nhe was the overnight guest other
daughterin-law, Mrs. Luella Rodg-
ers. Accompanying her back
home was her little grandson,
Rickey Rena Rodgers.
Rev. and Mrs. George Moore,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Purdy and
daughter, Miss Eula Mae Purdy,
motored to Turret, last Sunday to
Chester Hargrow, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Townes, of 407 N. 9th
at. The wedding ceremony was
performed by Rev. W. E. Battle
at the home of the groom. The coming contest.
newlyweds are residing on S. 12th
at.
J. T. IfigRens of Kassas City,
Mo.. motored here last week end
to be the week end guest of his
mother, Mrs. Marie Higgens of
300 N. 14th at.
HOMECOMING DELEGATES
numbering about 250 inter
mingle with officers and host-
esses of Unit ersal Life Insur-
ance company during the re-
cent homecoming ielebration.
The group is shown on the
I.inden Street steps of the
imposing home office building.
250 At Universal Life Homecoming
visit relatives, Mrs. Purdy and
iMrs. Sally Lewis. 
November 15, 1957 will always 
be a red-letter day for approxi-• • •
Imately 250 members of Univer-
Miss Earlean Grant. daughter of'sal Life's field personnel.
Mrs. Gladys Whitehead of S. 12th The occasion was the Compa-
st., recently became the bride of ny's annual homecoming. The vis-
itors came from far and near
HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
The Gloxina Art and Garden
'club, composed of four cars of
guest, motored to Brownsville last
Tuesday and held a surprise par-
ty in the home of Mrs. Selmer
Jones.
Mrs. Jones Is a member of the
club and operates a Floral shop
In Brownsville. Miss Maggie
Moore, home demonstration ag-
ent of Haywood County is also a
member of the club.
' Rev. B. G. Ragsdale motored to
Alamo last Sunday and worship-
ped at the Midget Chapel church.
' An executive meeting of t h e
Boy Scouts of America was held
at St. James Baptist church. Plan
for the Fall banquet and drive
were completed.
• • •
' Funeral services for Mrs. Jim
Nance, aunt of Mr. and Mrs. J.
B. Ellison and Mr. and Mrs
Luther Yarbrough and sister o
Mrs. Annie Warren, was conduct-
ed Sunday at Mims Funeral home
with Rev. T. R. Coleman, officiat-
ing.
• • •
Men's Day will be climaxed at
the Morning Star church Sunday.
The Morning Star Male chorus
will present a chorus from Lane
Chapel M. E. church and St.
James Baptist church.
Mrs. A. B. Roe's mother and;
sister, former patients of St.
Mary's hospital in St. Louis, is
now recuperating at her home.
Rev. W. S. Nance was honored
by his many friends of Browns-
ville and Humboldt for his many
years of outst•nding religious serv-




ST. LOUIS — (INS) — The U.
B. Court of Appeals in St. Louis
denied a aegregationisra motion
for immediate disposition of her
appeal against dismissal c,f a suit
opposing use of federal troops at
Little Rock, Ark., high school.
Mrs. Margaret Jackson. vice
president of the Mothers' club at
the school, asked the Appeals
court to remand summarily the
case for trial before a three-judge
federal court, rather than having
to await the tiling of briefs in
her appeal.
The appellant rout noted that
no briefs have been submitted as
yet and added:
"It is to be remembered that
on appeal. the burden of demon,
strafing error is on the appellant.'
The Appeals Court also denied
a motion by the Federal govern-
latent to dismiss the appeal on
the ground that the question in-
volved is moot since Mrs. Jack-
son's daughters are no longer pu•
pits at Central
She filed the suit on behalf of
teen-age daughters Charlene and
Sandra last Oct. 2, eight days aft-
er President Eisenhower ordered
troops to Little Rock in the wake




AUSTIN, Tex. — (INS) — The
Texas senate voted approval of
two bills designed to slow integra•
Lion of public schools and sent
them to the house, where similar
bills are in committee.
The Senate stamped approval on
one bill to close schools threaten-
ed with troops to enforce Federal
. integration laws and another to
,authorize the Texas Attorney Gen-
tTefeit‘i schools in suits at-
tacking segregation by Federal
autheriti,s






at the expense of the company,
because their district had met cer-
tain requirements in the home-
Winning districts were: Los An-
geles 1 and 2, Oakland, Jackson,
Miss., St. Louis 2, Jackson, Tenn.,
Knoxville Nashville, Beaumont,
Houston and Wichita Falls. F o r
outstanding performance on t h e
district, a portion of Kansas City,
Mo., made the trip at the expense
of the district.
The delegates arrived on Thurs-
day and left near noon on Satur
day. Friday was a day of educa-
tion, inspiration and entertain-
ment.
Many of the visitors have long
and impressive service records
with the Company. They are
proud of the fact that they have
contributed to the growth of the
progressive service institution.
Although one of the youngest
in the National Insurance Asso-
ciation, Inc., Universal Life now
ranks fourth largest, with capital
and surt•ius of over 63,000,000.
Thirty-five district officers are lo-
cated in nine staes, with two in
Memphis at 234 and 234ti Her-
nando St. Complete insurance
counsel and coverage are offered
in ordinary, industrial, and acci-
dent and nealth. The firms home
office is at 480 Linden.
Texas Solon filibusters
For Integration, Loses
AUSTIN, Tex. — (INS) — A
lone state senator filibustered past
the 20-hour mark last week in a
vain effort to block action on
twin proposals aimed at stemming
the tide of public school integra-
tion in Texas.
Sen. Henry Gonzalez, of San An-
tonio, collapsed into his chair
from exhaustion , after speaking
continuously to an almost empty
senate chamber.
Subject of his talkathon was a
bill authorizing the attorney gen-
eral to assist local school districts Price Daniel, but as introduced in
the senate it carried an extra pro-
vision requiring school boards to
provide "out of classroom" in-
struction for the pupils concerned
in a school thus closed.
in defending state segregation
laws.
When he sat down, it was ap-
proved on second reading by a
voice vote and the senate stood
at ease to take up the real target
of his attack — a bill permitting
the closing of schools threatened
by violence needing troop occupa-
tion.
The latter proposal was sub-
mitted to a special session of the
legislature last week by Gov.
A QUEEN IS CROWNED
Dr. S. M. Nahrit. president.
Texas Southern university,
crowns .losie Haller Miss TSU,
at the halftime of the tenth
annual Homecoming Game-
TSU defeated (rambling 59-14
thus keeping in tact its record
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lonesome Mlbuster before a gal-
lery which contained a dozen Ne-
groes at one time.
He took smal 1 sips from a
water glass and periodically chow-
ed on lemon-halves as his petite
wife sat solemnly nearby and list-
ened to his tirade.
On the section of the bill pro-
viding that the school boards may
close schools after the governor
issues a proclamation saying viol-
ence is imminent; he declared:
"It may be that he emies the
governor of Arkansas the publici-
ty he has received."
Gonzalez branded this an out-
and-out segregation bill aimed at14 cpeaks
thwarting the 1954 desegregation
order of the U. S. Supreme Court.
He called a "legalized hookey,
school-child lockout bill," and de-
clared it "sets a school wrecking
precedent" for the reason that
it would not only close schools
but permit the use of public funds
for outside instruction for some
pupils.
At Science Meet--
TALLAHASSEE -- Dr. George
W. Gore, jr., president of Florida
A and Si university, will he one
of a series of speakers on the
program of the Florida Academy
of Sciences in session at Stetson
university, Deland, Fla. He will
present a paper at the afternoon
session on Friday, Dec. 6, on
"Higher Education of the Negro
His voice was reduced to a bare in the United States in Retrospect
whisper as daylight broke on his and Prospect."
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
The St. Francis County Annual 
Hodges, F. M. Jeffers, C. T. Wile
TB Symposium was held at 
the hams A. P. Suggs, S. P. Cox,
Lincoln High school on Nov. 17, L. D. 
Barnett, V. T. Bond. T.
under the direction of Dr. Cliffie A. 
West, M. M. Crutcher, R. C.
J. Bond, County chairman of the 
Livington, G. W. Starlard, WAS
Negro Division of the TB Seal am 
Delaney, Omelia Joplin, R
Sale. ecca 
White, Minnie Warren, Jew-
The devotional was conducted ell Ison, 
Dorothy Edmonds, L. J.
by Rev. and Mrs. It, B. Bland. Clark, 
E. G. Cobb, E. P. Gamble,
Greetings on behalf of the mayor R. J. 
Christmas, J. 0. Upchurch,
were extended by Ted Parker. The Clarine 
Smith, Polly Kirkland,
TB Seal Sale Song, "If I Can Help Misses Minnie 
and A p 1 o i s Ed.
Somebody," was sung by V. D. monds, 
Messrs. M. 0. Livingston,
Mrs. Elizabeth Connaway, gener- Jefferson.
y W. N. Moorehead, and T. 
Charles
Starlard. Remarks were given b
al chairman for St. Francis county
and Mrs. William Alderson, pre-
sident of the St. Francis Co. TB 
closed recently in Morrillton aft-
Association 
er selecting Helena for the next
Inspirationals were given by 
meeting. Dr. C. B. Knox of Pine
Charles Shively, Mrs. T. K. Rue- 
Bluff is president and Mrs. T. G.
ker, Robert Wright, Mrs. F. N. 
Purifoy of Forrest City, Ark., is
BaMraubsiinc, 
waossnreonldnereAdnkby Wmilloitaom The 
Northwest annual confer-n
secretary.
ence of the AME church will be
Jamison and Mrs. W. W. Draper.
High School chorus, Marianna held 
in Forrest city starting Nov.
27 at the St. Luke Methodist
church. Rev. H. Scott is pastor of
the church and 0. L. Sherman of
Little Rock, Ark., is the Bishop.
Ark., and the Madison Light Bap-
tist church junior choir.
The door prize was won by Mrs.
Elnora Peoples and Mrs. Salene
Porter won the attendance award. The Lincoln High school Tigeco
Your scribe has been asked to will share with the Yellow 
Ja I
serve as City Seal Sale chairman. eta of Stuttgart, Ark., the AA '
A list of the workers appear be- District Championship. This deci-
low — Won't you please help sion was determine when the Ti.
us to make this year's Seal Sale gers took on the Helena Buc-
the best ever. caneers at Smith Stadium on -Wed-
The workers are as follows: nesday evening, Nov. 20. The Ti-
Mesdames Margaret Stewart, Do- ger "Eleven" won the game 14-0
ris Owen, Necie Gordon, Lucille Congratulations are in order for
all of the Tigers and their men-
tors, Livingston and Allen.
A new addition to the Lincoln
High school faculty is Miss Ar-
cola Smith of Baton Rouge. La,
I could not close the column
without saying Happy Birthday to
Mrs Erma P. Whitaker. Mrs Whi.






NEW YORK — Mrs. Eleanor.
Roosevelt said last week that the
biggest achievement of President
Eisenhower's second term has
been the passage of the Civil
Rights bill.
Praising the administration for
the passage of this controversial'
legislation, the former First Lady!
stated that "it may not be all
that some of us would like it to
be, but it is a beginning — a step
in the right direction—and there-
fore a great achievement."
Mrs. Roosevelt made this state-
ment in her monthly question-and-
answer column in the' current is-
sue of McCall's magazine. .Ssited
to name the worst mistake of the
President's second administration,
Mrs. Roosevelt pointed to foreign
policy.
She said, "The great mistakes
have been, I think, in the area
of foreign affairs. I think real
statesmanship and foresight might
have averted the Suez crisis, from









REBUILT VACUUM $ 95
CLEANERS up
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Pork Ave.-FA. 3-8507
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OUR CHRISTMAS BONUS TO YOU!
JULY PRICES IN NOVEMBER
FIRST TIME IN OUR HISTORY HAVE OUR NEW MODEL
CARS BEEN PRICED SO LOW WITH DISCOUNTS SO HIGH
FACTORY FRESH 1958
DE SOTOS AND PLYMOUTHS
SELLING AT CLOSE-OUT PRICES
UP TO '800 DISCOUNT















Notion's Largest DeSoto-Plymouth Dealer













ALSO A LIMITED STOCK OF NEW 1957
DESOTOS WITH MANY '58 FEATURES
AT BELOW COST PRICES!
•
